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Gentlemen of the City Government:
By the vote of the majority of the legal
voters of the several wards we assemble here
today as the legal representatives of the city,
and to us has been given the
management of
its affairs for the present
municipal year. 1
see before me men elected from both
political
parties, and who have, as I believe, the best
interests of the city at heart. That we shall
t e called upon to face some hard
problems I
have no doubt, but if we meet these problems
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Learning

to Sew..
to “Storm

Elections. .Answer
Father and Son (poem)..
Mail Order Houses.
lumiscences of Western Travels..

v

,;,h!s Almost Human. .Promoting
ultry Industry, .ivot to License

...

squarely

and lairly, all of us giving to them
earnest attention, I feel that we shall succeed.
I would at this time bring to your
notice a few of the things which will
require
our

Patriotism. .Automobile Regulation Bermuda.
-earsport.. .Stockton Springs.. The
Price Current-Born....
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Finances.
Our financial condition remains much the
as last year so far as resource and liability account is concerned. The money avail-
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the Cities and State.
feature of the deHanson in his campaign for a
mayor of Belfast. Mr. Hanson,
d,headed the Democratic ticket
Monday and was defeated by 93
ent, William K. Keene, becomd Republican mayor in 10 years.
s that at the big Republican
i^y night preceding the election
rmont read one of the speeches
r-s>on made when he was stumping
nst the adoption of Prohibition.
speeches were notorious for the
i.ich they maligned the cities of

j.
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enure
aiaie, impugning ine
murals of ihe people and the
iding of this speech made a d**ep
l
the people of Belfast,who turned
ay to reject the man, nine times
who had spoken so slightingly of
i:
Nor were they content with
ite.
at the polls, but after the votes
ted
a
larger number of the townsf;in a grand celebration of the det
1\ Hanson, antiprohibitionist and
p.rator. Portland Evening Ex••
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tditor Hanson Met His Waterloo.
V

uated by politicil motives ora
and stand applause, or whether
in nis advocacy of the subject
ses to go outside his State to
not for us to say, but that Edgar
telfast met his Waterloo in the
Montpelier, Vt., seems to nave
tni lished.
Mr. Hanson is a strong
license or local option system of
traffic.
liquor
was paying Mr. Hanson for his
rmont is not troubling us just
lie was paid from a fund created
rs we would like to know it.
We
ction to Mr. Hanson telling us
ust what interests financed his
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paign.
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quor interests have the money
ny, and that is what counts with
: e if it can be shown that the
dvocates have a good big camour friend Hanson might he inme over and swap some of that
ry on our side in lieu of an opput his hand into the bag connnscience fund. —Lisbon Enter- |
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Personal Comments.
•rd from St. '.Augustine, Florida,
f March 14th, brings this mesheard the good news from home.
Ihe Journal for full reports.”

1

port subscriber writes: “I

see

your

again defeated the author of
gy,” and I think their judgment
e

Machias (from a former resi“Journal received. I was *decsday to learn that you had ‘downHanson.”
’rom

subscriber writes: Good for BelHanson received his just reglad that “Will” succeeded.
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week, that

we

much
failed to
8o

summary of the European war
the third week of fighting on

ur

was

front,

h
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a continuation of the Gerunder the command of the
The German forces made some

ensive
.'nice
6

(political) occupied

war

space last

it at

heavy cost according

to Paris

r*1-

Berlin claimed their losses were
bar: those of the French.
The Paris reprobably nearest the truth.
The
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rimriR (ruva
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used their artillery, to which the
replied. Up to the 15th the Germans

y and
',cn

k succeeded in

straightening out their lines
E:,!e Verdun a little, but had
gained nothing
lE!- *°uld
count towards a final
victory.
expected Germany has declared war
igal, chiefly on account of the recent
iiEUrfe f German merchantmen
interned in
W&B
r'

1

4fiuguese ports
6r“‘
A

and Portugal’s refusal to
this action and once more place the
under the German flag, and Austria has

the s,ame,
L .ri.ion

despatch

of

March

13th, says:
between Rud Russia, which is believed to indicate
te decision of Rumania to adhere to
r-ment

has been reached

Allies, according to
despatch to the Exchange TeleThe agreement permits Rumania

of the Entente

'f'
<

st

li;‘se

war

materials in Russia and

to

through Russia

war materials purIt is reported that Russia

isewhere.
*

d further

to

give to Rumania part of

ignation of Admiral von Tirpitz who,
beginning of the war, has been the
*
Eminent figure in the German Admii, has been
variously interpreted. The
;

rtPort

effect that his eliminainsistence upon the
drastic submarine policy. The next reWaa Just the
contrary. Then he was
have favored—and to have opposed—a
f
fleet. In fact, all that
*
tbf German
e> published
is pure speculation.
k
i-ituation on the western front is
prac*
d*
is generally accepted
& th U?*Cban*''
Ger*nans have spent their force; and
h: v an,,us
quarters come predictions of an
if,.
on

was

to the

account of his

J

irending

of the

war.

the Russians are
making proIk/ ie. east
the outlook is favorable to the Allies.
ij,'*nd
>. with Russia at her back
door, is said
K ! ,ut. re?dy to 8Ue lor peace, There is
In the Balkans
Roumania is
tortSIV,t?
w” t0 be PreP®rinK to move on Bulgaria.
8ubmariue8 »re continuing their desWanWor*£
and are
Ut

torpedoing
Jf.
W|tnout|warning.

neutral

ves-

safety

expended,
nearly
£ ^eir Inoney
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thJmgTfi£ it£n?lei,ce
that by making the
City’s business
nil'eel
ab,e to Kive to the taa
ntvntT of ^?
if* ! b®.
payers
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what they have right
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good bu8ine8s administra

The City Council organized
by electing W
C. Libbey, President and
Henry B. Ladd
Cierk. In joint convention the
following officers were elected:
City Clerk, Carleton Doak.
City Treasurer, Edward Sibley, 9- E S
Pitcher, 6.
Tax Collector, Edward Sibley.
City Solicitor, Carleton Doak.
City Physician, Foster C. Small, 9; Harry L.
Kilgore, 6,
Supervisor of highways, George Weymouth.
Chief Engineer, Stephen S. L. Shute; First
Asst. Engineer. Ira T. Clough; Second Assistant Engineer, Eugene L. Cook.
City Engineer, A. D. Hayes.
City Electiican, W. H. Booker.
City Marshal, George W. Frisbee. 9; M. R.
Knowlton, 6.
Auditor, H. H. Coombs, 9; W. G. Hazeltine,
5.
Harbor Master. N. S, Lord.
Port

Warden,

N. S. Lord.

Truant Officer, George W. Frisbee.
Inspector of Buildings, John G. Aborn.
Inspector of Milk,W, L, West, 9;Giles G. Abbott, 5.
Assessor for Three Years, James F, Shel-

don.

Overseers of Poor, W. L. West, O. E Frost.
A. P. Goodhue,
Board of Health, O. S. Vickery, chairman.
Carl H. Stevens and V. L. Hall.
Trustees of Public Library, Ben Hazeltine,
Rev. A. A. Blair, Selwyn Thompson, Charles
S. Bickford, W. K. Keene.
Trustee of Cemetery, Ralph H. Howes.
Night Watch,Fred Sanborn and Harry Toothaker.
Park Superintendent, George Weymouth.
Sealer of Weights and Measures, Fred E,

CAPT L M. PARTRIDGE.
Lewis

M

Partridge passed to a higher life
Stockton Springs Feb. 28th

at his

home in

after

short

1916.

NUMBER 1

1

a fine voice, and for
many yean sang in the
* choir of the Universalist
church, of which he
waa a very liberal
supporter and earnest
worker. For years he taught a large class
of young men in the Sunday school.
Of a
very spiritual nature the church was for him
a
haven
of rest and inspiration. Many
always
happy houn he spent with his violin end
piano, and although he had reached the advanced age of 87 yean and 11 months, only the
day before his last illness he sat down at tbe
piano and played and sang44Auld;Lang Syne”,
4<Tne Old Oaken Bucket” and other old favorite songs. Although an invalid for 11 yean,
after a very severe attack of pneumonia, he
was always cheerful and
patient. Five yean
ago he fell and fnctured his hip, and though
it was a heavy cross not to be able to walk
without the aid of a crutch he bore it bravely,
and was still bright and uncomplaining, finding yet much pleasure in life. He dearly loved
the sunny home he had taken such pride in
beautifying and was happy in the society of his
wife and daughter, who tenderly ministered to
his every wish. He was a most devoted husband and an ideal father. He will be
sadly missed. He kept up his correspondence with his few
remaining old friends until the last. Between
him and hia daughter was the strongest bond
of love and companionship. She wsb a frail

members end his loss will be felt keenly. For
time his only son, Eugene G. Pierce, hss
been associsted with him, under the firm name
of E. C. Pierce & Co. He is survived
by his
wife, by a son, E. G. Pierce, a daughter, Mrs.
Mary Eck, and by a brother, George G. Pierce,

1
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Ralph C. Pitcher of Caribou is in Belfast
business.

on

I. L. Perry returned last Saturday from &
formerly of this city, but who after the death business trip to Boston.
of his wife went to Chicago to make his home
A. R. Leadbetter returned
Tuesday from w
with his brother, who came east to
accompany visit with relatives in Vinalhsven.
him there, and this was his last viiit to his naMr. and Mrs. Charles P. Hazeltine have retive, place. The deceased is held in kind returned from visits in Boston and
membrance by our older citizens and by his
Wellesley,
Mass.
Seth Banton of Freedom is passing several
days as a guest of Charles Dan forth.—Fairfield

the 19th Maine, and the many
Belfast friends of the surviving brother extend heartfelt sympathy to the bereaved.
comrades of

Journal,

Wilson Randall died at No. 88 Union street,
March 16th after a trying illness of
many
months, aged 86 years, 1 month and 10 days.

of Bangor arrived Tuesday
visit ‘bis parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
O’Connell.

He

Donald Thompson returned to Bangor Friday after a short visit with bis brother, Carroll A. Thompson.
George M, Stone of lewistown, Mont., arrived Saturday to make his home with hie,

Ralph O’Connell

to

was born in Stockton,a son of the late Ambrose and Susan Glosson Randall. In his
early
manhood he learned the blockmaker's trade
and did a lucrative business in that town’s

shipbuilding days.

When that industry went
Belfast, about 43 years sgo, sister, Mrs Chas. H.
Walden.
and worked up a large business in
peddling
Mrs. Herman Farrow of Islesboro is
small wares, etc., using a push cart and
visiting
going her
parents, Capt. and Mrs. J. F. Grindel, who
to his regular customers in
every section. In
are spending the winter in Belfast.
all his long and useful life he was
upright and
Miss Geneva Stephenson,a student at Coburn
honorable and his word was as good as his
Classical Institute, is spending the spring vanote. He was modest and
little girl, and often when she was
and was a
retiring,
her
ailing
father would hold her so tenderly in hia arms true husbind, father and friend. In religious ! cation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L>. F.
that she would tell him she would rather be belief he was a Universalist but inclining to i Stephenson.
sick and have him hold her than to be well Spiritualism. He is survived by his wife, one
Miss Katherine Louise Carr of Portland, for
daughter, Mrs. D. A. Webber, and her two | several years housekeeper of Rev. Fr. Herand not be held. Her affection never
changed
The funeral man H. Hamaker of St. Francis Catholic
throughout all their yearB together, and it was daughters, Louise and Emma.
took place at his late home
her pleasure, as well as
Saturday at 2 p. m. church, is visiting friends in this city.
duty, to care for him
wheD be most needed her. He was a delicate Rev. Arthur A. Blair, Universalist, officiating,
Mr. and. Mrs. C. E. Perkins returned last
assisted by Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson, Bapboy and young man, but by the most unremitThursday from Boston, where they spent the
tist.
The bearers were Messrs. George E. !
ting care, strictly temperate habits and an
winter, and have opened their store at Northabstemious life he far outlived man’s allotted White, Charles H. Twombly, George H. Rob- port
Campground,
ertson and Millard F. French.
span and was remarkably well preserved.
Mrs. Clarence E. Hall and little daughter
who
saw
him spoke of how
Everyone
young
Carolyn left Monday for Boston, where Mr
«.
ornery, one oi iiucksport’s oldest
and fresh he looked for a man of his
years, and most
Hall will meet them on their way to their new
highly
respected
citizens,
passed
often saying they would never take him to be
away at his home in McDonald street late home in Barre, Vt.
past middle life. In all the temptations of
Wednesday evening, March 15th, at the age
Ralph A. Bramhall, submaster of the Lawhis life at sea, and in the gold
mines, he never of 87 years. Mr.
Emery had been a man of rence High school, Fairfield, is spending a
drank a glass of liauor. He was alw.v.
wonderful activity, and was confined to his two weeks’ vacation with his
mother, Mrs,
appreciative of every kindness shown him,
bed only about ten days previous to his death. Alice C. Bramhall,
and was a charming companion. He was
down he moved to

illness of acute bronchitis. He
by his wife; his son, Melvin, now
residing in the far west, and his daughter,
Leora. One of nine children,he was the last to
Ellis.
i S°Capt. Partridge was born in Prospect*
Police, Wm. H. Staples, Simon B. Wanning, Maine, on Ma.ch
24, 1828. His father was
Thomas J. Brown, H P. Smith, Percy HarnJosiah Partridge, a son of Sarah
Shute, whose I
man, Edwin White, Earl Curtis, Henry Wentworth, James A, Nickerson, Luther W. Ham- ; father was C l. Benj. Shute, one of the
mons, John Webb, Alonzo Hart, Leslie Elms, earliest settlers* of this
region, and who ownBert Annis,
ed the house on French's Point,
Sandypoint,
Standing Committees:
the He was a
prominent Mason, a member of
Eugene J2j. Cannon, who is attending Coburn
Finance, Accounts and Claims, Alderman now known as the old French house. He was oldest man in town, and one year ago he was
Fidelity Lodge and Hancock Royal Arch Chap- Classical Institute and with his
Wescott, Councilmen Howes and Libbey.
the first postmaster in the town, and the
only presented with the gold-headed cane Bent by ter of
parents ie
Public Schools, Alderman Hall, Councilmen
Bucksport, and was also a member of spending the winter in
Justice of the Peace in the whole
—,} v:_ii
territory the Boston Post for the oldest male citizen. Fort
Waterville, was in BelKnox Lodge, I. O. O. F., and Riverview fast
fr<
m
Belfast
to
Frankfort. Couples came He was also the oldeBt Mason in
with friends over Sunday.
Highways and Bridges, Alderman Morse,
town, having Rebekah
in which he took great interfrom as far away as Castine and Islesboro to
Councilmen Keech and Hall.
joined that order in Bucksport, Me., in 1857. est. Tor Lodge,
Miss Louise W. Richards of the
Farmington
Fire Department and City Property. Aider- be married
Mr.
many
years
was
associatEmery
by him. His mother was Eleanor He was for years Secretary of Pownal
Sidewalks.
Normal school faculty, arrived home last
man Thompson, Councilmen
Lodge. ed with his brother, James
Hayes and Ladd. Wood Grant, a
in the J
Emery,
of Capt. James Grant, The funeral was held at his late
The past year has been a hard one for our
daughter
Alderman
to
Sidewalks,
residence, firm of
Friday
spend the spring vacation with her
Morse, Councilmen
walks owing to the fact that the weather made Keech and Hall.
Emery & Co. He is survived hv his 1
affectionately called4* Capt. Jimmy,” jwho in Hev. A. A. Blair of the Universalist church,
Annie H Richards.
havoc with the old board walks, many of which
widow, Harriet Goodale Emery, and by one inulhei, Mrs.
Cemeteries, Alderman Wentworth, Council- her early days Commanded the now famous speaking most
feelingly words of comfort to
had become rotten. This required the
Kenney A. Burgess arrived from Boston on
taking men Clements and Kimball.
nephew, J. Robert Emery. Funeral services
old
schooner
the
bereaved
His
of
same
and
a
childhood
••Polly.”
was a
up
family. Pownal Lodge attended were held from
the Saturday morning boat for a few hours'
large amount of grading
By-Laws and Police Regulations, Alderman
his late borne
done for new walks. I would urge you to make
Saturday. Mr. j visit with his
very happy one, as near him lived his six in a body, aDd conducted a short, but
Hall, Councilmen Hayes and Staples.
parents, Hon. and Mrs. Albert
impres- Emery was well known in this
j
as liberal an appropriation for concrete v/alks
Enrolled Ordinances, Alderman Wescott, uncles, brothers of his
and
was
a
city,
mother, all very pros- sive, service at the grave. The flowers were
as you feel that you can, and that the conbrother of the late James, Robert T. and C. Burgess, leaving on the noon train,
Councilmen Clements and Nickerson.
crete walks laid two years ago be extended
Lights, Alderman Thompson, Councilmen perous, owning one hundred acre farms, and very beautiful.
Thomas B. Emery, sons of
Harold S. Rowe of Sanford, a student at the
Capt. Robert
with large families for his
His work is done, and well
along the several streets.
Howes and Libbey,
playmates. His
done, he has Emery of Belfast. Of
his sons, Robert and University of Maine, who played on the BelSewers, Alderman W entworth, Councilmen father also owned a large farm, and was anxi- earned his rest.
Taxes.
Thomas B. were residents of this
Staples and Nickerson.
city and fast base ball team last summer, arrived MonThe rate of taxes for the past year has beeD
IlIES Bt*COnU
DOy,
State Pensions, Aldermen W’escott, Morse,
died here, the latter in
1871. James was in day and is the guest of Dr. Foster C. Small.
the oldest boy, John, having left home to folquite a heavy burden to the tax payers of our and Hall.
Mr. Nelson Curtis passed away Feb. 15,
city, and while I feel that the money so raised
1916, business here as a jeweler, but moved to
Miss Marjorie Shaw, a teacher in the Stevlow the sea; but the farm work was irksome to
In Joint Convention.
was needed to carry on the affairs of the
at his home in Monroe, aged 78 yejrs and 11 Bucksport, where he died
city
Oct. 5, 1899.
ens High school in Claremont, N. H„ will arthe
and
lad,
felt
the
he, too,
call of the sea,
to the best advantage, and that the same was
Claims of George E. Patt and Walter M
months. He was born in Monroe, one of the
and longed to see something of the
rive next Saturday to spend the spring vaca
well expended, and that the tax payers re- \ oung of Camden
great ten children of David and
against city for accident in
Nettie A., wife of Isaiah W. Cross, died at
Jane Curtis, and
ceived good value in the way of improvements,
tion with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Walter C.
running automobile over embankment at Head world. The love for the sea was an inheritat the same tirfe I would urge you to try to °f Tide referred to Committee
was the youngest and last one of the
on Accounts and
family. her home, 57 Miller street, March 17th, aged Shaw.
ance from the grandfather^
"Capt. Jimmy.” His first wife was Ellen
make the rate this year as low as possible and Claims.
Tasker of Dixmont, 61 years. 4 months and 1 oay. She was born
at the same time not cripple the various deWater Company matter referred to Com- At the age of seventeen he left home, and and to them
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H, Stephenson of Brunsthree children were born. His in Morrill, the daughter of the late Francis
partments. I think that a rate of 24c or 25c mittee on Accounts and Claims.
sta.ted upon his chosen calling. At that time
wick were guests the past week ot their sister
last wife was Eliza Carter,
and
will be sufficient for our needs.
Greer.
whom
Young
he
had
Mary
We were
all
of
by
Nearly
her
he lost his mother, and home never seemed
In Board of Aldermen.
Mrs. A. J. Morrison. They came to Belfast tc
fortunate in our selection of a tax collector
one
child. He enlisted in April, 1862. in life had been spent in this city and while her
Aldermen Wescott was made chairman of so dear again. He quickly rose to be a master
for the past year, and while the amount asaccompany the remains of Mr. Stephenson’s
health
and
she
served
in
was
a
Searsport
the
19th
Maine unpermitted
regular attendant
sessed was large, we find the taxes collected the committee to ascertain the cost of city mariner, and at the
age of twenty-one took til the close
mother.
of the war. Mr. Curtis was at the Methodist church.
Her death was
unusually close at this time, and I would printing and report at the May meeting.
command of
the sch. Marquise.
Among a good citizen, a man of rare
The assessors were instructed to give due
recommend that we try and retain the present
Mrs. Fred Pendleton of Concord, N, H., was
a
caused by
of diseases, although
complication
cheerthe
vessels
he sailed was the brig Melvin,
notice to the inhabitants of the city to precollector.
in town Tuesday on her way to Vinalhaven,
social and friendly in all his
she had been partially crippled for years with
fulness,
ways,
the
schs.
lists of their property, etc by pubMarion A
where she was called by the serious illness of
pare
Gould, Glenview, Crimea- kind and honest in
Schools.
his dealings, and the re- rheumatism. She is survived by her husband, ner mother, Mrs. Julia Allenwood.—Rockland
lishing said notice in The Journal and Waldo Windward, etc In 1852, soon after the
gold
the
of
the late Mrs
Through
generous gift
moval of such a life leaves a
two sisters and two brothers: Mrs.
County Herald.
vacancy and a by
Georgia Opinion.
fever broke out in California, he, with eight
Frederick of tne new Peirce School building
AH the orders necessary for starting the
shadow that will be deeply felt, especially in G. Heath of Bucksport, Mrs Abbie G.
and the purchase and fitting up of the McMiss Daisy Pease, who is attending the
Stanley
regular routine of the city government were other young men from Prospect and two from
the home circle. He was a quiet
and Herbert Greer of Brockton, Mass., and
Lellan School, we find our scholars better passed as usual.
man, and after
Gilman Commercial school in Bangor, is
Rockland, Me took cabin passage in the fine
housed than ever before, and it is very much
his
E.
of
Greer
of
Belfast.
service
in
years
the army sought the Percy
The funeral took
Adjourned.
new ship Eastern State and sailed around the
spending a week’3 vacation with her mother
to be regretted that w'e are not at this time in
quiet of his home rather than mingle in public place at her late home Monday at 2 p. m., Rev
Mrs. Laura J. Pease, matron at the Belfast
a financial condition to furnish a new school
Horn for the gold mines.
He was the last of
THE
MEXICAN SITUATION.
affairs. He had served his town as selectman Horace B. Sellers, of the Methodist church Home for Aged Women.
building in the central part of the town. For
them all to pass away.
in CaliRemaining
detailed reports of the condition of
and was a prominent member of the G. A.
our
R. officiating. Tne W. C. T. U., of which the defornia but one year he returned home and
In a person*! note from Hotel Walcott, New
schools I would refer you to the report of the
The “watchful waiting” Mexican
policy has took his brother’s vessel, he having had a new and patriotic to a high standard His was a ceased was a member, attended in a body. The York, Mrs. Ira M. Cobe says: “We hope to be.
Superintendent of Schools and the School
brought its natural result. The bandit Villa, one built for
generous spirit and he was always ready and bearers were from Thomas H. Marshall Post,
Committee.
at home again for at least a week-end before
him. In 1856 he married Miss
who President Wilson attempted to make
willing to help where help was needed. He Mrs. Cross being a member of the G. A. R. we come for
Sewers.
Mary S. Mudgett, also of Prospect. Four
good. Mr. Cobe lett March 20th
of Mexico after deposing Huerta
had for several years suffered at timeB with Circle. Messrs. 1. A. Gardner, Charles E. Dunpresident
Our sewers have not received as much atfor a few days’ visit in Chicago on business.”
children, two sons and two daughters, were
led 1,600 of his lollowers across the border
asthma and heart trouble, and only the best of ton, Thomas Gannon and Commander J. W.
tention for a few years as we feel they should
born to them; one son dying in infancy, and
Friends of Dr. I E. Luce, who has been veryhave, owing to the fact no doubt uf the urgent and made an early morning rush on the
sleep- one daughter in early maidenhood. In 1859 care from his children prolonged his life these Ferguson.
ill at the Augusta General hospital since underneed of money for other purposes. We have
of
New
ing city
ColumbuB,
Mexico and muryears. His last sickness of about two weeks
going
surgical treatment for a severe case of
this year laid quite a large amount of sewer
he came to Stockton, where he had since made
Ruth A. Stephenson, widow of Jerome
dered 17 Americans, eight of them soldiers
was too much for his feeble
appendicitis, will be glad to learn that he wau
by which the McLellan School, the Waldo
constitution and
his home. In 1860 the schooner Windward
died
in Brunswick, March
last evening to be doing nicely.—
Stephenson,
reported
at
and
and one a woman. Then there was a demand
he passed out peacefully. His last
14th,
County Hospital
many residents in the
days were the home of her eon, Frank
was built for him in the Stockton
northern part of the city have been benefitted.
H. Stephenson, Kennebec Journal, March 14th,
shipyards. spent with his son, Nelson
that American troops should be sent into
and
Jr.,
in
wife,
1 would advise that the work be continued and
On her maiden voyage from Turks Island to
where she had lived for the past seven
Mrs. Wallace Reed Tarbox, National senior
Mexico to kill or capture Villa; but March 12th 1
years.
their pleasant home where he was
as much sewer as in your judgment
surrounded Mrs.
you feel
Portland, Me., she was captured by the PrivaStephenson was a native of Swanville, vice president. Ladies G. A. R., of Fryeburg, is
we can afford- be built.
There is need of an Gen. Carranza issued a manifesto to the naby all comforts of life, and where he received
invited to address the Department Convention
teer Jeff Davis and himself and crew were
the daughter of the late Jonathan Brown
extension of the sewer on Court street; also it
and
tion declaring that under no circumstances I
of Massachusetts, which convenes in Boston
the most faithful care and attention
in his
: taken aboard the man-of-war and held for 24
would seem that the sewer in the southern
early in life married Mr Stephenson. They the first week in April. Mrs. Tarbox is well
wouid the Mexican government grant the
feebleness.
His
only daughter, Mrs. Nora
part of the city should be extended in order
where she
but
for
some
has
reason, perhaps only
spent practically all their life in Belfast,and she known in Massachusetts,
to take care of the new Peirce School buildright to the United States to violate Mexican hours;
Littlefield, living near, had cared for him in was a
as well as in Maine —Portland
known to Capt. Partridge, he was released.
loyal and devout member of the Metho- many friends,
J
ing. This would require an outlet,and I would territory by sending in an armed force in purher home many times in past
Evening Express, March 13th.
years during ill dist
advise that you ascertain the cost of
church. She possessed a kind and lovable
building suit of Villa without consent and the reci- and took his vessel in safety to her destina- turns. He leaves two children and six
grand- !
same as far down as Condon street in
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge S. Pitcher,teachers ot
tion. Among his papers is a document
place of
and was specially fond of children.
disposition
given
children to mourn the loss of a kind
procal privilege being first obtained and ad- j
Allyn street as laid out at the present time.
parent She is survived
him by the commander of the Davis insuring
by her son and one daughter, music in the public schools and prominent in
mitted.
The confidentia1 agent of the Mexi- |
and grandparent, the G, A. R. loses a
Fire Department.
good Mrs. Fannie
1
him immunity from further molestation.
At
A, Stimpson of Belfast, and two the musical affairs of Belfast, left last triday
can government in
Washington made immemember, the town a good citizen and neighbor
The report of the Chief of the Fire
Depart- diate
the close of the war, owing to ill
grandchildren, Mrs. Raymond B. Dyer of Bel- noon to attend a musical convention in Lincoln,
health, he and friend. Mr. Crocker, our local
to this effect, and the adment shows this department to be in a
representation
good
pastor, fast, and Elmer
sold his schooner and retired from the
sea, conducted the services and
Stimpson of Augusta. The Nebraska. They were to be joined in Chicago
condition, and it is one of which we feel we ministration agreed to let “Carranza bring his
Mr. Haley was the
and entered the store of Roberts &
have reason to be proud. Under the
by their daughter, Mrs. James T. Sleeper of
funeral was held in Brunswick last
manage- tr.iops across the border.
Hichborn, undertaker. There were beautiful
Then preparations
Thursday
ment of the engineers headed by Chief Shute
flowers
where he kept the books for a time, but with his
afternoon, Rev. George E. Akerman of the Beloit, Wis., who will make the trip with
were made to send
into
from
Mexico
and
the
the
this department has been brought to a high
troops
family.
ambition he was not content with this
Methodist church officiating. The remains them.
posistandard, and the work ot same for the year is night of March 15th the vanguard of an exwere brought to Belfast
deserving of praise. For lull report of ihe pedition gathered in less than a week was in I tion, therefore, though then 37 years of age,
Friday accompanied
Dr. and Mrs. George W. Stoddard of PasaArthur Melbourne Bodge died at 6
p. m„
equipment I would refer you to the report of
i he went to Belfast and entered the law office
by the daughter, son and his wife, and were dena, Calif., are about to move into the newMarch 18th, at the home of his
The elethe Chief Engineer, and would advise that as Mexico, 60 miles west of El Paso.
Mrs.
sister,
! of Hon. Nehemiah Abbott and in 1873 was adthe
in
placed
tomb
at
Grove cemereceiving
house they have been building in that city.
many of his recommendations as you feel ihe ments of the armament of this force, its numJoseph La Blanc, No. 62 Main street, after an
mitted to the practice of law at the Waldo
tery to await inttrment in the spring.
city can afford be adopted.
Under date of March 15th Dr. Stoddard writes;
bers, and its direction, or directions, in which |
illness of about 5 months with
tuberculosis,
Bar.
Hon.
County
Williamson
I irfhtc
of
Belfast
Joseph
various columns headed after they passed the
aged 21 years, 7 months and 3 days. He was
M. Frost, a well known farmer and “We are having a summer day, about 88 in the
Ephraim
was the first man to take him
the
hand and born in
Our lighting system remains the same as last I international line was a secret held
by
by the call him
Westport, Digby county, Nova Scotia, wholesale egg dealer, died very suddenly March shade. We were sorry not to have seen Helen
year with the exception of one new light on Wa- military censorshin.
brother, and to the day of Mr. WilBird Todd when she was here. It is a
August 15, 1893, the only son of Mr. and Mrs- 18th at his home in
great
ter street. Our contract with the Penobscot
liamson’s
Palmyra, at the age of 66
death, which occurred several years A 1.--1 T>Bay
Since then the reports have been as conflictpleasure to see Belfast people and we hope
Electric Company has expired, and I would
-—uicic uuui ne was
He
is survived by his wife, Emma
years.
he
was
a
Grant
staunch friend. For many years
ago,
advise that you take this matter up as soon as ing and unreliable as the news from the Euwill
hunt
us
they
when
up
visiting Pasadena.’1
eight years old. when he went to Halifax, N. Frost, by one son, L. W. f rost, postmaster at
Capt. Partridge was the only lawyer in town,
possible with an idea of making a new contract. ropean war.
Villa has, and has not, beer
S., where he was employed for some time as Palmyra, by two daughters. Mrs. Laura Weeks
Mr. and Mrs. upbraim 0. Shaw and their
I would also recommend thattne Committee on
his time largely to probate court
devoting
general and shipping clerk in a iarge store. and Mrs. Lida Long of Palmyra, and
Eights take under consideration the advisabili- cornered. The invading force is here, there business, for which there was the most
by two daughter, Mrs. Lester R. Wiley, who has been
urgent His health
ty of changing the location of some of the and everywhere. Villa will (and wont) fight,
failing he came to Belfast two brothers, E. Q. Frost and Orlando E. Frost of their guest for several months, will leave todemand.
In
1866 a customhouse was estabwith
a
view
to better serving all of the etc.
lights
years ago laBt May to visit his sister, Mrs. Belfast. The funeral service was held
lished and he was appointed deputy collector,
Monday day, Thursday, for Mrs. Wiley’s home in
people of our city.
William Winchester, hoping the
change would afternoon. Rev. H. W. Norton of the Metho- California. Mr. Wiley owns and operates a
which office he held for nine years, or until
Library.
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
be beneficial. Later his sister, Mrs. La
dist Church officiating.
hotel in San Francisco and has a ranch in
the decline of the shipbuilding industry in the
Blanc,
Belfast is fortunate in having a fine library,
|
moved here from Halifax and he made his
and under the management of the
The following transfers of real estate were town. In 1868 a charter for a Savings Bank
present liThe funeral of Mrs. Herbert E. Bradman j Groveland, Calif. Mr. Shaw has leased his
home
with
her.
He had the devoted attention
brarians everything is in fine
house, No. 18 Belmont avenue, to Mr. and
running order recorded in Waldo
was held at the home of her
County Registry of Deedt was obtained and he was made the cashier. It of both sisters in his
and we have reasons to feel
parents, Mr. and I Mrs. Caston of Gardiner. Mrs. Caston wae
proud of this inlong illness, which he Mrs.
was incorporated ip 1868, and closed in
for the week ending March 22,1916:
stitution.
Fred W. Daggett, in East Belfast last J
1885, bore with great
patience, never complaining
formerly Miss Mildred Knight of Belmont,
Isadore F. W7hitehouse, Unity, to Rose M
owing to the decline of shipbuilding, and the and
at 2 p. m., postponed from
Cemetery.
Thursday on
thinking always of those dear to him. Friday
Mrs. Lottie Yvignt of Lincolnville Ave. has
press of his other business. Every depositor
account
of
Under the management of the present Board Whitebouse, do; land'and buildings in Unity.
the
drifted
snow in the roads in j
He had made many friends
during his resi- that
was paid in full
returned home after a long visit with her sisof Trustees and the care of the
Lizzie M Trask, Palermo, to
with interest.
He was a
Superintendent
Augustus B.
vicinity, Rev. William Vaughan of Trinity |
dence here, who loved him for his sweet disour cemetery has become self
Reformed church officiated The bearers J ter, Mrs. C. E. Wade, in New London, Conn
sustaining and is | Sherman, Lawrence, Mass.; land and buLdingc member of the Masonic fraternity and an Odd
in fine condition.
position and gentle manners, and were glad to were Orrin J. Dickey. Harola H.
The new chapel so
long
Fellow.
He was always interested in all that
French, C. L. | Mrs. Wight closed her home about Nov, 20th
wanted has not yet materialized but I trust in in Liberty.
cheer to him with
bring
and Charles B. Eaton.
good
Wright
atthoughtful
the near future funds for
James W. Bennett,Brooks,to Walter O’Brien made for the betterment of his town, but
j and visited her brother, Mr. Fred Frisbee of.
building same will be
of fruit, etc.
tentions,
gifts
Both
parents
available. I understand that it will not be do; land and
Taunton Hospital, for two weeks, after which
though many times urged to take public office died
in Brooks.
James Gorivan died March 20th at bis home
buildings
when
he
a
was
child, and he is survived
necessary for you to make an appropriation
she went to New London.
his fidelity to his business would never
The pa3t three
Lila E. Shaw, Monroe, to Walter
in Winterport, aged 97 years and 3 months
allow
for this department.
O’Brien,
his
two
only by
sisters, who were with nim to
him to spare the time. Of a calm
months slipped by quickly, for Mrs. Wight
Brooks; land and buildings in Brooks.
He is survived by one son, Charles, a daughj
judicial
the
Water Service.
Annie B. Choate,et als, Montville. to
last, and by one adopted brother. Arch
took great pleasure in visiting numerous places
Liberty ! mind, many were the disagreements and misMiss
Maigaret, and by one sister, Mrs. I
With the decision of the referees the water and Belfast Telegraph and Telephone ComBodge of Barrington, N. S. The funeral was ter,
of interest. Among these were Ucean Beach,
his counsel was asked to
Katherine
McGee.
Mr. Gorivan was well known t
question we thought had been settled, but we i Pany. Searsmont; land and buildings in Sears- understandings
held in St. Francis Catholic church
the summer resort of New London, the ConTuesday at and highly esteemed, ar.d his
straighten out, making his office a court of arfind it will again be necessary to take this mat- mont,
death, at the
10 a. m„ his pastor. Rev. Father J. E.
Frank L. Blanchard, Stockton
ter up with the company at
Kealey, close of a long end useful life,will be regretted necticut College for Women, and the HistoriSprings, tc | bitration as it were. He never failed to effect
once, and I urge j
Grace I. Trundy, Houlton; land in Stockton
officiating. The interment will be in Grove by hosts of friends.
your careful attention to same.
cal Society. The fact that the latter was the
an amicable adjustment.
He was faithful and
Springs.
j
cemetery. The bearers were Elmer Hubbard,
City Park.
of Washington while he was in.
Antilla Cassens, Camden, to Charles French, conscientious in his business and ever ready to
After an illness extending over a period of headquarters
Harold
Russell
Fletcher,
The park has not received much attention Lincolnville; land in Lincolnville.
Fletcher
and
Frank
lend a helping hand to
anyone in need. No
nearly nineteen years. Frances Fisher Berry New London, and that his sleeping room is
for a year or two owing to the need of
Orser,
Isaac
to
the Centra]
Leathers, Brooks,
died March 16th at her home on Pine street. still to be seen as it was then, made the place
one ever appealed to him in vain.
money
in other departments and I would
Many are
recommend Maine Power Co., Augusta; land in Brooks.
As an example of Christian fortitude, cheerof unusual interest. On her
the widows and orphans who have
a careful study of the needs of
F. A. Bartlett, Unity, to the Central Maine
way home Mrs.
blessed his
same before
C. Pierce died March 16th at fulness, and-devotion to her family and friends,
Capt.
Elbridge
making an appropriation.
Power Co., Augusta; land in Unity,
name for the help and comfort he
visited her cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
brought his residence, 2864 Mildred avenue, Chicago, in the face of almost unbearable suffering, her Wight
I would advise in all cases where we
have
them in their time of distress and
bereave- aged 73 years. He was born in Belfast and his life has few equals. Such a life cannot fail to Boyington, after which she returned to Belwork requiring an an outlay of
any considerable
Commencent Parts At E. M. C. S.
leave its mark for good on those who knew her. fast, having taken a much needed rest
ment.
amount that the same be done under
boyhood was Bpent in this city. August 26, Mrs. Berry was the wife of Alfred H. Berry
contract
as I feel that by so
Capt. Partridge was of a most social and 1862, at the age of 19, he enlisted in the
doing we can get much
of
The E. M. C. seminary, Bucksport, closed
this city and leaves one son, Harold Lee
Civil
EAST BELFAST.
better results and at the same time be able
to last Friday for the spring recess.
Berry, and a brother, Horace B. Crosby, both
know just what a job will cost us
Thursday genial nature. Always sunny-hearted, and W ar and was sergeant. First Lieutenant and of
before we morning the class parts for commencement
Portland, and a sister, Mrs. Jane P. Nichols
ever looking on the bright side of
with a Captain of Company D. 19th Maine Volunstart.
life,
Robert Innis of Portland was the week-end
of Bath.—Portland Press.
were assigned as follows; Marian S.
Rust smile and word of cheer for all whom he met.
I have tried to bring to your notice a few of
teers, He served gallantly throughout the
Bucksport, salutatory; Sherman Hall, Camden’ His was
guest of his. parents, Mr. and Mtb. George Innis,
the more important points with which
a very magnetic
you will valedictory; Marcia Burrill of
and he war and was mustered out
personality,
State
Of
Trade.
have to deal, and in
Dedham,Virginia made and held
May 31, 1866. He
A delightful surprise party was tendered
doing so I want to urge Nason of Howland and Ethel Houston
His disposition
of Bucksmany friends.
was a member of
you to treat them as you would your own busiWashington Post, G. A. R„
Active. Storms check retail trade at east, Horace E, Nickerson last Saturday evening at
port, essays; Stephen Allen of Thomaston
was exceptionally sweet and
ness.
the
He
Spend
gentle.
was
City's money with as much Charles Lancaster of Howland and
of Chicago, having been a resident of that but wholesale business ie brisk.
Forrest a dear lover of
Higher prices his home in Swan Lake avenue in honor of his
care as you would
your own, and if anything is Towle, orations; class day
children, and always greatly city for
parts, Helen Pickermany years. He had been in active fail to exert retarding effect. Delayed deliveries 33rd birthday.
asked for which we feel we cannot
He was the recipient of some
afford do ing, East Orland, history; Phyllis and Thelma beloved by them. His was a very
successful, business there as a wholesale dealer in fruits of goods chief cause of complaint in all lines.
not.be afraid to turn it down.
Freight congestion of land and sea. Industry very valuable presents, among them a set of
In making your appropriations I do not ask Webb, Bucksport, prophecy;Valerie McAllister useful, and happy life. His capacity for en- arid
address
since
to Undergraduates;
vegetables
1869, 47 years, and had active. Wire edge off soft-coal trade on peace enclycopedias and some very handsome cuff
Bucksport,
Blynn
was unusually large.
you to be niggardly or mean, but to act with
He delighted
an enviable reputation among bis business asSidelinger, Washington, oration;Richard Webb joyment
agreement. Wheat breaks on specter of dar- i nks. Refreshments of
prudence, and having made an appropriation I Bucksport, class will; Myrtle
in everything beautiful in nature, and
coffee, cake, doughMars
Hill
Pierce,
art, sociates on Souths Water street. With his danelles opening. Supplies large. Clearings nuts, candy and
want to urge the committees of the
several and Merle Fogg,Montague presentation of
peanuts were served by the
heavy. Stock market strong after long dull
gifts. and music was his greatest pleasure. He had passing tbe.street
hasjost one of its oldest ■pell.—Bradstreeta, March 18th,
guests.
is

a

survived

.a.,.

mciauu

■

■,

road mait was possible
new

do a larger amount of work on our streets
the way of grading and
gravelling than had
been
done in former years for the same
amount of money, and i would urge you to
continue the same line of work this year,
using
a
liberal amount of gravel. I would advise
that the Committee on Highways ascertain
the cost at which we could
procure beach
gravel to be landed on some wharf, and if possible to procure it at a reasonable rate that a
liberal amou t of same may be used.
Our bridges are nearly all in good repair
with the exception of the lower
bridge, which
will require new top, and I would
sugge-t that
the Committee on Highways ascertain the
cost of hard
pine for this covering. You will
be required to make an
appropriation to complete the work on the Little River bridge. I
would suggest that we make the same
appropriation for State Roads as last vear.
to
in

...

sources

Our expenditures

our resources

Highways.
Through the installation of
last
chinery
year we found that

perdition by preaching rum
should not be given a vote
the people.—Kennebec
by

£

all

for the year 1915 was
are in excess
$4,273.40; this amount added
to the over-draft which came over to us from
the year 1914 makes our total
floating debt in
round numbers $7,000.
This amount I trust
by strict economy we will be able to materially reduce during the year. We are at the
present time hiring $18,000 at the bank in anticipation of money due the city.

■

®

from

$134,870.09.

of

id” seems to have held good
-.nes, but to our mind the city
uratulated is Belfast. After a
extensively, in the interests
and befouled traffic, berat! besmudging his own State,
ored by any city of Maine,
.ok the pulpit to better save

'■

attention.

same

Election March 13th.
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(in
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that oil

Mayor’s Address.

News of Belfast.. .The
The News of Brooks..
f the Granges,
News of Belfast.
The

r-

1
|

OBITUARY.

I

The members*elect of the c;ty council met
10 a. m., March 20th, and were called to
order in joint convention by Carleton Doak,
r.,riKe.
Sermon in Course on “Fools”..
city clerk, who then administered the oath of
", Kill the Birds. .Spring Fever
office. After prayer by Rev. J. Wilbor RichPownal
Marker.
Fort
The
em)
ardson of the Baptist church. Mayor William
,;n Colcord..County CorrespondK. Keene read his address as follows:
l'he Shade Trees of Belna|

f

b

guard against
Organized. overdraft?* won,d
tt!fir utmo®‘ tocall
theattentf^w.»
} and “Pecwl'y
aide walk department!! ti
*£.e ■tr«®t
Hs?
°S
“f
0Terdr»fta
and
ask
that whet
5“
d°

Mayor’s Address, Appointment of Com-
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tabling the McLemore resolution,
proposed, in substance, that if
American citizens travelled on armed
merchantmen, even though these ships
were within the provisions of internaon

Washington Whisperings.
[Correspondence

of

which

The Journal.J

Rev. J. W. Richardson’s Last Sermon
in Course on “Fools.”

Washington D. C. March 20, 1916.
Maine Republicans here are getting very
tional law, they should forfeit right to
weary of a Democratic Congress. It is
of their
government at
certainly a dallying Congress, and prom- protection
ises to keep its record unbroken well into Washington.
Neither Senator Burleigh nor the
Senator
the summer or early autumn.
Maine Republicans in the House intend

Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson of the Baptist Church preached the last sermon in
the series on “FooIb,” last Sunday night.
The text was Proverbs 1:7: “The fear of
the Lord is the beginning of knowledge:
but fools despise wisdom and instructhat their votes supporting the President tion.” Said the speaker:
shall mean a Republican endorsement
“Tonight the topic is just simply fools

Burleigh today pointed out that not a
single one of the big appropriation bills

has yet been considered in the Democratic Senate, although three months of
Within a year,
the session have passed.

which

in

event

there will

be

a

have on

give

be counted upon
to resume their old time vigor in transacting the public business.

Republicans

ideas
over

the submarine controversy should have
been conducted,but whatever differences
of opinion with the President they may

change in the efficiency of the legislative

body.

They have their own
negotiations with Berlin

for him.
how the

however, there is reason to expect a
change of administration at Washington,

can

these

scores

they propose to
possible for the
negotiations are

him the freest hand

present and, when the

done will then say what they think

supAlthough minorityCongressmen
posed to have little to do at Washington,
are

WALDO POMONA GRANGE.

NORTH

The regular meeting of North Waldo
important com- Pomona Grange was held with Sunrise
diligent at gathering in- Grange, Winterport, March 8th, with

Senator Burleigh finds many tasks at
He has service on

hand.

mittees and is
formation that bears upon bills before
those committees. One of the Senator’s

60 members in attendance. The meeting was opened in due form with P. M.

Other vacant
York presiding.
many years has been to look after the stations were filled as follows: Chaplain,
pension interests of Civil War veterans. Sadie Cole; Secretary, Abbie Jewett;
He has indeed set the pace and fashion Pomona, Clara York; Ceres, Cora Blaisin that matter, and the Maine veterans dell and Assistant Stewards, Mr. and
big undertakings

Washington

at

for

Mrs. C.

him as the greatest friend
they have had in Congress from Maine

were

C.

Clements.

Five granges

represented.

The business routine and

generation.

a

H.

G.

recognize
in

Sin and Folly of Profanity.

conferring

As has been his wont for many years,
Burleigh makes frequent visits
to the Pension Bureau, where he calls up

the fifth degree occupied the time of the
forenoon session and at the noon recess

the papers of individual veterans who
have written him about their pensions.

the

He looks the papers over personally,
rather than entrust the examination to
His long business
a clerk or secretary.

members

Senator

0.1

grange.
re-assembled in the fifth

and after a song by the choir a
excellent address of welcome was
extended by Noah Wilson, to which A.

degree

experience enables him to judge what
may be lacking in the record of the case
and then he takes steps to supply whatSenator
ever deficiency there may be.
Burleigh's files are crowded with letters
of appreciation from the Maine veterans

most

L. Blabdell made

topic, “How

can

fitting

response. A
the farm and home be
a

Hurts

line ior

mis

gratifying features of his long service at
Washington. The necessity for expedi-

Nickerson.

unanimously
improved machinery, and

It

conceded that

was

almost

requests of the veterans more of it, must be used by the farmer.
greater every year because : C. C. Clements stated that since he inmost of the applicants are now advanced ! stalled a milking machine, with a gasoline engine as motive for much of his
in years.
; farm
labor, he and his eleven years-old
Senator Burleigh has presented the boy could do the work that formerly rea hired
petition of numerous employes in the Im- I quired the additional service of
A paper by Nettie Cole.” Naman.
migration service at Vanceboro, Eastport, ture's Little
Bill,” was deserving of
Calais, Van Buren and Fort Kent,Maine. special mention. The second topic, “What
to
method
of
to
ask
grant pensions
Congress
expending the town’s road
They
civil service employes throughout the money can be adopted to produce more
satisfactory results than we are now recountry. The petition was referred by
ceiving?” was opened by G. H. York,
to
the
ComSenator Burleigh’s request
who advocated, among other improved
mittee on Civil Service and Retrench- methods, a patrol for the roads. He
ment. The matter of civil pensions has said it was the only way to economically
care for the roads after they are built or
been agitated for many years in this
i repaired, for with a man to patrol th em
country and a great number of petitions small damages are discovered and rehave been forwarded here annually. A paired which if neglected cause a larger
of money. He was followed by
variety of plans have also been proposed output
A. L. Blaisdell, R. F. Cole, Noah Wilfor such pensions. One is for the govson, C. C. Clements, the Overseer and
ernment to pay these pensions outright, Steward. A more strict supervision of
as
it pensions its former soldiers and road work and the patrol system were
advocated by the speakers. An infortheir officers. Other plans have emmal vote was taken to ascertain how
bodied the idea that the government
many would give a day’s work with a
should withhold a portion of the pay of team, if one is owned, for a good roads
these civil service employes and put it day, and 13 townsmen responded. Tt is
was advocated by A.
L. Blaisdell, who
into a fund from which the pensions could
said he should make it an issue at the
be financed. This has not met altogether annual
meeting of Winterport. After
with favor on the part of the government the usual acknowledgement for courtethe choir rendered a selection and
employes. Senator Burleigh referred sies,
the grange closed with the usual cerethe petition without comment regarding
monies.
its contents and purpose.
The next meeting will be with South
Mr. Everett A. Colson, a native of Branch Grange, Prospect, May 10th,
with an address of welcome by Jennie
Warren, Maine, and connected with the Dockham and response by W. J. Matappointment division of the Civil Service thews; reading by Elsie Killman; a paper
Commission in this city, has just been ap- by Flora Ward and a question, “Rethat the pleasures and profits of
pointed to head the United States Civil solved,
farm life are greater than its hardships
Service in the Philippines. Mr. Colson
and disappointments;” disputants, J. W.
was formerly connected with the Com- Nickerson and 0. B. Dow.
State Masmission in the Philippi-es before coming ter W. J. Thompson will he the guest of
the day.
and his work there
to
tion with the

becomes

|

Washington,

of such

a

was

character that when

occurred he

was

a

vacancy
recommended to

highly

Governor General Harrison and the latter
recently tendered Mr. Colson the position he is

now

He will leave

accepting.

days. The salary is
something like $6,000 a
The appointment came to Mr.
unsolicited and unexpected. Mr.

for Manila in

a

few

understood to be
year.
Colson

Colson has relatives in Union and Thomaston, Maine.
QonatAr Rnrloiarh Vina HoairrnntaH T.anr.

William

rence

Maine, for principal

Annapolis

at

emy

giving

Gardiner,

of

Emerson,

the Naval Acad-

to

under

the

Congress

each member of

law

new
an

ad-

ditional vacancy. If young Emerson is
successful in passing the government
examinations he may enter the Academy
in June. Congress recently authorized
an increase

in the number of cadets at

Annapolis.
Maine

Republicans

Congress are
record through

in

well satisfied with their

the recent controversy over armed merchantmen in Senate and House. There
their part
complete unanimity
with reference to the proper policy to
was

on

Senator Burleigh
pursue.
the start, when the matter
at

his end of the

Capitol,

decided

at

was at issue
that he would

by the President. Indeed the
President’s position was that which had

stand

been recommended

by

eminent

Republi-

along, not only with special refto submarine warfare but with
reference to Mexico. There seemed to

cans

all

nothing.

Burleigh
loyal Republican

not

much else that

could

properly

Furthermore the way had

ity in Congress, if not in public life, or
matters of diplomacy and internationi

For Temporary Profit.
“What a simple fool he is who acts as
though profits from the world are permanent! The alert soul gets an equivalent for the value of things he sells or relinquishes. If a man wanted to borrow
$10,000 from you, and offered a castle of
gold and crimson in the sunset sky as security for the loan, how you would stare
at him and think of the asylum for the
insane! Yet people who possess the
training of the schools and are believed
perfectly sane in our commercial and soSin
cial circles, are approached by sin.
offers them its indulgences, paints its
thrills,sweetly warbles its enticing song,a
whole city in cloud and mist, as security
And
for giving up the riches of God.
these people, so sensible in other things,
accept the delusions of sin as security for
what they give up of God and Heaven.
Well! well! what do you call it? I am
not talking now about the vile, sensual
things which leave pock-marks upon the
fair face of reputation; we refer to the
polite things which secretly open the inner
soul to the workings of sensual
thoughts—sharp methods in business

They Are One of the Country’s
Assets.
War and rumors of war are

Greatest#

on every
side and occupy our minds a large part
of the time. There is an ever-present
fear of danger to our country. There is

danger which is not considered as
seriously or as frequently as it should.
real

a

There is in many localities a reckless
destruction of bird life. “The hawk has
caught a chicken,” is the cry. The

1
I

that will
you need a
act on the bowels, and at the
same time help liver and stomach.

l“L.

leigh over the situation were quite gen
erally of the opinion that it was the onlj
way. Following Senator Burleigh's voti
at the north end of the Capitol came th<
contest in the House and the three Republican Representatives from Maine all

voted the same way—to support President Wilson.
They stood by him or
three roll calls, one ordering the previous question on the special rule, anothgi
on adopting the special rule and the third

~

~

M
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MEDICINE]

Buy
or

a 35c

write

bottle at nearest store,

to-day for free sample.

“L F»” Modiclno Co*

M

M

MAINE.

?
#

see

begin.

the mellow time for gardening

We want to start the hotbed and to
get the
sweet peas

in,

We want to carry out the plans we’re had in
mind since Fall,
But most of all we want to see a good old game
of ball!

them go
We want to see the batter bat, and hear the
umpire callin short, we sha’nt be happy till we see a
game
of ball!—Somerrille Journal.
THE
The

POVVNaL MARKER.

FORT

department

Lumber lot at South

electric

Read this unsolicited grateful

testimony

lights.

Savings

Bank

Not long ago my left knee belame and sore. It pained
me many restless nights.
So se-

(VMHMMMHIMVMMM

PRESTON’S

on

DWIMH P. PALMtR
| |

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in water for douches stops
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflammation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,

throat and sore eyes. Economical,
Has extraordinary cleansing and germicidal power.
Sample Free. 50c. all druggist*, or postpaid by
X. man. The Paxton Toilet Company. Boston, Mass.
sore

Fresh Food
EVERY DAY AT THE

Hogan
Bakery
THEIR

Whole Wheel Bread
DOUGHNUTS
10c. per doz.

By.
,D £

W J.

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.
DORMAN, its Treasurer.
3wl0

m.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.

—

--

They
?

Girl Wanted
For general housework in

Apply

to

2wll

a

small family.

MRS. H. E. MCDONALD,
14 Church Street.

&

JACKSON

)

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.
SwlO

TRUCKING
I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking.
Furniture and piano moving a specialty.
Leave orders at the staoie. corner of Main
and Cross streets, and they will receive
prompt attention. Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO,
ra6 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

^B

FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
Country at Belfast, Maine.
BELFAST AUENTS.

HALL

Saint Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Com-

Fire Insurance Company,
New York, New York.

December 31, 1915
235,774 34'
Real estate.$
loans.
1,176,030 00 I
Mortgage
0 00
Collateral loans.
j
Stocks and bonds....
8,305.203 71
Cash in office and bank.
606,393 75
1,173,132 78
Agent’s balances.
Bills receivable.
34,531 62
Interests and rents.
84,067 67
All other assets.
48,969 35
Assets

>

Deduct

Admitted assets.
Liabilities December

unpaid

Net

11,664,103 22
343,392 81

assets.
items not admitted.

J

Niagara

pany, Saint Paul, Minnesota.

Gross

8

ool;

December 31, 1915
.at ai
Real estate.
.Jhlftk
Mortgage loans.$
tht
Collateral loans.
\
Stocks and bonds. 6,0b
Cash in office and bank.
4»
Agents'balances.
65;
Bills receivable.
Assets

Interests and rents.
All other assets.

.1

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted..

10

Admitted

$11,320.710 41

1WB1

-H

assets..$7,66

e *u

5

Liabilities

31, 1915

December 31, 1915
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums. 3,4'j.
All other liabilities.....
1
Cash capital. 1,00
Surplus over all liabilities. 2,7.r.t

728,992 98
6,471,723 01
220,537 25
1,000,000 00
3,899,457 17

losses.

Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

:

pH

-■
American Central Insurance Comj m ■
St. Louis, Missouri.

AssetB December 31, 1915
estate. $ 173,186 38
Stocks and bonds. 3,000,503 81
588.556 45
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances. 330,136 43
833 33
Bills receivable
46,292 95
Interest and rents.
42,481 00
All other assets.

4,181,989 35
314,321 72

flffi

December 31, 1915
Real estate.$
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds..
4,1
Cash in ffice and bank.
2
Agents’ balances.....
Bills receivable.

atil

K<
My
bH

Assets

Real

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

,.:^H

Total liabilities and surplus... $7.6*
JAS. I’ATTEE & SON, Agents, Be
3wll

Orient Insurance Company,
Hartford, Connecticut.

j

J

^H

;

r^H
W

‘her

■

■jK

Interest and rents.
All other assets.

■

__

Admitted assets.$3,867,667 63
Liabilities December 31, 1915

127,790 43
unpaid
Unearned premiums. 1,587,509 15
37,925 87
All other liabilities.
Cash capital. 1,000,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,114,442 18
Net

losses.

Total liabilities and

r

■

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, NEW YORK

:

surplus.$3,867,667

63

3wl2

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted

4^3.

HE

7-

M

_

Admitted

Rhode Island Insurance Company,
Providence, Rhode Island,

I

Liabilities December 31, 1915
Net unpaid iusses.$ Ui
Unearned premiums. 1,76
All other liabilities.
Cash capital. 1,01
Surplus over all liabilities.

H

K|
1
-I

liabilities and surplus.$4,0.
I’ATTEE & SON, Agents, B

Total

Ln

JAS.

m

3wii

Assets December

____■

31, 1915

Real estate. $
Mortgage loans.

C CO

0 0C
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds. 1,243,420 62
93,429 39
CaBh in office and bank.
Agents’ balances. 209,313 65
Bills receivable.
9,249 62
Interest and rents.
8,599 38
All other assets.
Gross

assets.$1,664,012

Admitted

assets.$1,533,750

tilOUliniCB

unpaid

66

Massachusetts hire and Marine Insur %v,
Co., Boston. Massachusetts.
Assets
Real

44

1/DV.OUIUV.

66,562 77
624,403 27
83,573 60
400,000 00
359,220 90

losses.

Total liabilities and surplus..$1,533,750 44
3wl2

Hartford Fire insurance Company,
Hartford, Connecticut.

I

1,204
13
lfit

Agents’ balances.

(feu
fl

Bills

All other

assets.$28,277,827 42

1,651,493

Admitted assets.$1,4^
Liabilities December 31, 1915
Net

unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.

14
5t;t*

All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

<*

*

50
254

The Palatine
of

Insurance

Compam

London, England.

Assets

December 31, 1915

Real estate.

Mortgage loans....
Collateral loans..
Stocks and bonds. $2,4!'.
Cash in office and hank.
4
Agents’ balances.
4ir
Hills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.
1

5
N

|
I

Gross assets. 3.3‘j:
Deduct items not admitted.

02

16,350.361 60
1,025.000 00
2,000,000 00
7,360,972 90

liabilities and surplus.$28,277,827 42
J. TREAT, Jr., Agent, Winterport, Maine

Total

3wll

Admitted assets.$3,14
Liabilities December

31, 1915

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.
Total

Maryland Casualty Company,
Baltimore, Md.

10.

1,91
4

9h4,

liabilities and surplus_$3,145.
3wll

1915

$1,339,082

Hi

rrspIr

Gross assets. 1 50
Deduct items not admitted.
]v ^ ftt

3wll

Gross assets.$29,639,680 49
Deduct items not admitted.
1,361,853 07

08

Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

142,343 37
4,458,910 38
293,262 59
1,298,220 79
2,951 42
32.895 33
18,103 30

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

7,685,769 26
195,432 68

Admitted assets,
$7,390,336 58
Liabilities December 31,1915
Net unpaid losses,
$1,834,206 71
Unearned premiums,
3,182,804 40
All other liabilities,
451,776 33
Cash capital,
1,000,000 00
14
all
over
921,550
liabilities,
Surplus
Total liabilities and surplus,
3wl2

**

H

Total liabilities and surplus... $1,4"

Assets December 31, 1916
estate.$ 715,577 93
466,600 00
Mortgage loans.
35,000 00
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds. 22,902,622 37
Cash in office and bank.
1,691.928 87
Agents' balances. 3,501.366 70
16,170 82
Bills receivable
Interest and rents.272,691 49
All other assets.
38,922 31

Liabilities December 31, 1915
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

&

H|

Mortgage loans.

Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.

Real

Admitted

December 31, 1915

estate.$

receivable.
30,262 12 | Interest and
rents.

Deduct items not admitted.

1

£*,(

assets.$4,07

i’o;C

Assets December 31,
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Inthe condition thereof said Belfast Savings Real estate,
surance Company.
Bank, by Wilmer J. Dorman its Treasurer duly Mortgage loans,
Abstract of Statement January 1,1916
authorized, hereby claims a foreclosure of said Stocks and bonds,
mortgage.
Cash in office and bank,
Cash capital...$2,000,000 00
Dated March 7.1916.
AgentB’ balances,
Total assets. 6,234,418 32
D. AM.

CROPS~DECIDlif^B

YOUR

Capital capital.
Bel- Surplus over all liabilities.

By W. J. DORMAN, Its Treasurer.

B

will tell you to use E. FRANK COE
in the Best Equipped Factory in the

Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.

Stickney and the vest shop of Selwyn Thompson; thence south fifty-two and one-fourth degrees west on a line midway between said
store and vest shop to an iron bolt in J. N.
Stewarts lire; thence north twenty one and
one-half degrees west on said Stewart’s line,
twenty-six feet and eleven inches to a stake;
thence on said Stewart’s back line to land of
D. P. Flanders, forty-three and one-half feet;
thence on said Flander’s line northward twenty-three feet and eight inches to land of
Enoch C. Hilton; thence on said Hilton's line
one foot from where the Haraden barn and
shed formerly stood, fifty-three feet to a
stake; thence at right angles southward to a
point nineteen feet and three inches from the
main house of said Hilton; thence on a line
parallel to said Hilton’s house, north sixty-six
and one-half degrees east to Church street;
thence on Church street thirty-four feet to
place of beginning; the same being subject to
a first mortgage to said Belfast Savings Bank
recorded .in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book
208, Page 57; and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broxen.

»

'.—-in

i^TXet

\

Net

Richard P. Stickney late of
County of Waldo and State
of Maine, deceased, in his lifetime, by his
mortgage deed dated the twenty-ninth day of
April 1896, and recorded in Waldo Registry of
Deeds, Book 208, Page 94, conveyed to Belfast
Savings Bank, a corporation duly existing under the laws of the State of Maine, and having its principal place of business at said Belfast, a certain parcel of land, with the buildings thereon, situate in said Belfast, bounded
and described as follows, to wit:—Beginning
on the westerly side of Church street at a
point midway between the store of R. P.

WHEREAS,
fast in the

**'

Iy28
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
late of Belfast,
and State of
Maine, deceased, in his lifetime, by his mortdeed
dated
the
first
gage
day of December,
1890, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
Book 208, Page 57, conveyed to Belfast Savings Bank, a corporation duly existing under
the laws of the State of Maine, and having
its principal place of business at said Belfast,
a certain
arcel of real^estate with the buildings thereon, situated in Belfast, in said Counof
Waldo, and bounded and described as
ty
follows, to wit: Beginning on the westerly side
of Church street at a point midway between
the store of R. P. Stickney and the vest shop
of Selwyn Thompson; thence south fifty-two
and one-fourth degrees west on a line midway
between said store and vest shjp to an iron
bolt in .1. N. Stewart’s line; thence north
twenty-one and one-half degrees west on said
Stewart's line twenty-six feet and eleven
inches to a stake; thence on said Stewart’s
back line to land of D. P. Flanders fortythree and one-half feet; thence on said Flander’s line, northward twenty-three feet and
eight inches to land of Enoch C. Hilton; thence
on said Hilton’s line one foot from the iiaraden barn and shed fifty-three feet to a stake;
thence at right angles southward to a point
nineteen feet three inches from the main
house of said Hilton; thence on a line parallel
to said Hilton’s house, north sixty-six and onehalf degrees east to Church street; thence on
Church street, thirty-four feet to place of beginning; and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken,
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof said Belfast Savings
Bank, by Wilmer J. Dorman, its Treasurer,
duly, authorized, hereby claims a foreclosure
of said mortgage.
Dated Mar<*h 7, 1916.

i

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable X
Is situated
Washington street just oft >*ain street. I have single and ^B
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patron^B
age issolidted. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.

Building, Belfast, Maine.

R. P.

I_
-JflS

rious did it become that I was
forced to consider giving up my
work when I chanced to think of
Sloan’s Liniment. Let me say—
less than one bottle fixed me up.
Chas. C, Cain^M) i'lurcna, Tlx.

Total liabilities and surplus-$11,320,710 41
3wl2

Stickney,
WHEREAS,
in the County of Waldo

—

came

acres.

DUNT0N 8 MORSE,

-—-—•

TRY

44

The

AND

|

Liberty,

Warren Sheldon wood lot, 100 acres,
more or less, on Moody Mountain, Searsmont,
about 8 miles from Camd n,
7. The Monroe pasture and wood lot, Belfast, on Lincolnville avenue, about 70 acres,
one-half mile from postoffice,
8. Cottages at the Battery, for sale or rent.
9.
FOR RENT. Six-room flat. Spring street
block, up two flights, steam heat, bathroom

HUBBARD
<y6crfsan^Caj3S

Sloan’s
Liniment

f

ot commerce has in-

the site of old Fort Pownal
lying within
the lighthouse reservation at that
place,
Assistant Secretary Sweet of the department of commerce, in
writing to Senator
Burleigh about this said:
“Permission is granted for the erection
of the boulder with the
understanding
that the erection of the boulder itself,
after erection, will not interfere in any
way with the use of the light station on
this reservation as an aid to navigation.
In this connection it is stated that
any
arrangements which may be made with
the Lighthouse Inspector at Portland,
Me., will be satisfactory.”
Senator Burleigh took an ctive interest in having this matter
arranged for
the Daughters of the American Revolution and has notified the Belfast Chapter
of the decision of the department of com-

6.

LAMSON

1

formed Senator Burleigh that it grants
permission to the Belfast, Me., Chapter
of the Daughters of the American Revolution to place a granite boulder at Fort
Point, Stockton, Waldo county, to mark

5.

Reserve reinsurance. 2,473.007 92
For losses unadjusted.
33,988 00
Surplus as regards policyholders... 3,670,763 42
L, E. Brsinerd, President and Treasurer.
C. S. Blake, Secretary.
Boston Office, 101 Milk St.; C. E. Roberts,
3wl2
Manager and Resident Agent.

PORTLAND

SANDERS
PORTLAND,

a

We want to

Dunton&Morse

IMDIGtO I KIN
dyspepsia, or flatulence,
the needed remedy is— %

ATWOOD'S

has helped many back to
health. It will certainly relieve and

Cap-

itol, who consulted with Senator Bur-

F.”

*

now we all are longing for the
coming
of the spring.
We want to see the grass get green and hear
the robins sing.
And some of as hare dreams of golf, or trout,
but most of all,
We want to climb the bleacher Beats and see a
game of bail!

Real Estate

FRIED IN LARD AND ONLY

f constipation^
f
remedy

Just

hawk must be shot. The owl shares his
fate. This is without thought of the
thousands of moths and injurious insects
which they have destroyed, thus enabling you to enjoy some of the fruits you merce.
Had
have been endeavoring to raise.
these birds not helped you by killing insects you would have no fruit at all.
One pair of gypsy moths, unchecked,
would in eight years produce a brood
that would destroy every vestige of foliWhat is the
age in the United States.
value of one fowl compared with the
FOR SALE BY
insects
thousands of injurious
destroyed?
These birds also relieve you of an army
of mice that are destructive.
Many other birds are the good friends
of man, clearing trees from scale and
various injurious things that, unaided,
1. The Mason farm in Montville, 95 acres,
Inhe would be unable to cope with.
more or less.
For sale or rent.
stead of killing every hawk or owl you
2. The Herbert Flagg farm, 100 acres, m re
see, study about the birds and discover or
well
less,
wooded, excellent tillage land and
which among them are
your friends.
buildings, water in barn, late frosts, 7 miles
Few birds deserve death at your hand. from Camden, 3-4 mile
from Lincolnville CenWithout the birds man could scarcely ter, beautiful view of lake and mountains.
live at all. and if existing, would be de3.
The Lovett farm near Winterport vilprived of every comfort and pleasure.— lage, overlooking Penobscot River and sloping
Milwaukee Journal.
to its shores, 100 acres, more or less, excellent
buildings, beautifully located.
4.
The Flagg farm in Belmont, formerly
owned by Herbert Flagg, 7 miles from Belfast,
1(0 acres, more or less,

wmcn

j

law.
at the

uON’T KILL THE BIRDS.

Fool! fool! fool!

j

do.

anism there is no doubt. But Senatoi
Lodge is conceded to be the best author-

England Republicans

What inexcusable foolishness!’’

Nothing.
than a fool,

promise easy rimes, me gutter
and pomp of social life which crush out
all thought of preparation to meet God.
THE NEWS OF BROOKS.
A diamond buckle can as easily close the
gate of Heaven against a soul, as a bumThe electric lights were turned on
however
per of whiskey. Anything,
March 15th.
fair, delicate, beautifully appareled, innocent in itself, but which keeps one
Harry Bradford is sawing wood in from
repenting and living the Christian
town with his engine.
life, becomes sin—dreadful,|damning sin.
In
themselves, a million things are not
J. H. Ames of Bowdoinham was in
sinful in character, and no ban rests
town last week on business.
upon them; but if you allow Satan to use
Mrs. Marie Goodwin, who has been ill them as the means to keep you from
for some time, is able to be out again.
loving and serving God, these spotless things become to you as black and
Mrs. Fannie Hall of Pishon’s Ferry
damning as the bagnio or dishonesty is
spent the week-end with her father, to another
person. Certainly a phantasm
Wm. C. Rowe,
tenants his soul who allows harmless
Mr. and Mrs. 0. W. Sylvester has things to create the fever of rebellion
gone to Massachusetts to spend several against God. Surely he is a fool who demonths with their children.
spises the day of reckoning. He is a
tool who displeases God merely to
Mrs. Grace Dow Bachelder, Spirella great
tickle his own palate, gratify his own
corsetiere for this section, has received
eyes, or nurBe his grudges. But he is
new spring samples and will be glad to
greatest of fools who refuses the offices
exhibit them on request.
of the Savior on whom the vast future
Rev. and Mrs. David Brackett have depends.
moved from Belfast to Brooks and are
Fish and Fake Fly.
occupying a rent in the houBe owned by
“I’d rather fish than eat; some of my
Mrs, Hattie Robinson, which was for- best catches have been at
night—in my
merly their home. Old friends gladly dreams; but did you ever notice anything
welcome them back to Brooks.
a
bit
of
red feather
take
You
] funny?
At a well attended and enthusiastic j and some brown feathers, and wrapping
Republican caucus held March 16th de- them about a hook, you make them resemble a summer’s fiy about as much as
legates were chosen, as follows:
To state convention: E. C. Holbrook, a lucifer match resembles a star. You
I
cast that gaudy mimic across the bosom
W. S. Jones, F. H. Lane,
To district convention: A. B. Payson, i of the lake, and lo! the silver monarch of
S. W. Norwood, F. R. York.
j the crystal deep rises—cascades of moltTo county convention: E. C. Holbrook, ! en gold cleaving apart—as with splendid
N. R. Cook, V. O. Varney.
leap he mounts into the sunlight and
The caucus passed resolutions strongly grasps the artificial fly. And you thrill,
favoring the nomination and election of and'he pulls; and by and by the prize
Col. F. H. Parkhurst of Bangor for gov- monarch of the lake lies dead in your
ernor of Maine.
boat—captured by a fake fly. He enjoyed

been blazec

Henry Cabot Lodge, ol
Massachusetts, of whose solid Republic-

New

does

Hell.

b

Senator

by

man to

a

I—

erance

Senator

everything which sends
What would you think
if you heard one say that he wanted to
go to Boston, expected to go to Boston,
had friends in Boston waiting for him—
but goes to the depot, boards a Montreal
train, where he does not want to go,
knows no one there, and there is no need
of his going there? Yet some calm,
rational people who wish to go to
Heaven, and do not wish to go to perdition, deliberately daily board the train
which runs down grade all the way.
persistently

more
he is worse
erratic than a clown, who hurts himself
without profit to anything; who places
his whole being in direct jeopardy withAt the time
out any justifying cause.
of the Civil War, when the draft had been
announced, a man in our town cut off
three fingers on the right hand rather
than be conscripted and go to the front.
What a wildly delirious fool! But that
coward was not more foolish than he who
wilfully, sometimes gleefully, stabs his
self respect, that he may be unclean in
speech and unclean in mind. What colossal folly is shown when a person cuts
off God’s favor, cuts off all claim upon
heaven, that he may swear at a horse,
lies
curse some inanimate object which
in the way, or curse those under him
over
his
to
to
authority
give point
just
them. Though the profit may be brief,
and the punishment to come enormous,
yet the perjurer may get a temporary
fortune for his sin. The drunkard, for
his debauch, gets a transient exhilaration
The murderer gets his revenge. But for
his oaths the swearer gets nothing; he
gives his own soul to Satan and Hell for

Littlefield and discussed by R. F. Cole,
them. He says the gratitude of the veter- D. M. Kimball, A. L. Blaisdell, C. C.
ans thus shown him is one of the most
Clements, A. G. Edmonds and F. M.

tor the worK he has clone in

adoption,

Himself for

“Surely

improved under the present conditions of
scarcity of help?” was opened by W. S.

are

SPRING FEVER.

original or he in temporary masquerade. We’re tired of old winter, and the frost and ice
and snow,
Over yonder is a person who wishes to
go to Heaven, longs for Heaven, yet We’re weary of the icicles, we want to see

among the elite, and be
versed in
lingo of commerce and society ;but his oaths reveal that education
is lost upon him. An oath exposes mental deformity, shows the hollowness of
the individual poBing as a gentleman,
and points to an impure spring hidden in
the soul.

or me nosi

Grange

The

born fools, some are
worse fools than the native born, but
some, neither native born nor fools by
exhibit worse lolly than the

‘Some people

—the sort of people who engage in the
most stupendous folly on the slightest
pretext. The man who loves God most
fears God greatest that is, the man loves
God bo ardently, and in consequence enjoys such a revelation of God’s character, that he shrinks from abusing that
Divine Love or trespassing against His
claims. Despite all the folderoi of effeminate theologians, and the BUgared rhapsodies of sentimentalists in the pews,
He is
there is an awful sense of God.
just. He is holy. He knoweth the sechateth
sin.
He
the
He
rets of
heart.
will sit in judgment. He hath power to
cast both body and soul into Hell—tis so
written.
"Surely it is easily observed that the
cultivation of reverence for such a perfect Omnipotent Being, and the fear of
offending so powerful a Legislator is the
very formation of all wisdom.
“No one is wise till he first fears God.
Then what a foolishly ‘fool-fool’ he is
who takes God’s name in vain. To use
God’s name in profanity is a million times
worse than striking your mother in the
face; to make His holy name as common
as a quid of tobacco which a man rolls
beneath his tongue, is a provocation of
such magnitude that the angels are
aghast at the swearer’s temerity. The
swearer’s offenBe against God is so stupendously foolish, because that offense
is so absolutely gratuitous and unneces-

especially happy company marched to
dining hall above to, partake of the
bountiful dinner arranged and served by graduate, move
the
an

the upward leap, the downward plunge;
but 0! how soon the supposed bit of
sweetness between the lips turned to
whisks
bitterness, pain and death! Satan
across the bosom of earth his gaudy
phantoms, perhaps a man’s honest busisoness—perhaps a woman’s legitimate
cial aspirations—but so transformed by
that
gaudy sophistry into a lure of Hell,
that which promised joy and gain ends in
bitterness and death for the soul.
Longs for Heaven; Books for Hell.

$7,390,336 58

ORRINJ. DICKEY,
Notary Public.
ESTATE

REAL
Titles

Investigated

Deeds Executed

Cottages, Farms.

Summer Homes

Kents.
Pythian Block,

Belfast,'

ant

Of his father, who died at
Bramarhavan.
8 W AH VILLI.
Germany, leas than a year before the war began, Colcord says:
thought that in him
culminated the long story of sea-faring New
Mrs. A. 8. Damm ja improving,
Englanders: all the truth, mysticism, tore, the
Mr. and lira. A. E.
best of it; clean as the wind, fresh as the
Cunningham apent Sunin Proa pact.
open sea
Young Colcord thus comes from
five generations of sea-faring people, on both
M. 11. Chaaa ia
confined to the house with a
sides; their history identical with the settlement and growth of his home village at the [ bad cold and cough.
head of Penobscot bay—one of the scores of
Mina Doria Nickerson is at home from North
communities strung along our coast from
Eastport to Bridgeport with individual records Haven, where ahe ia teaching.

that stand each as a page in ohe of the proud
est chapters of New England history.
When 14 years old Colcord was left at home
in Searsport to attend the
High school; three
years later he went to college at Orono, the
University of Maine, there studying civil engineering. He did not graduate, but took to
railroad work in the Maine woods. At this
time American shipping was at its lowest ebb;
the father had lost his ship and had not then
"gone into steam,” as later he did. So the
parents came to the Boston neighborhood and
lived in Somerville for the winter. The brother
and sister bad come ahead and lodged on Inman street, Cambridge, both working in the
factory of Henry Thayer & Co., on Broadway,
Cambridgepo't, where a cousin was foreman.
His favorite haunts were the Cambridge esplanade, just below Harvard bridge, and the
Boston Public Library.
Two of our young

-8

!

Horace Murphy is
seriously ill. He is attended by Dr. N. R. Cook of Brooks.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Nickerson left
Portland
Feb 27th for a three weeks’
trip South.
Don’t forget the L. A. S.
meeting at the
home of Mrs. W. E. Damm
Friday afternoon
March 17th.
Messrs. Henry and Woodman Chase of Waldo were guests of their
uncle, H. M. Chase,
last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Colson of
Searsport
were in town
Sunday, guests of Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. Nickerson.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E Damm attended Lenten
services in the Universalist church, Belfast,
last Sunday morning.

Boston authors and poets, William Stanley
Braithwaite and Edward J. O’Brien, when they
Colcord’s portrait in the papers, recogLeland Small has gone to Belfast, where he
nised it as that of a quiet, studious youth
is employed at the home of his
whom they often used to see opposite them at
brother, Dr. F.
the same table in the Barton-Ticknor room. It
C. Small, upper High street.
was about that time that Alan Seeger, the
Mrs. Luella H, Nickerson and Master Arthur
young poet now serving in the French army,
and then a student at Harvard, was wont to
Brown weht to Monroe Sunday to see Mr. and
colcord
UNCOLN
spend many hours in the same place,
Mrs. Martin Robertson, who are both ill. Dr.
i. Before his sister joined him in Cambridge, Cook is in attendance.
Poem
"Vision
Colcord
of
was lonely and miserable.
toiht
Then
War,"
j,
gether they had many good evenings.
Mrs. A. D. Moody has returned from Ene.a.ne nt Life and Death,” "The
The father having taken command of a
field, where she was called by the illness and
etc.
the
Diamond,”
mother
went
to
New
York
to
steamer,
jinj!
live. Young Colcord, having placed his first death of her father, Benj. T. Shorey. Her
-u: day Herald Feb. 24th.]
ppg:.
short story while in the Maine woods, soon
many friends extend sympathy.
rd. the story writer and poety
drifted thither. But on his marriage to the
Miss Harriet M. Nickerson attended the Po!ew days—the first time in
adopted daughter of a Searsport sea captain,
(
he returned to his home village.
Their home mona Grange meeting at Cole's Corner, March
.rs he has been
x
farther than
gr
is in his father’s old place, close by the water- 8th, and
spent the remainder of the week with ;
from his home at Searsport, Me.
one of those big houses that sea captains loved
)r ...
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Moody in Winterport.
i and their little girl they to
y
build.
u.cle, Frank W. Colcord. in
Lolcord has a likable, sympathetic person\
R. N. Brown, who has spent the winter with
V'-ar ago Robert Frost, just
ality; a figure rather tall and spare; sharp, his daughter, Mrs. Leon Merrithew, will move
M*i with extraordinary honstrong features, serious and self-contained in
back to his old home this week and Mrs. RobNow it expression; light hair and
ary lion of the day.
...
gray eyes—typically
ng quite other lines, is doa New Englander of the old stock—the sjrt
c
bins will return from Morrill to keep house I
our
high New Eng- that may appear
taining
superficially unemotional, for him.
n
letters
ns
And, rather curi- but underneath the inbred self-restraint of
l,
olcord are kinsmen; Frost’s his race is
nervous and sensitive: the blend of
ther was a Colcord; their first Saxon
SWANVILLE CENTER.
and Celt thst characterizes far more of
cross the Atlantic was one
r
the old New England blood than most of us
of New Hampshire, and
think.
Martin Robertson is quite ill with lung
;i
i«'d Kingston in the Granite
fever.
CENTER
as
an
MONTVILLE.
author,was “discoverrd,
Co1
Mrs. E. H. Littlefield has been
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These dealers carry Socony Kerosene, the Standard Oil Co. of New
York s best grade of refined oil.
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BELFAST, MAINE.
P. D. H. Carter
Dutch Bros.
Ben D. Field
A. A. Howes & Co.
Lord & Co.
Chas. F. Swift
H. L. Whitten Co.
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Mrs. Ora Palmer lost

McFarland passed
week in Freedom.
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profound impression

the

first of last

Mrs. Elaen Rowell is at Mrs. Lewis Bryant’s,
Belmont.

Miss

M.

were at

Rilla Luce was at home from Searsweek-end.

mont for the
Miss Maud

as one

Jackson of Morrill

was a

guest at

discussed books of the year Rufus F. Lowell’s a part of last week.
Hardly known as a writer of verse,
Granville Thompson of West Montville is the
in
poems from him of exceptional
-ately appeared in two or three guest of his daughter, Mrs. Gene Perry.
but when the war broke out it
Leonard Tenney is having lumber sawed at
ihat he cquld not rest; be began
'V ision of War;” week after week, Carney Shure’s mill to make repairs on his
month, he worked on it day and barn.
publishers are said to have been
M. R. Rogers and family
were guests
thusiastic on getting the manuoeen
March 12th of his father, Henry Rogers, in
counting on a novel that
'ad planned.
Thsv will doubtless
Knox.
also in due time, for Colcord reP. W. Jaquith and family were guests March
primarily a novelist. Meaner
disappointment his publishers 12th of Mr. and Mrs. Lauren Jackson, in
has been well dissipated; the
Morrill.
^de itself one of the great suct years, ranking with “North of
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Howard were guests
1 ne Spoon River
Anthology” in March 12tb of her parents, Mr. and Roscoe
ompetent quarters it has been |
Whitcomb, in Morrill.
jreat war's supreme utterance in
eminent critic calls it the most I
Mrs. Cora A. Goodwin was called to Liberty
.>k of the year, whether verse or
March 11th by the sudden death of her cousin,
even if;it be the
glorification of
any say it is, others find in it a Mrs. Hattie Clough.
.fication of peace; the righteous
Melvin Rogers and family spent Sunday*
’onditions the rule of the sword
j
has learned the great lesson of I March 12th, with his fathtr in Knox, who is
n>en as the one thing absoabout to move to Belfast.
t0 lasting peace in the world.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Tasker entertained,
_i -rifies war only as a
cleansing
consuming and agonizing—or March 12th, Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Maddocks of
g that hurts in its evil aspect
Appleton, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Fuller of Libery,
-may be glorified as necessary [
Elijah Wentworth of Knox, J W. Wentworth
ends.
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rd has had a most unusual and
His father was a deeplb83, a young man m his twen-dis fi^t voyage in command of
wife was with him. Off Cape
nidst of a gale so severe that it
"at the vessel, old and
leaking,
Lincoln Colcord, Jr., their first
'do the world.
“rs
ships were the boy’s only
childhood companion was a siey schooling which the brother
id, until adolesence, was under
and mother on shipboard—an
g combination, in certain
ways—
fertile in ideas and fanciful; the
Tee-thinker, matter of fact and
children were left mainly to
'<• work
out their books alone.
Aleducation might appear defective
"f things they did not
learn, it
to think for themselves.
Hence,
young author now regards himyant.” his early schooling, having
its defects, furnished
just the
est adapted for making what he
a
writer of fiction and an expoan life in manifohl
aspects. He
alert-mindedness that is stimulife.
Besides
^ea-faring
what he
xtensive, even though not com.:eer.
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spring term of the High school opened
Monday, March 6th, with a good attendance.
The

of the O. E. S.

The Ladies’ Aid

served

one

their popular dinners town meeting day in
dining room of Masonic hall.

of

the

while

driving in

the

night.

recently
His wagon slewed

an

accident

turned over, throwing out Dr
Hoit and his son John, who was driving. Fortunately no bones were broken, but tne doctor
on

is

1

with

a

very lame

arm.

Children. Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

O ASTORIA

Important

“A most unusual volume
a big thing adFull of great ideas, often greatdone.
J' presented.”—N. Y, Post.

P. L. Gilkey & Son
J. H. Kneeland
E. P. Murphy
C. O. Sawyer & Co.

THE GAME OF
LIFE AND DEATH
True instinct of the sea roColorful and in-

mancer.

nate.’’—Springfield Republican.
"Of

exceptional interest.”

—The Outlook.

*1.2S

Louise Cunningham returned home
Saturday from Boston,where she had been
visiting relatives for the past week.

Marden, who was the guest of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Littlefield,
last week, returned to Massachusetts SaturMrs. Horace

day.

*1 25

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY, Publishers, New York.

in

Dirigo

was

Isaac

Cook is suffering from

an

attack of

the

grip
Mrs.

Peavey and daughter

Bernice

are on

J

J. F.

||

Vickery

|g
fl
m

last

Cooper and children

visiting
her parents in Belfast, Mr. and Mrs. L. F.

The ladies of this
work

gave

a

are

village interested in church

dinner in the town
over

60

hall

town

The net pro-

men.

Mansur, who has been very sick,

thought to be out of danger now, but is still
confined to her bed. Her daughter Ellen has
is

returned to New

Hampshire

and Mrs. Leslie

Bachelder is caring for her.
The young ladies of this vicinity are to give
a leap year ball, Friday evening, March 17th.
Tickets for both gentlemen and ladies are 50
cent each, which includes dancing and supper
Bachelder’s orchestra from Frankfort will furnish music.
Misa
in

Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Libby visited relatives
in Lincolnville, March 8th.

S.,

Thursday evening, which
spite of the hard travel* $

on

her

return

home

A
gave a party to about 30 of her friends.
pleasant evening was spent with whist and
danc ing, and sandwiches, cake and punch
were served.

Mrs. Alice Palmer gave a party to over 30
of her friends from White's Corner and this
village last Saturday. A pleasant afternoon
All
was passed and a fine lunch was served.
went home feeling that the hostess had given
them great pleasure.

There ia much sickness in this community
present.

was

taken to send

a

informing them
affairs, and asking their

town

recently.
Littlefield went to Burnham
March 10th for a week’s visit in that town and
Thorndike.

condition

of

assistance that

Mrs.

a

year.

pupils

11th.

Mary F. Cobb gave a reSaturday afternoon, March

of Miss

cital at her home

reported

very sick

Book—in

cele-

we

FOR

Price

Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations.25

Worms. Worm Fever.23
Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.25
Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.23
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.23
Toothache, Facepche, Neuralgia.23
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.25
Dyspepsia Indigestion, Weak Stomach.23
Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.23
Salt liheum. Eruptions.25
Rheumatism, Lumbago.25
Fever and Ague, Malaria.25
Piles, Blind orBleedlng, External, Internal. 25
Catarrh, Influenza.CoM inHead.25
25
Whooping Cough.
Asthma, Oppressed, Difficult Breathing.25
Disease.23
Kidney
Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness.1.00
Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed.......25
Sore Throat, Quinsy.23

77 La Crippe-Crip.Zt
Sold by druggists, or sent, on receipt of price.
BUMTHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE CO., Com;
Streets. New York.

Maine,

at the close of business

were

RESOURCES.

Dollars.

.’

Total loans.,
Overdrafts secured, $00 00; unsecured, $196 17.
U. S, bonds deposited to secure circulation
(par value)..
U. S Bonds pledged to secure U. S. deposits (par value).
Total U. S. bonds.
Securities other than U, S. bonds (not including
stocks) owned un-

Marcus

Mrs. Charles Rogers of Hampden
callers at C. W, Nealley's Sunday after-

196 17

61,000 00

pledged.

I
!_LIABILITIES.

939,446

Ladies’ Club of this vicinity was
lightfully entertained by Mrs. G. A. Palmer
The

Less current expenses, interest and

IS

939,446 IS
500 00

3,900 00

118,869 54
10,000 00
14 42

1,394 19
1,693 82
2,465 00

299 63

6*000 00
3L436 00
20,000 00
3,000 00
$2,250,634 54

...

taxes

3,900 00
15,000 00
33,000 00

11,546 24
107,323 30

Dollars. Cts

$1007000 00

Surplus lund.
Undivided profits.$16,074 28
de- Reserved for interest on deposits.
23,591 88

March 8th.

$1,005,113 41
60,000 00
1,000 00

Total bond, securities, etc.
Stocks, other than Federal Reserve Bank stock.
Subscription to stock of Federal Reserve Bank. $7,800 00
Less amount unpaid.
3,900 00
Value of banking house (if unencumbered)..
Net amount due from Federal Reserve bank.
Net amount due from approved reserve .agents in New York,
Chicago and St. Louis. ‘.
Net amount due from approved reserve agents in other reserve cities
Netjamount due from banka and bankers.

number

Corner, Winterport,

30,000 00
39,666 16

paid.

39,666 16
58,700 00
1,945 96

notes outstanding.
Saturday afternoon, Circulating
Due to banks and bankers.
March 11th. Eight tables were arranged for Dividends
unpaid.
whist and a pleasant game followed. Refresh- Demand deposits:
Individual deposits subject to check.
ments of white and graham cracker sandCertificates of deposits due in less than 30 days.
wiches, cookies and cake, with cocoa, were
Certified checks.
Piano Duo, Long, Long Ago,
Wagner served by Mrs. Palmer.
Cashier's checks outstanding.
Eva Palmer, Miss Mary Cobb
United States deposits.
Piano Solo, The Bell in the Valley,
Wenzel
Total demand
at her

home in

Monroe

175 50

299,176 09
77,042 87
980 00

8,800 35
1,000 00

...

deposits. $3S6,999 31
Other time deposits.
Total of time deposits.$1,633,147 61

Children Cry

Arline Morse

Piano Solo, Dreams of the Past Waltz,

FOR FLETCHER’S

Streabbog

CASTORI A

Piano Duo, Christmas Eve,
Hiller
Ila Wing, Vena Miller
Piano Solo, Merry Hunting Party March, Rolfe

Total.•...
State of Maine, County of Waldo, ss:
I, C. W. Wescott, Cashier of the above-named bank,
statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

SANDYPOlNT.

Robie Marriner

Piano Solo, (a) The Bird and the Minstrel,
Harmstow
Hofmann
(b) Mood Pictures,
Elizabeth Hills

L. G. Patterson
business.

MORRILL.
Miss Stella

has arrived

Mr. James S.

the

pulpit

last

Crockett of Brooks

Sunday, giving

us a

the week-end

Belfast Saturday

on

Dawson Brewer spent Friday in Bangor

on

was

in

Subscribed and

Mrs. Carrie Healey
the past week.

good strong

Mr. and Mrs.
E. E. Bowen spent last Sunday with their parents in Liberty. Mrs. Dow will remain there
few days.

a

Mr. J. F. ^Vickery, our newly appointed
postmaster, has bought the store built by S. S.
Erski e, and last Thursday, with a long team
of oxen and horses, moved it on to the line beween his house and Mrs. Elzira Jackson’s,

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always bears
the

Signature

of

of March, 1916.
RALPH 1. MORSE.

that the above

Notary Public.

)
\

Directors.

was

in

Bangor

two

George Dickey
days cester, Mass.
Mrs. Florence
show in

j

spent the week-end
village.

Harold Warren has returned to his home in

arrived home from Wor-

has

Thompson attended

returned from
Mrs. Annie

a

and

daughter Madeline have

week’s visi* in Boston.

spending

Mullen is

with Mr. and Mrs.
Hon.

the auto

Boston.

Mrs.

a

few

days

Eugene Lamb in Belfast.
A

H.

Miller

Mr.

and

Mrs.

j

Kenduskeag, having completed the term of j
school here.
|

Grip and bad colds
physician, Dr. E.

our

Heal were guests
Mrs. Herbert Thomas.

quite prevalent and
Gould, is kept busy.

are

F.

Kenneth Morrison of Portland

was a

your

Druggist.

one

fretful,

half

to

nervous

child

Get rid of these

worms.
one

by

lozenge Kickapoc
worm candy.
Give

Druggists.
PROSPECT

FERRY.

J. D. Holbrook visited his daughter, Mrs. Guy
West, in Sandypoint March 12th.
Mrs. Richard Ashworth and
ed relatives in

Sandypoint

son

Frank visit-

last week.

Mr. and Mrs Edward Avery visited Mr and
Gray in Prospect March 12th.

recent

Clifford had the misfortune to break
| guest of Mr. and Mrs, Ed. Goodwin for a few
his leg recently while hauling wood. He will
days.
be confined to the house for some weeks.
Percy Drake was in town last week from
Miss Agnes Harriman, who has been ill in Boston, called here by the illness and death of
Pittsfield, where she was attending the M.C. I., his father, Mr, Adelbert Drake.
Her sister, Mrs. Josearrived home Friday.
KEEP YOUR SKIN CLEAR AND
phine Foster, who had been caring for her for
HEALTHY.
several weeks, came with her.
There is only one way to have a clear,
Miss Lavia Blanchard went to Monroe last
Thursday evening as pianist with Bachelor’s healthy complexion and that is to keep the
orchestra. Friday evening she assisted Berry bowels active and regular. Dr. King’s New
for the dance at Griffin’s hall here; Saturday
Life Pills will make your complexion healthy
assisted Crocxett at the movieB and dance in
the village; Monday evening was with Bache- and clear, move the bowels gently, stimulate
will
lor’s at Prospect, and next Friday evening
the liver, cleanse the system and purify the
be at Monroe. These engagements,with eight
blood. A splendid spring medicine. 25c. at
music pupils, have kept her very busy the last
Edward

week.

at

were

Ernest

the

Worm Killer, a laxative
only plain nourishing food, lots of out-door
exercise and put to bed early.
Watch stoole
and continue giving Kickapoo Worm Lozenges,
they will positively 1 emove the worms. 25c,

guests
March 12th of Mrs. H. J. Morton in Belfast.
March 12ih of Mr. and

scold

Often its due to

giving

Mrs. Belle Russ and

Miss Nellie Blanchard
with friends at the

TO RID CHILD OH WORMS.
Don't

Mark Ginn is quite ill at this writing. He is
and Mrs. Ida Cross are
Dr. Small from the village.
!
stopping at the parsonage during the absence attended by
of Rev. and Mrs. Nathan Hunt.
Frank Perkins of Milo is here putting the
Thirteen members of Honesty Grange at- : machinery in the new mill for his brother, F.
tended the meeting of the County Grange with i F. Perkins.
Dow and

day

LINCOLN VILLE.

Mrs. Ella Littlefield

George

this 17th

R SWAN.
CHAS. P. HAZEL.TINE,
ELMER A. SHERMAN,

S. M. Grant and Mrs. Meralda Pierce
spent Saturday in Bangor.

Mr. Herman Merriam with three teams went

Mrs.

me

WM

Mrs.

to

Mr. and

before

Correct—Attest:

Schools in this district closed last Friday for
twu weeks’ vacation.

discourse; subject. Patience.

Frederick Ritchie Grange, Waldo, March 8th.

to

swear

WESCOTT, Cashier.

business.

spent the

Jefferson last Monday to bring back machinery for his new mill.

sworn

1,633,147 61
$2,250 634 54

do solemnly
C. W.

in Bangor.
Styles spent
Irvin Crocker spent last Thureday in Belfast.

Asa

Ct

Loans and discounts. $ 1,005,113 41

noon, March 12th.

Presser
Irva Miller
Piano Duo, March in C, No. 17,
Emery
Dorothy Packard Miss Mary Cobb
The Contented Bird,
Rowe
Played and sung by Helen Plaisted
Piano Solo, (a) Child Waltz,
Presser
Presser
(b) First Rose Waltz,
Elsie Plaisted
Piano Solo, Brave Boy’s March,
Otto
Ila Wing

March

on

7, 1916.

showed careful practice
The Winterport High school presented the
and was much enjoyed by the parents and
drama, “Down in Dixie” in Monroe Town hall,
friends, who were present. The program was
Thursday evening, March 9th.
as follows:
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Libby pleasantly enterPiano duo, Gathering for the Hunt,
Sartorio
tained at whist, Monday evening, March 6th.
Robie Marnner, Miss Mary Cobb.
Piano Solo, On the Play Ground,
L. E, Orth Delicious refreshments of assorted cake and Other checks on
banks in the same city or town as reporting bank
Helen Plaisted.
ice cream were served.
Outside checks and other cash items.
Piano Duo, March in C. No. 14,
Emery
Fractional currency, nickels and cents.
Mildred Packard, Miss Mary Cobb.
Mrs. May W. Bussey of West Winterport
Notes of other national banks.
Piano Solo, Petite Polka,
Holst
attended the Farmers’ week exercises at the Federal Reserve notes.
Nina Townsend.
Coin
and certificates.
|
Piano Solo, Battalion Drill March,
Lindsay U. of M. and represented North Waldo Po
Legal-tender notes.
mona in the household economic department.
Vena Miller.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U. S. Treasurer
Piano Duo, Mischief Polka,
Atwood
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Clements, Mrs Julia
Arline Morse, Elizabeth Hills.
Total....
Mrs.
C.
B.
Piano Solo, Waltz of the Flower Fairies, Crosby White,
Jewett, Mr. and Mrs. A. G.
Eva Palmer
Larby and Mr. and Mrs. G. H. York attended
Piano Solo, (a) Tulip Waltz,
Greenwald a
meeting of North Waldo Pomona at Coles’ Capital stock paid in..."77777
Each

week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Dickey.
Rev. I. W. Mower of Waterville occupied

Ann

in the State of

Mr. and

Mrs. Almeda Morse, who bad been caring
for Mrs. Mary White, was obliged to leave
March 12th, and Mtb. Annie Monroe of Belfast has taken her place.

William and

days recently.

letter to all voters in

home from
Berry
Providence, R. I., where she visited friends.

No.
1
2
3
4
7
8
9
lO
13
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
27
28
30
34

The City National Bank, at Belfast,

C. B. Jewett visit Mrs. G. L, Clarke in

of the

minister may be sent to Searsmont for the coming
The

report of the condition of

fourth

Tolman H. Fernald, who had been helping
Newell White in bis printing office, finished
work and left for his home in Waldoboro
March 13th.

Medical

Mrs.

Brooks several

(b) Playing Tag,

Florence Twombly, who spent the win-

Massachusetts,

NO. 7580

(Winterport.)

The schools in town, excepting the High
Superintendent Rev. C. N. Garland
closed March 10th for three weeks’ vaquarterly conference of the school,
cation.
Methodist church last Friday evening.
The
Mrs. C. W. Nealley and Mrs. R. C. Nealley
stewards reported a deficit of $130 in the required amount of the minister’s salary and a were guests of Mrs. E. H. Nealley in Monroe

vote

sick list.

Mrs. Maud

ter

on

well attended in

held the

the

hall

by

District

MONROE.

have
published a revised edition of
Dr. Humphreys’ Manual of all
diseases, giving in minute detail
treatment
of
and
care
the
the sick with
Humphreys’
Remedies.

!

pf

MORRILL. MAINE

Co.
L. W. Stockbridge
F. E. Whitcomb & Son

WHITE'S CORNER,

SEAKSMONT.
A very pleasing entertainment was given
the members of Rosewood Chapter, O. E.

ing.

Free

“It has interest flashes of Oriental life and character. Lincoln Colcord has told a stirring story and
told it well.”—N. Y. Times.

|j

Miss

last

bration of sixty years

THE DRIFTING
DIAMOND

LaFurley

Applet*

HUMPHREYS7

LEATHER, *1.50.

M. R.

birthday

Mrs. Way land White, who went to
Emberviile, Penn., last fall, left there last
week for Montana.

\

j§

Stockton Springs,

Vfi::*.?

Mr. and

Lincoln Colcord’s Vivid Stories of the Sea

I

Mrs. H. P. White gave a small
party for her husband March 1st.
pot earn and candy were served.

Mrs. Mary W. White,
last week, is failing.

...

mirably

f|

Co.

Mrs.

4

...

f|

Grocery

§1

Winterport Sunday.

at

‘The most powerful indictment lhat has been brought
it penetrates everywhere, not
gainst the times
sl utting its eyes for horror or for sympathy and leaves
the reader not tearful, nor depressed, nor resentful, but
synthetic and stimulated.—Chicago Evening Post.

Patterson

n

Nina Townsend

ninscript.

Sandypoint,

~:y-'

West

HALLDALE.

“A great and remarkable poem.
The veritable
ce of Walt Whitman.
It is a national ode unequalled
its chastisement, its love, its hope, its marvellous optunity for fulfilling the Vision of Man.’’—Boston

CLOTH. $1.25.

Mrs. Caroline Marr and daughter,
Littlefield, visited relatives in

Flora

the ice and

suffering

§

ssss

and Mrs. E. A. Robertson and son Ralph
were guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. John
Palmer in Monroe.

#

Dr. C. B. Hoit met with

f

Mr.

Mrs. Emma
on

If

Mr. and

meeting day, to
ceeds were $15.

Vision of War
;

Mrs. Wm. Small were recent weekguests of their son. Dr. Harold Small, in
Stockton Springs.

f|

C. F. Grant
Mrs. W. C. Haskell
Mrs. J. F. White

Arthur Colson

NORTHPORT, MAINE
Bayside,
C. O. Dickey & Co.

;T:
Mi

8

Cape Jellison,

Searsport Grain & Grocery

||

If
§

SEARSPORT, MAINE

Rodolph L. Hatcn

MAINE

STOCKTON, MAINE

V. A. Simmons & Co,

BELFAST, MAINE

SEARSPORT,

end

North Palermo.

of

Lincoln Colcord’s Remarkable Poem

;

!
j

Mr.

S

F. E. Stinson

SEARSMONT, MAINE

J. W. Clark

4

j

them.

Crescent, Idaho, formPalermo, is visiting her sister, Mrs,
David Boynton, after an absence of 23 years
spent in the State of Idaho. Last week she
visited her daughter, Mrs. Ethel Soule, in
Mrs. Lena Morrill of

erly

Piece of
Literature of the Year.”

\

and Mrs. Benjamin Webb of Portland
were week-end guests of his
grandmother,
Mrs. Ann Webb.

prevailing epidemic.

The Winterport High school presented the
drama “Down in Dixie,” in the Monroe town
hall last week to a large audience.

W. D. Sanford spent last week in Boston
business.

reading through long, quiet days
•vas the immense educative value
contact with, and an insatiable
!i sorts of people, and the
sight
countries while sailing from I
all over the world.
I

The Most

j

Martin

and Mrs.

j§

safest ud best

NORTH

E. B. Flwell
Walter Nealey

ISLESBORO, MAINE

J
f§

are

Simpson.

family and M. M. Wentworth.

1

f^

recent

Robertson have the
Dr. Cook is attending

LIBERTY.

!

was a

The many friends of Horace Murphy
veiy sorry to learn of his failing health.
Mr.

F. B. Paul and family of Morrill
C. Gordon’s March 12th.

competent handling,
might be looked for from one
as will shortly appear.
But it
a
comparatively few months

he became a figure of national
before the appearance of a work

rial:*

K

jj

guest for several days of his niece, Mrs. Harold Moody.

March 10th.

-irikingly
i,

last

Mrs. Sarah Thompson got home from Belfast

collected in two successful
has a reputation as a serious
mic and other topics; an article
can merchant marine that
lately
fie North American Review was

.-pen

e*

cow

Lewis Robertson

D.

as

ii,n-

milch

new

week.

quickly recognized by the
a writer of capital tales
i'died a notable popularity, and
a

a

the past week.

j|
p

*

Saturday Cove,

Clarence Knowlton
Wm. Mason & Co.
Warren Ryan

if

poorly

very

!}.s of the American Magazine
>go; a young man in his early
as making a rather
sorry go of it
g in New York, when me una sea story,written in a
simple,

|

OIL

C. E. Perkins
Wm. J. Price
I. O. Hills

1

y

v

1

LIST OF SOCNNY KEROSENE DEALERS

j§

>

1

WHERE TO BUY
SOCONY

Mrs. Charles

Mrs. W, D. Harriman and son Evander visitMr. and Mrs. J. A. Pierce in Sandypoint
March 12th.
ed

Harold and Buford Grant of

Sandypoint

are

spending a 2 weeks’ vacation with their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W. l>. Harriman.
Miss

Anzelia

Harriman

has arrived home

West Trernont to spend a three weeks
vacation with her parents. Capt. and Mrs. W,
H. Harriman.

from

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

OASTORIA

THE SHADE TREES OF BELFAST.

Republican Journal

The

THURSDAY

BY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

The

CHARLES A. P1LSBURY.
Terms.

advertising

Manager

For

one

winter is over; and later the fresh
foliage is a delight to the eye. Then

long

one

square,

Mrs. Mary Harriman, who has been ill for
several weeks at the home of Fred W. Pote,
No. 25 Church street, is improving. Her
daughter, Mrs. George Daley of Old Town, is
caring for her at present.

When the buds begin to
the spring we know that the

length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three

inch

autumn, when the trees

comes

deck-

are

palette

ed with rich colors from Nature’s

—red, crimson, yellow and brown, in vamonths.
rious shades.
Then the leaves come
down, making a carpet of variegated
It begins to look as though, as a recolors underfoot. Even in winter the
sult of invading Mexico, we may have to

fight

Carranza

ti on will be

promises

as

trees

Villa.

be

to

light fall of damp snow
to every twig and limb; and, less couragement from other societies will have a
general celebration that day. Several good
an ice storm, when every branch
horses have already been entered for the
and twig is encased in ice that sparkles

street it
The Democrats in Belfast made an unsuccessful effort to win back the city.
Press Despatch.
Not so. The Democrats and Republimade

successful effort

a

parties, and

to

to all

as
a

races.

you look down a

The Men’s Club of the Unitarian parish
have their next meeting in Memoriel hall
April 4th, when Hon, Payson Smith, State
Superintendent of Schools,will be the guest of
honor. The ladies of the club members, the
Unitarian Alliance, the Supt. and teachers in
the local schools, will be guests. There will be
a receiving line, an address by Mr. Smith, and
refreshments will be served

glimpse of fairy-

will

In many of these trees grey squirrels
have their homes, and as they are pro-

defeat a
to both

by a city ordinance, as well as by
public sentiment, they are very tame,

tected

objectionable
good citizens.

was

seemB

land.

—

candidate who

and

like

sunlight

in the

tendance and enthusiasm.

cans

Often

clings
often,

record breaker in at-

a

The new Waldo County Fair Association are
making plans for a horse trot on the fair
that grounds July 4th, and if there is sufficient en-

do not lose their attraction.

there is a

Republican State conver.held in Portland, and it

the

Today

well

as

will take nuts from your hand, and if
they recognize you as a friend will search

type-written copy
your pockets. Given a nut they will run
of the call for a progressive State con- i off and
bury it and then return and sit
2
vention to be held in Bangor at p. m., i up and
for more.
Robins also make
beg
April 5th, with the apportionment of their homes in these trees—not in the
and
with
Liberty
d elegates.
Beginning
| same trees as the squirrels—and despite
continuing alphabetically to Winterport the many cats they also are very tame,
17 towns in Waldo county are entitled to
and in the spring, when planting is going
one delegate each, but the sum total is
on, hop about the gardens almost under j
instead of 17.
We have received

given

a

26,

as

But
purposes.
s not very near

advancing prices
nish

problem

Whether electricity is
t importance.
to solve that problem or not, it certainly
behoove* Man e to conserve her water
not only by protection of the
V.*. -r*.
which

„rests

maintain

them, but by

total of M>

to

by

t-J

....

news-

the English

n

Ian*

T*

Topeka. K
nt.- pro! bit
ndudes

The laws of

n

nine

■

-f

this

v

dent.

'iquor
be

accepted by

some

planted

schoolhouse

on

a

surance

that their numbers will never be

less.

conserva-

where, has disappeared.

here

as

Two

of

old colonial residences retain
namental iron fences, set on

base,

and

moved.

we

else-

their ora

granite

would not wish them

In the olden

the

re-

days hollyhocks,

tiger lilies and other old-fashioned flowers

of the best business methods. Thpre is
much to be done to meet urgent needs,

bloomed inside the

yards;

but out-

side, between the fence and the traveled
way, rank weeds flourished, rubbish collected and there was a general air of
neglect. Nowadays, smooth, well-kept

much that cannot be put off; and, unfortunately, labor and material are higher
today than ever before. The completion

lawns extend to the

of the sewer system we believe to be of
the first importance: not only from the
sanitary point of view but in justice to

succeeding

year

roadway,

shows

and each

marked

a

im-

provement in grounds and buildings in
ail parts ot the city.

property owners who have paid their
part for existing sewers,but are without
this necessary convenience. The plan

Dr. Winslow's plea for the middies is
timely and to the point. He writes from
adopted ard carried out. for several years personal
experience and his suggestions
by fcin.er city governments, of building j are practical and should have consideraa section of sewer each year, would if
tion. Present conditions at Annapolis
continued have completed the system
are plainly adverse to the
public interest,
1 erg ago. It might be well to return to
and an injustice to the individual. Most
that plan now.
of the appointments are made after a
•With the recent discussion on the competitive examination, which should
eftice bill relative to rural

ust

be conclusive as to the educational qualifications and then^having passed the en-

delivery,

the country an opportunity to see
the means and methods that have been
adopted by the present administration in

gives

inia

wn.li

luipuridiu

Uiauui

trance examination and the
amination there
warrant

ui

might

for

some

Democratic

examination and who have been allowed
take an examination some weeks after
The

con-

and

enience of the patrons has not been consi dertd, and how much they have been

found unfitted for the naval
or

many

more

will be

needed if the

pr ogram for preparedness is to be carried
out.
Now it is proposed to make 300 ad-

made to suffer with poorer and less adequate taciiities has evidently been of little concern to the administration. The
House

a

no

them for admission to the Naval Academy, and they are needed in the service,

’to

had been in the service.

That

to be

practically a
certain percentage
out

expense in carrying these cadets so far,
but their parents, relatives or friends
have been to much expense in preparing

workers who have been named without

".hey

turning

physical

seem

restive under the required disciplinewill of course be conceded. Not only
has the government been to considerable

Oid carriers under civil service have been
for no other reason apparently
room

be

would

ex-

service—backward in their studies

chopped

than to make

tor

whole clasB.

public service,” said a middle west
representative in Congress. "Evidently
with a desire for political plunder the
good of the service has been sacrificed,
the

ditional appointments, but what is the
if

year or so later 299 are to be
turned out, with a black mark against
their names that will handicap them

use

showed up what had been
done to rural delivery and how the ser-

certainly

a

It is easy to see j when seeking other occupations?
1
now why the farmers have been so stirred
Farmers are the only persons who raise
!JP'
horses ar.d mules for sale. They have
been the chief beneficiaries of the enorThe administration at Washington was
for horses from
severely criticized by United States Sen- mously increasedldemand
countries on account of the war.
ator Henry Cabot Lodge in an address j foreign
Mass.
before the
Club They will be interested in knowing that

vice

had been

ALLIANCE.

551.

I airiCK

b

and

school and Men’s Forum will

j

on

Phonograph.

At the business

an

Horace

“The Fifth

B

crippled.

Gospel.”

States,both

injurious
abroad, as that now in control at
Washington.” This statement was amply substantiated by the statesmanlike
address which followed. Senator Lodge
at

home and

said of the present administration that it
"had imposed fresh burdens and war
taxes

with
the
said:

but yet had
a

presented the country
Summing up

treasury deficit.”

foreign

and

“What I

Mexican situation he

charge

is that the

rights

of American citizens have been absolute-

ly neglected and protection denied them.
Nothing like it has ever happened before
in the history of the United States and,
when we change the Government, as we
shall on the fourth of next March, nothing
like it, I believe,-will ever happen again.

And

Pit

gladly

serve

whetner

or

the

Most

Broken Lenses

-^Optometrists,^

anyone desiring such service,
not connected with the church.

25 Main Street,

At^l0.30, Sunday morning preaching service
topic, “The wonderful child who became a I
marvelous man;” a whole sermon devoted to
j
the interests of the hoys and girl®.
Bible
school convenes at 12 o’clock; visitors cordially
|
welcomed. Young People's meeting at 6.30, to

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County ot " aldo on the second Tuesday «>f March. A. j). lfc 16.
certain instrument, purporting to be the las*
will and testament of Auritia Baker, at** of
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
been presented for probate.
having
I
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in
terested by causing a copy *>f this order to he
published three weeks successively m The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that thej
may appear at a Probate Court, to lie held al
Belfast, within and for said County,on tin* second
f the docs
Tuesday of April next, at ten
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
slioulu
lie
the
same
not
proven, approved
why
and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within

an<

j

■

WALDO

be allowed.

club at her home

on

JAMES

George

Mrs.
a

Condon street last

Mrs. A. B. Payson remains about the same,
Harry Bradford is sawing wood in town with

While

Friday

his power

afternoon and evening at a St. Patrick’s party.
Mrs. Virgil L. Hall, Miss Emeroy Ginn and

Mrs. Minnie Higgins of Waterville is visiting Mrs. E. A. Carpenter.

M. Kittridge were absent. The
afternoon was spent with sewing and in answering a bright and breezy letter from Miss
Anne M. Kittridge, who is in New York city,
the guest of Mr. and Mrs, Charles Bradbury,
The table decorations at the 6 o’clock supper
Miss Anne

were

with

in

greens, the

pipes, hats, etc.,

saw.

There

was no

school last Thursday

on ac-

count of the storm.

S. Jones has been appointed insuragent for the grange.

Willard
ance

(g.

place cards shamrocks,
and the favors ducks,

C. Goddard has moved

house

on

to

the Brown

Emmons street.

C. O. Foss, who has been dangerously ill
grip, is much improved.

brooms, potatoes, etc.

The menu included
fruit cocktail with green cherries, cold meats,
mashed potatoes, olives, hot rolls, frozen pud-

with the

Rev. Mr. Martin oi nangor substituted Buncherries, cake, coffee and day for Rev. Thomas H. Martin, our regular
remained for an enjoyable pastor, who was absent.
green
evening around the open fire_One of the
Donald King, who has been in Aroostook
most delightful social functions of the season |
county for some time, is visiting his parents,
took pljce at the Woman's Club room last FriMr. and Mrs. Elias King.

ding

day

the war conditions. This was an increase
of 2200 per cent. The demand for horses
and mules for the battle fields of Europe
not only gave the farmers a large profit
on the horses and mules they had to sell,
but increased the value of the animals
that remained. Farmers as well bb munition manufacturers have been the beneficiaries of war orders.

Mrs. Norman A. Read,
Harvest Home Grange is in the throes of a
Hills and Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore i contest between the gentlemen and ladies, the
side to furnish supper.
losing
entertained at a St. Patrick’s party. The
room was prettily decorated with white carnaThe roads were drifted so badly last week
tions and ferns. At one o’clock luncheon was that the mail carriers failed to make their full
routes Thursday for the first time this winter.
afternoon when

Mrs. Maine

j

served

from small

tables

very

daintily

ap-

cake and coffee. Misses Janetta Rogers, Hazel
Doak and Belle Keating served.
There were
six tables of auction during the afternoon. The
Mrs.
score cards were in gold and shamrock.
Elon B. Gilchrest received the first prize, one
of Nuttings Colonial pictures and Mrs. Morris

second, a jardiniere of growing
shamrock. During the games others were
busy with their embroidery. The guests were
The Shoe Situation.
Mrs. Morris L. Slugg, Mrs. Clyde B. Holmes,
Miss Clara B. Keating, Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest,
Buyers of footwear are still anxioiA to place Mrs. Virgil L. Hall, Mrs. Raymond R. Shernew contracts, but manufacturers have a large
man, Mrs. Colby A. Rackliff, Misses Isabel and
accumulation of unfilled orders and are not Emeroy Ginn, Bertha A. Wiley, Margaret L.
additional
business.
All
fac- Keene, Mrs. Carl H. Stevens, Mrs. Leroy A.
actively seeking
tories in the East are running full, except in Webber, Mrs. Charles A. Brown, Miss Marian
cases where operations are checked through inM. Heal, Mrs. Herbert L. Seekins, Mrs. Irvin
ability to secure sufficient quantities of leather. T Dinsmore, Miss Charlotte M. Tibbetts, Mrs.
The latter commodity has had a remarkable N. H. Small, Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker, Miss
rise, some varieties being 16c. to 20c. higher Marian Hamblin, Mrs. Oscar H. Wilkins, Mrs.
than a year ago, but successive advances fail Louise B. Brooks, Mrs. Willis A. Haseltine,
to check the demand from footwear producers, Mrs. Clarence E. Read, Mrs. Ernest S. Webwho meet the figures named with a readiness ber, Mrs. Fred R. Poor, Mias Amy E. Stodthat is surprising.—Dun’s Review, March 18th. dard.
L.

A true copy. Attest
Arthur W.

LIBBY, Judge.

Leonard, Register.

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the 141li day of March, 1916,
Horace E, McDonald, administrator de bonis
non, with the will annexed, on the estate ol
Emma F. McDonald late of Belfast, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first and
final account! of administration .of said estate
for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
week* successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published m Belfast, in said
County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to beheld at Belfast, on the lltli
day of April next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed.

WALDO

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur \V. Leonard. Register.

with

green
mints. All

Slugg

the

street lights authorized by the town have not
yet been placed in position, except one on the
corner.

Rev. and Mrs. David Brackett have moved
from Belfast to Brooks and are occupying a
rent m the house owned by Mrs. Hattie Robinson, which was formerly their home. Old
friends are glad to welcome them back again.

The Brooks Gornet band gave a fine conUnion hall Wednesday evening, March
15th, followed by a dance. The proceeds were
for the benefit of the band, ^phich has been
practicing weekly all winter under the leadership of Prof, Drew of Waterville.
cert at

Pearl Crockett’s moving picture theater
crowded to the doors at its opening last
Saturday night. More than 300 people were
present. Mr. Crockett has one of the best
halls of its size to be found anywhere, no expense having been spared on its equipment
and those who know say that the pictures
shown were fully equal to those shown in the
cities. Miss Doris Roberts is pianist. Pictures will be shown Wednesday and Saturday
nights, regularly, with a dance following.
was

A IlTHt n \v.

SS—In Court

ot

Probate, held at Bel-

the 14tfi day of March. 1916. Arfast,
WALDO
the estate ol
thur IL Gilman, administrator
on

I

MARTIN

A

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within uul
for the County of Waldo, on tin* second Ti * s
dav of March A I) 1916.
certain instrument purporting t*> i>e the
Iasi will.mu testament of Marie L. Andrews.
late of Belfast, in said comity of W aid**, *h* r,*ed, Having been presented for piobate,

j

—

At a Probate Court, held at Belfsist, within and
for the County of Waldo,on the 14th day of
Match, A. 1). 1916.

i
I

Ordered, that notice he given to all
terested by causing a copy ot tbipiil>lislied three weeks suceessivoly
publu-an Journal, published at Bella-,
may appeal at a Piobate Court, i<• n,
m*t. w it Inn and for said < ouni v. on
I ties,lay of April next, at ten ot
before noon, and show cause, if any
why tin* same should not he nr.
and all owed.
JAMKS u BP. ',
A true copy. Attest:
AUTIIPU W. l,KO>AJtU.

|

h*
of

.•

IBM I N I >TK A 1KIX s Mil |( |
scribe- hereby gives notice it
it duly appointed administratrix o:

NATHAN IKJ, W. DKI.ANo, late,
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
bonds as the law directs. All petsoiis
mauds against the estate ->| saw decsired to present the same for settlemindebted thereto are requested to
mem

immediately.

CA kro im

Belfast. Me., March 14, 19l<>.
4

I

I) MIN 1ST I.AlOK’B NOTICE.

A scnber hereby gives notice that I'
dulytappointcd administrator,of the
•I. B. NOYES, late of Lincolnvh
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
bonds as the law directs. All persons
mauds against the estate of said dedesired to present tile same for settl.
all indebted thereto are requested to
ment immediately.

AUOUSTINE.M

Lincolnvllle, Me., Ma rcb 14 Ibid
I.MSTRATRIX’S

NOTICE. Tinotice that she
ADM hereby
administratrix
er

gives

Ha

appointed

of theestat.
NOAH l\ 8a HOE NT 1 ate of M
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
bonds as the law directs. All persoi
demands against the estate of said d«
desired to present the same for settlall indebted thereto are requested r
ment immediately.
MAE K. s.\!
Auburn. Me., March 14. Ibid.

4 DM IN 1ST RATRI X’S NOIICK
A scrtber* hereby give-' notice tit:,
been duty appointed admint-ti atnx
tate of

AMOS F, CaHI.ETON, late of I!,
in the Comity of Waldo, d«-c.:is**il.
bonds as the law- directs. A
per*-*
demands again-t tin <-siai>-of nd
desired to present the same lor soilall indebted tln-c-to arc requested to
tnetil immediately.
1 L I A M. C.\ L
Belfast. Me., March 14. Ibid.

RCH1K l\J. EAGER,»x editor of the last will
of Harriet E Frost, kite of Be fast, in said
County of Waldo, deceastd, having presented a
count of administration of said estate for allowpetition praying that tin* actual market value of
ance.
said dece -ed's estate, the persons interested
Ordered, That notice thereof lie given, three m the succession thereto, and the amount of the
tax thereon, may be determined by the Judge of
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
Probate.
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
LiXKi C FHI X’S NOTICE. Tli. supsc
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the Iltb j all persons interested by causing a copy of tins I Ci by gives notice that -'ll*- has h«*ithree
weeks
successively pointed exeeutrix.of the lasl will ;iiul
day of April next, ami show eau..:e, if any •rder to be published
of
they have, why the said account should not be ! in The Republican Journal, a newspiper pubHORACE .J. MOK ION, late of I
at a I’rothat
Belfast,
lished
at
they
may
appear
allowed.
1
hate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and lor 1 m the Comity of Waldo, deceased.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
I said County, on the llth day of April, A. 1). having demands against the estate
A true copy. Attest:
j 1916, at ten of the cloek before noon, ami show ceased are desired to present the sanArthur VV. Leonard, Register.
I1 cause, if any they have, why tile prayer of said tlenient, and all indebted thereto an
to make payment, immediately.
petitioner should not be granted.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
ADA M. MCI
Belfast, on the 14tli day of March. 1916.
A true copy, Attest:
Belfast, Me., March 14, Ibid.
Archie P. J. Eager, executor of the will of HarArthur W. Leonard, Register.
riet E. Frost, late of Belfast, in sajd county, deceased, having presented his first and final acNOTICE. Tin
count of administration of said estate for allow- At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ana
er hereby gives notice that he has
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day, ol
ance.
administrator of the estate
appointed
March. A. 1). 1916.
Ordered, tnat notice tnereof be given, three
SARAH K. M ESERVEY, late of 1
A. HOWES of Belfast, in said County, one
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
>■ the
County of Waldo, deceased,
of the heirs ol Clifford B. Abbott, late of Bela newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
bonds
All person'
as tin* law directs.
that all persons interested may attend at'a Pro- fast, in said County of Waldo, deceased Jiving in
demands against the estate of said d*
a petition
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day
dielfrent States, having
desired
same for settlem
to
the
present
a
nd
certain
license to sell
of April next, and show cause, if any they praying for
convey
all indebted thereto are requested to n
have, why the said account should not be alreal estate described in said petition and dismeut immediately.
lowed.
tribute the uroceeds thereof among and to the
BERT K. ME8KIO
heirs to which the same belongs by law and that
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
Liberty, Me., March 14. Ibid,
A true copy. Attest:
Wilmer J, Dorman o** some other suitable persaid
real
son be authorized to sell and convey
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.
estate bv public or private sale.
IN ISTKATKIX’S NOTICE.
scrlber hereby gives notice that
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice tc
NOTICE. The subscriber hereof
been
a
this
interested
duly
appointed administratrix
all
causing
copy
l>y
persons
by gives nctice that she lias been duly ap- order
tate of
to be published three weeks successively
pointed executrix of the last will and testament in The
a newspaper
Journal,
J. DOW, late of BrRepublican
MARCELLU4
pubof
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Proin the County of Waldo, cl -ceased,
PARKMAN WOODMAN, late of Searsmont,
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
as
law
AH
bonds
the
directs.
said County, on the 9th day of May, A. I).
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate
having demands against the estate of said de- 1916, at ten of the clock before noon, and show ceased are desired to present the san
ceased are desired to present the same for settle- cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
tleineut, and all indebted thereto are
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested tc petitioner should not be granted.
to make payment immediately
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
make payment immediately.
GRACE DOW KACHKI
A true copy. Attest :
MARY WOODMAN FOSTER.
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
Brooks, Me., March 14, 191H.
Portland, Me., March 14,1916.
on

David C. Gilman, late "f Liberty, in said County,
deceased, having presented his first and final ac-

_

A

WALDO

ADMINISTRATOR’S

ASA

presented

EXECUTRIX’S

i

I.KoMim

certain instrument, purporting
last
will and testament of
v,
Shales, late ot Belfast, in said Count
deceased, having been presented :
Klanor B. Shales named as execut;
will to serve without bond.

1
\

certain instiument, purporting to h•• the last
will and testament *»f Nelson U'lrtis, late
Monroe, in said County ot Waldo, deceased,
having been presented fyr probate. Neison J.
! Curtis named executor in
said will to serve
| without bond.
Ordered, That notice be given to all person* interested by causing a copy of this order to i>e
published three weeks successive 'y in Tin* Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to tie held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the secOlid Tuesday of April next, al
ten of the
|!
ciock before noon, and show cause, if an\ they
! have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.

A

of

TOLMAN

\N

A

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County ot Waldo, on the 2nd Tuesday
of March, a. I). 1916.

Probate Court Held at Hrifast, within ami
for the County of W aldo, on the 14th day of
Match. A. I). 1916.
il. FERNALl) of Waldoboro. m the
Countv o» Lincoln, lit the estate of Lewis
O. Fernaid, late of Belfast, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having preseii ted a petition
praying that John R. Dunton <»f Belfast, in said
County of Waldo, or some other suitable person
niav be appointed administrator ^
said deceased's estate.
Ordered. That the said petitioner gr notice to
ali persons interested by causinga copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in Mie Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, vdhiti and for said
County, on the llth day of April, A. 1). 1916,
sit ten of the clock before noon, and show cause
if any they'have, why the prayer oi said petitioner should not he granted
JAMES LIBBY, Judge
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

JAM In |,| HB\
Attest

a
l*l »i ate Court, liehl at Belfast
for tlie County of Waldo, on the
ilay of Match, A 1) 191*?.

may appear at a Probate Court, lo be held ,r
Belfast, within and tor said County. <»n tin* second Tuesday of April next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, it any they
have, why the same should not be prowd, approved at.d allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge
A true copy.
Attest
Arthur \v. Leonard. Register.

At a

copy.

At

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested try causing a copy m this *rdei To !>♦
published three weeks successive!} in flu* K
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they

I
!

true

A IM Ht K

\

1

I

Lkokakp

At a Probate Court held at Beliasi.
for tin* County of Waldo, on ti e
March. A. I*. 191H.
i frost Of
Brooks,in
administrator on the estate <>f
Frost, late of Brooks, in sa m
deceased, having pii-'i-nted
;..
that tlie Judge ot Probate,
,tl
Comiity of W ale- may detei m n
titled t" •■aid state and then
therein according to law
Ordered. That the said petitioner
ail persons interested by
a\\>-u
a
order to be publish! dtlirc!
The Republican .lournal. a t.ewspapat BHfast, ihat tiu
y may pi,',
Court, to be held at Belfast, within
Countv, on the lltli day of Apr;
at let! d the clock liefore noon
;
IT any they liave, why the
piayi
turner should not lie granted.

A

At a

Probate Court, held at beitast
f<T the County of Waldo, outlie
March, a. l). ibid.
rvIJZ ABKTH CL0880N of Seals,
Tj County, widow of John cios.
searsport. in said County ot \y;,i,|.
having presented a petition pravn
lowauee out of the personal estate
ceased.

4

I

PROBATE NOTICES

j

Ordered, That the said petitioner L
all persons interested by
causing a
order to be published three weeks
in The Republican Journal, a
m-wspa
ed at Belfast, that they may
appeal
Court. to be held at Belfast, u itliin
Urn dav
County, on the
\
1 90*. at tell ot the dock before
no.,
cause, if any they have,
why* i:n- (
petitioner should not be granted
.1 A AIKS l.lBf.V
A true copy. Attest:

|

Belfast, Maine.

j ELI

E. Kittridge entertained the Once in

|

Ordered* that the said petitioner give notice to
; all persons interested by causing a copy of this
Older to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
I at Belfast, that they niav appear at a Pro!.ate
Court, to be held atl’.elfast, within and for said,
County, on the 11th day of April, A. I). 1916,
at ten.of the clock before noon, and show cause
j if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
ART hub W. Leonard, Register.

Replaced

1

At a

HELEN

At Reasonable Prices.

next Tuesday
Biography of

Belfast, within and
on the 14th day of

a.
AKl kb of Belfast, ill said County, executrix of the last will of Henry \,
Carter, late of Kelfa-t, in said County oi Waldo,
deceased, having preset ted a petition praying
that Heniy E. Babcock of .-.aid Belfast may be
appointed administrator de bonis non with the
will annexed, of the estate of the said Herny A.
Carter, together with her resignation as executrix ot said will.

Up-to-Date

Glasses

First Baptist Church, Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson, minister. Residence, 1 Northport avenue, telephone, 212-3
In cases of sickness or
trouble, this church, through its minister, will

Mrs

that the

A. 11. NICHOLS. (\*
to before me this 17th day of March, 1916
HARRY E. BANGS, Notary
Correct. Attest: B. F. COLCORD,
1
D. C, NICHOLS,
Dr

At a Probate Court, held at
for the County of Waido.
March, A. u J916.

(without the aid of drugs)

pastor will speak in the church on
“Shorn Samsons.” This. Thursday, evening,
at 7.30, regular prayer
meeting. The Bible

j

power
to the United

so

By Modern Scientific Methods

meeting it was voted which all young in years and spirit are earnlor the County of Waldo, on the 14th day o
March, A. I) 1916.
entertainment March 31st, and to ! estly invited. Evening
preaching service 7.30; j
V, CON FORTH of Unity, in said County
accept Mrs, James H. Howes’ offer of her \ minister’s topic: “Something more
son of Olive J. Conforth. late <4
astonishing
Unity, ii
house for this purpose,
said County of Waldo, deceased, having
than the death of Christ or the salvation of a
pie
sen ted a petition praying that.he,Eli V. Contort I
W. C. T. U. The Belfast Woman’s Christian human soul.” A wideawake sermon for wide- of said
Unity may he appointed administrate)
Temperance Union held their annual meeting awake thinkere. The minister will preach at or he estate of said deceased.
Ordered. That the said
the Northport Baptist Church next
with Mrs. Leroy A. Coombs, Bay view street
give noticet<
Sunday at all persons interested by petitioner
j
causing a copy of thn
Friday afternoon, March 17tb. The evange-J j 2.30 r. m.; subject, “Who .tare go into the order to be published three weeks successively
it
listic exercises were conducted by Miss Eda modern furnace?” On account of the concert ! T ie Republican Journal, a newspaper publisher
al Belfast, that they may appear at a Probatr
the
usual
a
tonight
After
to
short business session
be held at Belfast, within and for sai<
Woodbury.
Thursday night prayer ser- Court,
County, on the 11th day of April. A D.1916
the following officers and committees were vice was held last night.
a; ten of the clock before noon, and show cause
elected: President, Mis. Annie M. Frost; vice
In his sermon or “The Christ Touch,” in the it any they have,why the prayer of said petition
er snouid not be granted.
presidents: from the Baptist church, Mrs. Unitarian church Iasi
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
Sunday, Mr. Wilson told
Mabel Howard; Methodist church, Mrs. Mary
A true copy. Attest:
of an incident coming within his observation.
;
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
S.
Whitmore; Congregational church, Mrs. In the Dresden Art
Gallery, when he entered
Hannah H. Wilson; recording secretary, Mrs, he
naturally took off his hat. Immediately one
IITALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
Ethel P. t'ollins; corresponding secretary
of the attendants told him to put it on.
He
V» last, on the 14th day of March, 1916. (tract
Mrs. Minnie Coombs; treasurer, Miss Lora
Dow Bjicheider.Jguardian of Marcellos J. Dow
noticed that the men wore their hats, so he
| late of Brooks, m said
of
Bible
and
Maxcy; superintendent
deceased, bavin*
reading
obeyed. But when he stepped into the little presented her first andCounty,
final account as guar
evangelistic work, Miss Eda Woodbury; floral ; room where
Raphael’s Sistine Madonna was | rlianship.of said Marcellus J. Dow for allowance
mission and relief work, Mrs. Ida E. Aborn;
Ordered, that notice thereof be given three
the sole painting, there men stood uncovered
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
Sunday school and special observance, Mrs
as in the presence of
“The reason,” newspaper published in Belfast, in «aid County
royalty.
Mary Whitmore; scientific temperance instruc- Mr.
that all persons interested mav attend at a Pro
W'ilson said, “was not far to seek. There bate
Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11(1
tion, Mrs. Goldie W. Curtis; anti-narcotics,
was something more than canvas and
ot April next, and show cause,
it any
day
paint;
Mrs. Mary C. Collins; soldiers and sailors, Mrs. I
there was art permeated with religion; beauty they have, why the said account should not In
allowed.
Hattie,C. Riggs; mercy, Mrs. Elizabeth Heal; radiant with
holiness. One felt, at this shrine,
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
red letter day; Mrs. Nellie Macomber; peace
that the artist was offering the devotions of a A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.
and arbitration, Mrs. Ada iU. Brier; systematic
pure soul touched with genius.
You forgot
giving, Mrs. Rachel A. Clifford; purity, Mrs.
Raphael, the artist. You were brought to the
SS.—In Court ot Probate, held at Bel0. E. Clay; mother’s meetings and white ribfast, on the 14th day of March.1916, Frank
spirit of worship. Is not this the psychological
bon recruits, Miss R. T. Newell. A pleasant
K. Peterson.administrator ou the estate of John
touch that every artist strives for, be he Frank
Peterson, late of Searsport, in said Counsocial hour followed. After reading the 23d
wielder of brush < r chisel, poet, musician or ty, deceased, having presented Ins first and final
Psalm all were invited to the dining room,
account of administration of said estate foi
preacher? To make one forget the medium in allowance.
where beans, relishes, sandwiches, cake, cocoa
the absorption of the message? The Christ
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
and tea were served. Miss Frances Macomtouch then and now was similarly that people weeks successively, in The Republican Journal
a
ber was a special truest.
A vote of thanks
newspaper published in Belfast, in said Coun
might see through the human to the Divine.”
ty. that all persons interested may attend at a
was extended to the hostess.
The next reguProbate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11 tt
lar meeting will be held with Mrs. Mary C.
day of April next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not
i tie
rNcwa
oi
orooKS.
Collins.
St. Patrick’s Day Parties.

sworn

solemnly swear

WM. C. PENDLETON,

the

m.

36

1,620 17

Total.
State of Maine. County ok Waldo, sa:
1. A. H. Nichols, Cashier of the above-named bank, do
ment is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Subscribed and

meet at 3 30 p. m.
At 2.30 p.m. Mr. Sellers
will speak in the Woods schoolhouse.
At 7.30
p.

15,804

..

We Examine

mom*

Mrs. Grace Dow Bachelder, Spirella Corsepointed with linen, china and sterling. Covers
Republican
tiere, for this vicinitv, has received a new line
"In my own opinion,” he exports of horses and mules for the year were laid for 31. The place cards were tiny of spring models and will be glad to show
March 16th.
said, “with the exception of the adminis- 1915 amounted to $118,000,000 as com- gold baskets of shamrock and the favors small them upon request.
with $5,000,000 in 1913, the last pots of growing shamrock. The menu was
The electric lights were turned on Wednestration of Buchanan, there has been no pared
calendar year which was not affected by chicken salad, hot rolls, olives, ices, assorted day night, March 15th, for the first time. The
which has been
administration in

Lynn,

Potatoes have come in rather rapidly for th p
On Monday and Tuesday th p
past few days.
price was $2.70 to $2.80, but th.s Wedneada y
the figures have gone down t< $2 GO to
$2,tiE
About 20 per cent as many Cobblers are com in f
as
Mountain*. The Cobblers bring $2.50 as 11
standard price.-Presque Isle Mar
Herat 1
March 15th.

Sellers will pleach on
The Junior League will

Jesus.”

Augustus Parker, an invited guest, then
pleased the club by a recitation, in delightful
brogue, of a courtship in Ireland. Geographical puzzles pertaining to the Emerald Isle were
next propounded and solved. Each member
received from the Director an artificial shamrock, and from the hostess a pretty card, besides dainty green boxes containing green
to hold

ing Rev.

bunuay

....

..

Fellowship
subjects f r the

oitiDooiBi cnurcn next

me

..

Due to banks anu hankers.
Dividends unpaid..
Demand deposits:
Individual deposits subject to check
Certificates of deposit, due in less than 30 days.
('ashler’s checks outstanding
Postal savings deposit*.
Total demand deposits. 106.313 11
Certificates of deposit.
Other time deposit*
Total of time deposit*. .$137,258 53

"Our

class will meet at the parsonage
at 7 30 p. m.; subject, “The

S.

candy.

paid in.

fund.

..

Triumph.

uay

some

the Edison

Capital
Surplus

Aroostook Potatoes.

series are:
April 2, How the Christ
Removed Our Limitations; April 9th, The
Christ as the World Conqueror; April 16th,
The Cost of Victory; April 23d, The Easter

Betty Hanshue, "The Irish Schoolmaster,’
W’escott, "Miss Maloney and
the Chinese Question.” Three Irish songs

given

The

■

Undivided profit*..
$15,804 36
R»served for....
!.«**• current expense*, interest ami taxes paid.
Circulating notes outstanding.

J

Feature of the Grange Prograi it
Result in the Greatest Good to the Greatei t
Numoer,” opened by Emms Whitehouse; rea«:
iog, Cnarles Leach, “The Autobus’ Psaim.”
"What

meet at noon.

subject:

I

39

others;

rest of the

baby smiles in his sleep the angels are whispering t«» it, and other members who read were
Miss Katherine Irost,"Paddy and the Parson,”

were

the

j)0!

discounts.*...$149,809

_ToUl.....4. M

preached next Sunday morning
in the Unitarian church by the minister. Rev,
on

RESOURCES.
Loans and

W

m!_mwurm
stock

will be

Christ Spirit.”

close

March 7, 1916.

Father Coffin; reading, Annie Crossman, “Ho f
May the Grange Become a Real Help in a Mi
terial Way to Maine Agriculture,” opened b
Martin Webber, followed by J. A Jones an ®

The third sermon of the Lenten aeries of
studies of the Christ life and its relation to ua

Wilson,

on

|

school; at 6.30 p. rr., young peoples service
Prayer meeting in the lecture room this,
Thureday. evening at 7.15 .nstead of 7.3»'

today,

BaI

duet,

Surday

next

business

at the

Total loans.*..
Overdrafts secured, unsecured,.
U. S. bonds deposited to secure circulation (par value).$ 50,000 00
Total U, S. bonds.
was interesting and instructive.
An exce
Bonds other than U. S. bonds pledged to secure postal savings deposits
3,000 00
lent supper of beans and brown bread, col
Securities, other than U. S. bonds, (not including stocks) owned unmeats, pies and calces was enjoyed.
pledged... 123,331 57
Total bonds, securities, etc.
The all-day
meeting held by China Grang e Stocks, other than Federal Reserve Bank stock
Wednesday, March 15th, was well attended f< r Subscription to stock of Federal Reserve bank.... .$4,500 00
such a stormy day, 43 members being
Less amount unpaid. 2,250 00
presen t
Value of banking house (if unincumbered).
3,000 00
The usual routine business was carried
out i D ;
j Equity in banking house.
the forenoon and then a fine dinner was serve
I. Furniture and fixtures.
The afternoon session was opened about 2 Real estate owned other than banking house.
Net amount due from Federal Reserve Bank.
o clock and three candidates
were instructc a
Net amount due from approved reserve agents in other reserve cities
8,538 49
in the Third and Fourth
The
lecture
r
degrees.
| Net amount due from banks and bankers ..
then gave a
!
and
other
cash
items.
Outside
check*
as
follows: Soni
1 441 34
good program,
166 67
Grange choir; stories by several of the brother ,« Fractional currency, nickels and centa...
Notes of other national banks.
song, Fanny Maxwell; talk on the growing < * Coin and certificate* ..
sweet corn as a staple farm
product, by Con y Legal-tender notea.
S. Treasurer and due from U. S. Treasurer
Webber; instrumental
Florence Carll an j Redemption fund with U.

Services will be held in the C mgregational
church next Sunday as usu*l, with morning
worship and sermon at 10.45; it 12, noon.Bible

with tht

Miss

I

church

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF

Searsport, in the State of Maine,

Friday, evening.

1

yard fence,’’

The “front

ar.d avoidance of overdrafts, This will
call for close calculations and adoption

MiniUK

U nivt realist

At

14th, at the regular meeting. A program c f
songs, recitations and an address by J. V
Blanchard of Auburn, State dairy inspecto \

morning. Iiev. Arthur A. Blair will preach on
“Christ, the Door to the Kingdom,” the third
in the series of Lenten sermons
f he Sunday

A. E

O.

and Miss Helen

in

shade trees, stimulated by the freely expressed admiration of visitors, gives as-

tive and business-like, as was to be expected, and the new city government as
organized should ensure a successful administration. Two things in particular
are expected of them—a lower tax rate

t

;

or

the value of our

Charles

Limericks, were read by
Miss Charlotte Wadsworth. Miss Hope Dorman
read a poem about the Irish belief that when a

a

a

elected:

following

H.

birthday,

tree at

common

was

The

celebrated by the Junior Alliance of the
Unitarian church at their meeting at Miss
Helen Wescott’s last Friday afternoon.
An
account of the life of St
Patrick, a poem explaining why March 17th was fixed on as his

possible acciyears past the Seniors

school have

Dnnkwater.

committee

1I1E.

a

growing appreciation'of

none

bune after April 1, 1916.

Mayoi

the Bel-

on

At. the

364“

! THE SEARSPORT NATIONAL

The 5th anniversary of Burnham Grangi
No. 509, was observed Tuesday evening, Marc

The Churches.

was

forester and

a

This, with individual effort and

tom.

the New York Tri-

Keene’s address iB

on the
for the trees as

vacancy on one of the principal streets
and propose to make this an annual cus-

tarred

from the Hearst newspapers, and
will

obligation

care

city, and last year the
Woman's Club set out a tree to fill a

r Texas thert were 16 additions to the
ist the past year, making a total of 45.
'ome
months ago all advertisements

were

an

the center of the

■

marcotics

For

of the High
graduation

express their sentiment on
ehe matter and should be given credit.”

ot

Train service

C. Brown. A. F. Crockett. W. P.
Sellers, Charles E. Drink water, L E. Pitcher,
Charles Thompson, M
B. Whiling, M. G.
Black, Bartlett Wadlin, L. S. Southard.

moved

or

E

Dickey.

from the authorities.

is cut down to avert

one

some

to

and

be cut down

not

permission

without

the past, inducing premature decay,
tree is sometimes laid low by a gale

papers replying
from States which prohibit such auvertising. This is lone in the belief that

hey desire

property,

spirited la lies, en.ployed

ii will be noticed that

t'ji.etin says
^ record is rr.arif

town

had the dead limbs removed and general
repairs made. Because of neglect in

rtising. but the
Maine papers, and the

uuor

i fences, which in

var

Some years ago the Belfast Improvement Society, an association of public-

|>eranc' Society of the
a.
i.urch inationalt,

n

Epis

the front

Charles

recognized.

advertising', acinvestigation just com-

a1;

ihr

V'.’fc. ::<t

i-t

1

outsile

Planted

for othei city property, but until very
recently this obligation has not been

nquor

g

:

daily

American

pui'ilah'

,»p,r».
yuage,

Some of the trans-

fast

the olden days indicated the street line,
they have come to be regarded as city

This should imply
part of the city to

monopolatic

seeping them from alien and

A

afternoon session.

should not

the birds.

or

and not bv concerted effort.

immediate interest

of

ar

■

we

impassable.

were

portation teams did not get in for the morn
ing session Friday, but arrived in time for the

branch wae not interrupted.
squirrels
j
The No rthport Democratic caucus, held at
Who planted these trees? As many of
them are nearly or quite a century old I Brown’s Corner March 16th, elected the foland alternates to attend the
that question is not readily answered. lowing delegates
while that contingency
State
convention in Bangor March 27th:
But from what is known it would appear {
at hand the present and
Delegates, Charles O. Dickey and Martin
that they were planted by individuals
G. Black: alternates, Bartlett Wadiin and
of wood and coal fur-

is

a

trees

our

have the

said that when our coal is gone
water power must supply all energy and
electricity must be used for all industrial
It

But for

foot.

Thursday morning, March 16th, the whistle
for no school was sounded for the first time
this winter, and it was sounded again at noon
and no sessions were held during the day. The
roads in the outlying districts were badly
drifted and in some sections of the city the
walks

row,

That tired feeling that comes to
you in the spring, year after year,
is a sign that your blood lacks vitality, just as pimples, boils and
other eruptions are signs that it is
impure; and it is also a sign that
your system is in a low or run-down
condition inviting disease. It is a
warning, which it is wise to heed.
Ask your druggist for Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. This old standard
tried and true blood medicine relieves that tired feeling. It cleanses
the blood, gives new life, new courage, strength and cheerfulness. It
makes the rich, red blood that will
make you feel, look, eat and sleep
better.
Be sure to get Hood’s, because it
is the best. There is no other combination of roots, barks and herb*
like it—no real substitute for it—
no “just-as-good” medicine.

The Univerealist Social Aid will meet this,
Thursday, afternoon with Mrs. Frank I. Wilson, corner of Cedar and Spring streets. The
meeting was postponed from last Thursday on
account of the weather.

NO-

There was no meeting last Friday evenini
of Seaside Grange on account of the drifte
streets in that vicinity. The program an
nounced for that evening will be given tomoi

Hood’s Sarsaparilla Builds Up the
Whole System—Makes Pure Blood.

fall.

leafy

form a

arch overhead.
swell in

\

foliage

and when in full

NEWS OP THE GRANGES.

WHEN FEEUNG TIRED

if asked to name the chief attraction
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene R. Conner will go to
of our city, we should say the shade trees
that stand on each side of the streets Bayside the first of April to remain until next
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News of Belfast.

The

without The Jourannot well get along
writes 8 Brook9 'ub'
may '<■ *ave'”

nal; tong
geriber.

confined to his home for
•oe Arey
week by the prevailing
days the past
was

f’l^l

epidemic.

H. Walden was down Btreet Saturto his home several
r-ter being confined
the result of a sprained ankle.
S Virginia, which has been in
arrived in Boston
>rts since Jan. 1st,
March 15th. Three Belfast boys are

ii

.,mas

'lph W’iggin.

i; id

a,

Randall, Alphonso

G.

Ritchie

V., will gi/3 a jn’.ic
ir4
a:„! dance in Memorial hall next Monserved at 6 o’clock. Sup-t,
per will be
Gentlemen’s dance tickets 25
cuts.
up. S. o?

Wm. A. Johnson
hu prasontod the
4th
Grade in the McLellen school with a fine
flag
for use in their school exercises,
Mrs. Amos Clement
slipped on the walk
last Sunday when
returning from church and
sprained her left ankle. She did not
realise
the extent of the injury at the time
and contioued her walk home.
Advertised Letters. The
following letters remained uncalled for in the Belfast
post
office for the week ending March 21st:
Ladies
—Miss Burke, Mrs. Cellers Terry, Miss June

Williams,

letters.

4

normal toed and cramp
large boned and small.

this

Gentlemen—Percival W.

Keene.

H. Howes.

the little seven-years-old
daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen S. L. Shute, has at-

of

late of

Andrews,
Belfast,
presented in the Probate Court March
queaths to the Children’s Aid Society
or the use of the Girl’s Home in Bel\ty shares of the Reece Buttonhole
e stock, in memory of Mrs. Hattie E.
Marie L

in

...

GROUND GRIPPER
shoe will, in nine times out
of ten, remedy your trouble.

Furthermore, they

Belfast, her sister.

come in

Morison writes from Jacksonville

The annual business Meeting of the WoAlliance of the First Parish (Unitarian)
will be held at the home of Mrs. James S.

put

us

on a

relief and comfort.
sale only by

Pearl street, this, Thursday, after| Harriman,
noon at 3 o’clock.
A prompt attendance is
desired. A report of the work of the National Child Labor committee will be given by
urist from Louisville, Kentucky, who
“I noticed

and let

a

For

one

better

,f age, 30 inches high, and weighs 50
He has been here all winder.”

nomination papers have been filed
Department of State by Hamilton E.
of Brooks, a Democratic candidate
riff of Waldo county. They are signed
0. Estes and 77 others of Brooks, Bel,-ckson, Monroe. Winterport, Frankfort,
Thorndike, Unity, Troy, Burnham,
lie, Libery, Palermo, Montville and

songs, followed

by program, including papers
on “Our Local Schools, Their Good Points and
Their Needs;’' paper. “Our Schools Among the
Indians;” paper, “Nevins and his Songs.’’ All

concerning the cooking
Universalist vestry

information
be

to

held in the

28th, 29th and 30th, under the auspices
Woman’s Club, apply to Mrs. Amos

president,

ts,

or to

one

any

of the

com*

of arrangements, Mrs W.
Haseltine,
G. Paul, Mrs. J.W. Jones and Mrs. J. S.
Food preparing and serving will
man.
>ught by Miss Catherine N. Platts and
Mariam Estabrooke of the Home EconoSchool of

Lxtension

the

University

of

annual ball of Seaside Hose Company
Grange hall Thursday evening,
16th, was largely attended and a social
Music was furnished by McKeen’s
ess
ra—Lloyd McKeen, violin; Mrs. Lewis
uspland, piano; Herbert E. Urinkwater,
bone; Austin G. Jewett, clarinet—and
y

aside

■earn

and

were

cane

served at intermis-

James Sholes, captain of Seaside, was
-t.ed in directing by Stephen S. L. Sbute,
of the fire department, Asa Sholes and
A. Cunningham.
Exchange List.

r on the

We

recently

'.he

pleasure of looking over copies of
London Times and the London Telegraph
ontrasting them with issues of betore the
They retain the same typogarrangement of matter, and the
ler” under the editorial head, but are
nt

war.

and

y

Although

of last week’s issue

after

publication and
many calls for copies that could

were

supplied.

soon

happened

This has

several

past few months and to be sure of
getting The Journal regularly you should subscribe. It is to be an eventful year. Canditimes in the

dates for the

primary

ready busy, then
and National, the

elections in June

al-

are

conventions, State
election in September
and the National election in November, the

meeting

the

come

Maine

organization of the new Congress
and the inauguration of the President on the
4th or next March.
There will be something
doing all the time, and in addition to these important events The Journal will give you the
and

of the

city

and

county and much interesting matter from contributors. One year’s
subscription, $2, paid in advance, entitles you
to Farm and Home for one year, free; for ten
cents additional you can have McCall’s magazine one year and a free pattern, and for $2.25
The Journal and the Woman’s Magazine, one
year each. These publications are very popular with our subscribers, as shown in the renews

peated

renewals.

Belfast Philharmonic Association. For
the benefit of those interested in the Belfast
Philharmonic Association it has been thought
best to make public the following outline of
of the association

thought it had taken the place of the old
Musical Society, but as a matter of fact it is a
separate organization, having members from

The

missing

are

pages

the Musical

the ablest of the two papers....
ck, U. S. A., we have re-

Star-Bulletin
d copies
.ming detailed reports with illustrations
of the

a

series of

ven,” which had attracted many visitors to

possession of
departing

the

“Aloha!

Uncle Sam in the
tourists the

the
to

band, besides
neither of the

Under the auspices of this
association the opera “Mikado” was successfully given in February, 1915, and again July
30th. The Chapman concert last season was

Honolulu

the most successful Carnival of

Society and
belonging

many members
other societies.

Lieut. F. F. B1

also under

Pacific,

the

auspices of this organization.
association conducted a Lyceum Course, which was in accordance with
the aim of the society to
promote the best in
music and other arts which elevate the moral

Star-Bulletin

Ibis

pleasant voyage! Come
••cain next year!”....We have iooked over a
■py of the Porto Rico Progress, published
ekiy in San Juan, and the “only all English
wspaper in Porto Rico.” It is a 10-page
per, 12 by 18 inches, well printed and has a
od showing of advertising and local news,

-•.Vi:

SUBSCRIBE.

main-

elegraph

?

there

TO

large edition

all sold out

was

the work

inferior paper and there are
The Times has 14 and the Tele-

::tose

••

printed

1 IME

carrying advertising, and both papers
find their revenues greatly decreased,
increased expenditures. We should call

an

on

pages.
ii 12 pages.

y

it

a

during the past
year: Many have confused this society with
the Belfast Musical Society.
Others have

ted
1

NOW IS THE
we

not be

G.

requested to be Dresent.

are

A

season

standard of
course

the

the

community.

This

expensive

not

only paid for itself, but there is a
Rood working balance in the
treasury so that
an even better course
may be planned for

has an editorial on recent exposures in the
public schools, showing that “teachers are
rnpelled to pay the political parties for their
jsitions in the schools,” and demanding a reform in thiB particular. It says that this “is
perhaps the most seriouB thing for which the
American Government in Porto Rico has to
answer.”

another season.

The association has
recently
engaged Miss Gertrude McClure of Bangor,
violinist, to conduct rehearsals of the orchestral club. This is an excellent
opportunity for
young musicians playing orchestral instruments to
become

get practice in ensemble playing,

hoped

and it is

many of

our

young

members.

people

will

Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Patterson
arereceivthe birth of a son

ing congratulations on
March 4th, Neal Clark.
Last

Saturday
The heavy snow

was a

busy day in

storms of the

week, and consequent drifted roads, had kept
pe >ple from
town and many were in need
of supplies.
The Republican
city committee elected at
the general caucus Feb. 25th
has been organized with Hodgdon C.Buzzell
chairman; Carleton Doak, clerk,and
Virgil L. Hall, treasurer.
Mrs. Alban B. Wyllie has returned
from Boston and New
Yorx, where she attended the

spring millinery openings, preparatory to
opening parlors at her home in the Woods
house, so-called, on Cedar street.
The

almanac says that Monday, March 20th,
was the first
day of spring; but with a temperature around 10 above,
deep snow drifts
everywhere, and a Btrong, northerly wind
blowing the snow about, it certainly was not
very

spring-like.

Fifteen were present at the
meeting of the
general committee for the Monument fund,
held Tuesday evening with
Ralph I. Morse.
Plans for the
entertainment, etc were discussed.

city

The ticketB have been

will be

printed and the
thoroughly canvassed.

Wm. M. Thayer, jeweller, who moved to the
Colonial building in October 1913, will return in
April to his rooms over the F. G. Mixer store
on Main street.
Mr. Thayer did not give
up
the lease of these rooms and had sublet the
front room to Dr. F. C. Small as an addition to
his suite.
Thomas H. Marshall Circle held their
regular
meeting laBt Tuesday afternoon and organized
a
sewing circle, with the following officers;
President, Mrs. Ethel Collins; vice president
Mrs. Nettie Merrithew;
secretary and treasurer, Miss Gladys Carter; work directors, Mrs.
Abbie Putuam, Mrs. Hannah Wilson and Mrs.
Eliza Bennett. They will meet next
Tuesday
in the G. A, R hall, A full
attendance is re-

quested, to take action in regard to matters for
the coming
mounment
fair, Mrs. Nettie
Merrithew, Mrs Hattie Riggs and Mrs. Ethel
Collins were appointed a committee on resolutions

on

the death of

Mrs. Nettie Cross.

New Advertisements. Do your feet trouble
you? If so you will find relief in a pair of the
Ground Gripper shoes, sold only
by The Dinsmore Store.... Mrs.
Mary Brown and family of
M orrill

publish card of thanks... The DickeyKnowlton Real Estate Co. is offering some real

Pfitat.p

a

hnrfrninR

find

Kao

a

nlr./,n

u_r..n_

equipped for fishing, for sale_See notice of
city assessors-Bargains in bath towels at
the City Drug Store this week_Carle &
Jones carry Thibaut's full lines of peerless
paper hangings. Samples
sent to your homes to look

on

request.

Books

at your leisure.
Carle & Jones have

over

basement salesroom
line of D. & M. basenall goods,
just received. .Read the comparison of electricity
and kerosene in the advertisement of the
Penobscot Bay Electric Co...,The Hall-Ellis
Hardware Co., 52 Main street, sell the Gray
In the
a new

..

...

|

Peerless

|

Salesroom

Paper

The Sole Survivor. The Journal had a
call
Monday from Mr. Hobart A. Dcdge of Dark
Harbor, the sole survivor of a wreck off the
Massachusetts coast in a great gale forty

A

Hangings

Different in
Different in

is absolutely guaranteed to give satisfaction,
and, if found
defective will be cheerfully replaced.
article

Why buy others?
leading pitchers say

When

all

the

Exclusiveness
:

:

they

:

:

Red Sox and
I

P

SAMPLES ON REQUEST.
Books sent to your house for you to
look over at your leisure.
We

have 'i'HIBAUT’S FULL LINES.
Let ub show YOU.
Yours truly,

Carle & Jones.

hiladelphia Nationals
USED

D. & M. Mitts
IN

or

Gloves

THE WORLD’S SERIES.
Yours truly,

Carle & Jones.

were

found, having with them only part

of a gallon of molasses for nourishment. The
survivors had no recollection of
time, but
supposed the captain died Thursday.
The
other members of the crew jumped irom the
raft into the sea the forenoon of
Saturday
and were drowned
The bodies of the captain
and seaman were buried in the sea. The two
survivors are improving and are well provided for at the Central House.

EXPRESS

We have excellent facilities
for filling orders by Parcel
Post or Express,

account of

James Gifford, Esq., Deputy Collector, as follows: “Saturday last at 1 p. m., 93 miles east
northeast from Highland Light, fell in with a
raft having on it the above named survivors
and the dead bodies of Capt. Tolman D. Pendleton and a colored man.’’ From the survivors he learned that the brig Almira sailed
from Portland Sunday, 14th
instant.
She blew away her sails and was wrecked the
same night, the
captain and crew, five in all,
taking to a hastily constructed raft, on which

Character and

:

an

G. F. Huntress, Capt. Rose of
Gloucester, put in here last night having on
board Leonidas Pendleton, mate, and Hobart
Dodge, cook, only survivors of the brig Almira of Isiesboro, Me. Capt. Rose
reports to

GOODS JUST RECEIVED.

Every

State

Ralph

D.

Vickery,

C.

W.

Wescott,

W.

J.

J

Mr. Dodge says that the men who
jumped
overboard had been drinking salt water and
were delirious.
The mate, who was saved
with him, was unable to speak for 24 hours
after his rescue and died not long after. Both
of Mr. Dodge’s legs were apparently lifeless
below the knees and the doctors in Massachusetts wanted to amputate, but he would
not consent and

came

home and

was

treated

by Dr. Elmer Small of this city, to whom he
gives full credit for saving his legs. Notwithstanding his terrible experience Mr. Dodge
followed the sea for ten years .thereafter and
today is hale and hearty.

An

“Do
It is

B.

was

A

Dinsmore

you
not

but very

Dorman, —around
have

Howes, George Snow, H. E. McDonald, Charles F. Swift. The majority of the
delegates to the State convention were in favor
Parkhurst, but the delegation

Historic City.

to

know

this

March 22nd.

60

and

old church
colonial.”

68.

I

cold

more

pr ogram,

built in

was

The

we

years

standing, although

names

most of

will

doubt

no

1$, 2$,

initiated and
Patrick’s Day

Church Guild

was

A

large number
salted nuts and

75c

were

Sliding

and Tilting Tables on
hand. Manufactured by John Deere Plow Co.

Per Lb., Live

Also Rubber and Leather

in atten-

balls

AT

were

surprise to their Belfast friends. Miss Cahill was educated abroad,
is a fluent linguist and very popular in this city,
where the family have their summer home»
Lieut. Hazeltine prepared for and success-

Lobsters are now selling at a price never before reached in the local market, dealers
paying the fishermen 65 cents per pound out of
the boats, they charging their customers 75
cents live weight.—Portland Argus.

Hall-Ellis Hardware Co.

ALL FASCINATED BY

52 Main Street, Belfast, Me.

Successors to MASON & HALL,

every woman who has an ordinary
head of hair can by giving it just a little attention have uxuriant hair, soft, fluffy and

our

An Announcement

radiantly beautiful

Party.

If

i

warn

eharlarl

in

nint nnA

of

^A

and Ralph Cunningham; alternates,
Decrow, Ralph L. Cooper, Arthur H.
Amos A. Colcord, Rufus J. Mayo,
Brow a, Harold H. French, Warren
and W, H. Dickey. The delegates
instructed.

Elmer B.

Morrison,
Fred
F-

W.

Fahy

were

not

The

Interscholastic Discussion.
The
School Association held the most
enthusiastic meeting in its history in the High
school room Tuesday evening, when every
available seat was taken, in several instances
two pupils occupying one seat. Mr. Charles
S. Bickford, president of the Association, presided. The program was opened with a piano
solo, beautifully rendered by Miss Marguerite
H. Owen. Miss Esther Evans read the secreHome and

Manufacture and Sale of Alcoholic
Liquor as a Beverage,” and how well she has
succeeded only those present Tuesday evening
can realize.
This was the local contest of a
series of contests of “The Interscholastic Discussion League.” Each individual was free to
deal with the question from his own standpoint.
Arlo L. Redman’s theme was “High License is
a better method of dealing with the
liquor
tion of the

problem

than

prohibition,”

and

Miss

Laura

“Prohibition is a natural and effective
remedy for the liquor evil.” At this point Miss
Lillian Dexter, piano. Dean Knowlton,violinist,
Morris’

and

Sturgis Dexter, clarinetist, rendered a
selection and responded to an encore. Miss
Doris Shorey then discussed, “Prohibition is
necessary to save our people,” and Howard E.
Wilson, “Prohibition would improve our politics.” Mrs. John R. Dunton, Hon. Robert
Dunton and Rev. Arthur A. Blair acted as
judges on the regulation points ystem. Mr.Z.D
Harts horn, Miss Achorn and Miss Esther Evans
were made a committee
to compute on the
judge’s decisions to elect one of the pupils as
speaker

and another

alternate to the
district contest April 21st, and Howard Wilson
was announced as speaker and Arlo»Redman as
alternate. Supt. W. B. Woodbury made a few
a

as an

remarks in regard to play grounds at
the McLellan and Peirce schools, urging the
use of swings, teeters, giant strides, etc.
He
also spoke of the 8 grade system to replace
the 9 grade, and later to be followed by what
is known as the six-grade and 6-year High
school.

general

quiries.

place

cards

were

designed

as

teacups, with Cupid acting as fortune teller
and on each card was a jingle foretelling the
future of each guest. After all had extended the best of good wishes to the “bridea-tobe” supper was served, the menu including
chicken bullion, fruit salad, hot rolls, coffee,
ice cream, cake and salted nuts. The announcement cake was beautifully decorated
with outline hearts, etc. The ring went to
Miss Marguerite Coombs, the thimble to Miss
Gertrude Coombs, and the dime to Miss Maude
Field.
All were in dainty evening gowns,
Miss Albee in white chantilly lace with white
taffeta bands over pink silk, with a corsage
bouquet of pink carnations. Miss Hart wore

dainty gown
gold trimmings
a

of

pink crepe-de-chene

with

and white lace. She wore an
a diamond pendant.
engagement present
The guests were Misses Blanche Jennys,
Murguerite H. Owen, Marguerite Coombs,
Gertrude
Helen
Maude
Ham,
Coombs,
Field, Florence M. Brown, Annette Hilt
Mrs.
and
Clarence
A.
recent
Paul, a
bride. After supper the guests were entertained at the Colonial Theater. Miss Albee

Strained vision

are

cousins.

The former

of the

Gasoline.

>

young

A complete grinding
equipment is at your service

FRANK F.
GRADUATE

MACHINE

I. O. O.

load

of

hand

FOR
|

a car

fresh,

young,
sound horses to be sold
at

prices
right.
Every horse guaranteed
just as represented.
which

are

W. L. WEST.

SOME REAL ESI ATE BARGAINS.
SIX ROOM House’ll miles from
postoffice;
12 apple trees; one acre
land; henhouse, stable
good water; in good repair; fine cellar; excellent neighborhood.
or double teneflush toilets; in
excellent repair; liberal amount of land.

VIEW
STREET
Double tenement
house of fourteen rooms;
large lot of land
with shore front,
stable, fine location. Sacrifice price.
—

fine line of

Ml/SIO SHOP, |
Belfast, Maine, I

TEACHING

RENTING

is a

VIEW STREET—Single

BAY

ment house of ten rooms, two

of

MUSIC MDSE.

SALE!

MILLINERYSTORE-In

PATTERSONS
47 Main Street,

Adams,

F. Block.

COMPANY,

HORSES
on

OPTOMETRIST,^

Successor to F. L.

DISTRIBUTORS FOR MAINE,
PORTLAND
ROCKLAND

I have

GRAVES,

BELFAST, MAINE,

MIANUS.

THORNDIKE

>'•

I

shop-

ping.

The hii>h cost of gasoline has caused
every
to look for cheaper fuel, and the
problem
has been solved. The Mianus marine motor is
now equipped with a marvelous device that
actually gives better results than gasoline, and
at a saving of over
sixty cents on the dollar.
It is a godsf nd to the fish >rmen and all working
boats, and that they appreciate it is confirmed
by the increased sales of that OLD RELIABLE
motor, the MIANUS, seventeen years of satisfactory service, and now again it offers the
public a chance to enjoy motor boating at a
lower cost per mile than ever before. Send
for circular. Trade your old engine for a new

REPAIRING

buyer.

heart of busy city;
goods; old goods sold at option
Terms.
new

TEMPLE HEIGHTS—Five
finely furnished; ready for
of

hay

and

fine well of

room

cottage;

housekeeping;

water.

view

Special

price for quick sale.

low

Rockland

FOR SALE

of many

you continue your

one

_

popular

head-

causes

aches.
Broken ienses replaced while

High school and
J. LEE PATTERSON, Proprietor.
came to Belfast from Rockland
about two
years :.go and has been employed as Lookkeeper in the New England Telegraph office, j
and the latter graduated from the Belfast 1
A comfortable country “state, overlooking
High school in June, 1915. Miss Hart has a the celebrated Penobscot
Bay and River, in
beautiful soprano voice and is at present em- 1 Sandypoint, Maine. This section of the Maine
ployed in the office of Leonard & Barrows. coast offers splendid inducements for summer
Mr. Curtis is associated with his father, Alfred tourists and is unquestionably the “Palm Beach
Curtis of Swanviile, as proprietors of the i of New England.”
SAMUEL FRENCH.
Buick garage on Phoenix row. Mr. Allen
lw 12p
S. Weymouth, Msbs.
came here from Lincoinville and is employed
by the Swan-Whitten-Bickford Co. They are

graduate

worth havworth sav-

vs.

—

and Miss Hart

are

* V.

! table was a pink candlestick, the candle shaded
Democratic
Caucus.
The Democratic
with pink. At each place was a pink nut cup
caucus was held in the courthouse last Satur- I
attached to a pink ribbon extending to the
day evening, Dr. Adalbert Millett, presiding.
The following city committee Was elected: j centerpiece, a gold arrow on the ribbon pointto the centerpiece.
When seated the
Ward 1, Dr. Millett, Francis X. Pendleton, ing
at the suggestion of the hostess, pulled
Albert H. Morse, Ralph L, Cooper; Ward 2, guests,
the ribbons, and brought forth dainty white
Fred W. Pote, Marcellus R. Knowlton. Amos
hearts, hand-painted, with a cute little cupid
A. Colcord, Harry L. Kilgore; Ward 3, H. J.
the ’cello, and these lines, “This is the
Kimball, Roy E. Sholes, R. J. Mayo, Edward playing
song for Cupid to play on Betty’s and Jessie’s
Wagner; Ward 4, Harvey S. Cunningham,
and the initials of the engaged
Ralph H. Cunningham, Enoch C. Dow, F. A, wedding day,”
Holmes; Ward 5, Raphnel Leavitt, Roscoe couples—Miss Vereletle C. Albee and Earle L.
Black, Raymond R. Rogers, Melvin Clark. Curtis, Miss Jessie E. Hart and Basil R. Allen.
They met Wednesday night to organize. Del- No dates are set for the wedding in either
that both are to take place during
egates to the State convention in Bangor case, except
the year of 1916.
As it was a double anMarch 29th were elected as follows: Ralph H.
the young ladies were questionDarby, Frank G. Mixer, Abner G. Gilmore, Dr. nouncement,
Adelbert Millett, R. H. Cassens, Ralph D. ed if they would have a double wedding, but
evasions were given to all inShute, Elisha Sherman, Dexter T. Clements only laughing
The

your eyes are

ing they
ing.

Kerosene

earlier.

Belting

LOWEST PRICES.
FOR SALE BY

Weight.

It’s a good thing to know this because hair
preparations that put life and lustre into dull
Miss Clarabe
I looking hair are scarce, hut it is a fact known
Marsh gave one of the daintiest parties of the ; to nearly every druggist in America that Parisian Sage, a delightfully clean and refreshseason at the Woman's Club room last Thurstonic not only wiil make your hair look 100
day evening in honor of Miss Jessie Hart of ! ing
percent better but will quickly stop it from
this city and Miss Verelette C, Albee of Rockfalling, rid it of dandruff and scalp itch.
It’s well worth a trial and A. A. Howes &
fully passed the examination for admission to land, whose engagements were announced as
the Na val Academy at Annapolis, Md but did the guests were seated. Covers were laid at ! Co., who disposes of a great quantity of it,
will tell you so, and will refund your money if
not complete the course, receiving an appointone table for eleven and the color scheme of
it isn’t all you expect.
ment in the army, afid has been on duty in | pink and white was
effectively carried out.
Texas for some time. The marriage will tak
The centerpiece was a large bouquet of pink
place May 15th, unless Lieut. Hazeltine is or- carnations and ferns on an embroidered mat
dered to Mexico, in which event it will be
encircled with carnations. The light globes

the engagement

was a

Gray Engines

carried in stock.

Ireland Saw Frames

was

entertained

corn

4 and 6 H. P.

Nearly

readers, although Hayne and Timrod had won recognition as poets beyond their
native south.

the annonncement of

U.S. Government Uses

WOMANS HAIR

unfamiliar to

be

North

Lobsters

of Lieut. Charles B. Hazel- ; sonal observation, but for some time the writer
tine, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hazeltine of was the Washington correspondent of the
this city, have informally announced his en- Charleston News and Courier and has long
gagement to Miss Margaret Cahill of Kalama- been familiar with its early hjstory, manners
and customs, through the writings and
biog<*
zoo, Mich., daughter of Mrs.
Ralph Emery.
Lieut, tiazeltine is with the 14th U. S. Cav- raphies of its literary men—William Gilmore
alry^ at Fort Clark, Texas, awaiting orders. Simms, Dr. John Dickson Bruns, Paul HamilMiss Cahill, her mother and Mrs. James C. ton Hayne, Julian Requier, Henry Timrod, and
Durham of Belfast were recent guests of others. With the possible exception of Simms
these

Power.

Extreme Simplicity.
Best Materials.
Perfect Workmanship.

were

A St.

including songs and recitations,
a chafing dish lunch.

E. Bowker.

Belfast relatives

Lieut. Hazeltine in San Antonio, and Miss Cahill had also visited Annapolis when he was a
cadet there. The affair has been of several

obligated.

strictly dance. Candy,
picture of served.

St. Michaels church on the reverse side of the
card. We do not know Charleston irom per-

not in-

structed.

Guaranteed.

Every Engine Exceeds its Rated

Monday evening at the Woman’s Club
Room by Miss Emeroy Ginn, Miss Florence
Shaw, Mrs. Nathan H. Small and Mrs. Thomas

1700 and is

This refers to the fine

Burn Gasoline or Kerosene.
Low Consumption

invited.

lrst

fine

This

are

fallowed by

message:
old city?

cannot realize
weather.

Two members

comrade

one

interesting
as
fascinating as New Orleans,
quaint. The weather here is fine

see

Tne public

The regular meeting of Emma White Bark< r
Tent, D. of V.. postponed from March 15th,
was held in Memorial hall
Wednesday evening,

post card from Mrs.
of Charles-

this

__„___II

The public entertainment
by the children as a
benefit to the Victrola fund will be given in
the Peirce school to-morrow,
Friday, at 2.30 pm.
There will also be an entertainment at the
McLellan school for the same purpose.

under date

ton, S. C., March 14th bears

James H.

of

Osceola Council, D. of P., wil. have a soc ia
Men's hall Wednesday evening,
March 29th. Lsdies’ tickets 10 cents; gentle-

does, but he cleans it all out and
it.” “But the warbler came back to
its nest in the honeysuckle bush.” “He came
back to the bush, but he built a new nest.”
Thos.

GRAY

dance in Red

relines

Godfrey, Scott Gray, W. L.
Savery, and A. B. Stantial.

the Coli-

at

Fifteen of the eighteen delegates to the Republican titate and District conventions, with
Herman H. Coombs as a
substitute, left Wednesday for Portland.

men’s 25 csuts.

Iji

D’Vorak,

Aaelaiue

world's greatest lady skater,
seum Rink.
the

of

skating, com-_

March 27th, for three nights.

Weenie.__

£>ee announcement ot Miss

“The hawk

Southworth; alternates, Arthur

Harlie F.

Savery,

Admission

day before when it was snowing Telemachus said: “The oriole’s nest is full of snow.”
“Do the orioles come back to it?” “No.”
“Does any bird come back to the old nest?”

West, Fred N.
Delegates to the District convention: B. L.
Davis, B. O. Norton, Scott Gray, Arthur I.
Brown, Arthur Ritchie, Fred E. Ellis, H. C.
Buzzell, Carleton Doak, O. S. Vickery; alternates, Fred A. Sanborn, A. B. Stantial, Fred
N.

meneihg Monday night,

Skater

Lady

COLISEUM RINK
Wittgive her exhibition of trick and fancy

The

convention:

disaster, which was found in the effects of tary’s report of the last meeting, which was
approved. During the present term of the
Mrs. Gilkey, an aged lady of Dark
Harbor,
High school Miss Leonia J. Achorn has been
who passed away a short time ago. The
clipping is dated Provincetown, Mass., Oct. 23d, coaching the pupils of the class in English for
the discussion of the topic, National Prohibiand is as follows:

Where Difference Means

POST

clipping from

Schooner

Design
Coloring
Every Point

to

the

NEW LINE OF

D. & M. Baseball

Materials that carry an unmistakable
Quality of Distinction.

Different in

years ago. He had with him a
The Republican Journal giving

I

con-

the stores.

the Ireland saw frames;
rubber and leather belting at lowest prices.
.See statement of the Searsport National
bank of Searsport.

I

delegates

today, Thursday, was
Tuesday evening. H.
Ralph D. Southworth

Delegates

Belfast, Maine.

The World’s Greatest

said: ‘Tm

E. Frost, James H. Howes, Wilmer J. Dorman, Fred D. Jones, Chas. F. Swift, H. E. McDonald, B. O. Norton, Clement W. Wescott
and

also

Basement

clerk.

was

to elect

Square,

Miss Adelaide D’Vorak

oftorrmnn

Signs

to

O.

gasoline eginnes, and

Thibaut’s

Portland

in

,1ott

to have her back

State and District

Buzzell presided and

C.

Chautauqua Circle
Samuel Adams, 13 Northport avenue, Monday, March 27th, at 2 p. m.
The lesson will be from the C, L. S. C. book,
American Ideals, chapters seven and eight.
Roll-call, quotations from some American

members

March 14th Telemachus
Spring.
going to tell you something. Spring
“has broke.” The crow he hollered yesterday
right in the midst of the storm. The crow
He stays down around
he’s pretty careful.
the islands some in the winter, but he doesn’t
get up around here till spring “has broke.”

caucus

P. O.

books, pictures,
etc. Mrs. Ervin E. Cross and Miss E. Frances
Abbott will be the story tellers next Satur-

McKinley. We are all glad
again-Henry Wentworth
Citypoint to load a car.
Republican

CITY DRUG STORE

for

children

held in the court house

The members of Seaside

library

the

at

Mrs. Thomas Wentworth, last week.
Mr. Wentworth is in poor health.... Mrs. Jane
Cole has returned home from Camden, where
she spent the winter with her brother, C. A.

! ventions

will meet with Mrs.

ary

get attended the funeral of their cousin, Mrs.
Herbert E. Btadman, last week_Albert
Wentworth of Clinton visited his parents

and alternates to the

Mrs. Arthur Ritchie.

He is 30

to size.

as

employment-Mr.

The

ago an item in regard to your little
W’e have here in Jackson•n Robbins.

Don"

again....

hauling hay

!

On sale this week at the

Harry L. Kilgore and Miss Annie L.
Barr were the story tellers at the Peirce
Mrs. Kilgore read
school lait Saturday.
Ouida's Moufflou, arranged by Mrs. Kate
Douglas Wiggin, and Miss Barr read Helen
Dawes Brown’s, “The Stowaway.” The children are delighted with the stereopticon
views which are shown them each week. A
noticeable feature of the good growing out of
the story hour is the increased calls of the

Dora Brown has gone to the city, where she
and Mrs. George Daghas

is

39c|25c Value 19c

Mrs.

Mr. and

pair of Ground Grippers.
You will instantly feel their

School Star.

men's

ier date of March 16th.

only

relieve—but they correct.
If you have “foot troubles”

Corset Salesman,” with the assistance of
Florence Auspland and Byron Salters, in connection with the moving pictures. Tuesday
night will be High School Night in honor of
“The

High

not

but is able to be out

50c Value

Sewing Circle of Emma White Bark< r
Tent, D. of V., held their first meeting Friday
afternoon with Mrs. Charles A. Ludwick. The
members Dr ing their own sewing and a small
amount is paid in dues to be applied to the
Tent’s fund for flowers, etc. The next meeting
will be with Mrs. Myra Dutch to-morrow,
Friday, afternoon from 2Jto 5, Mrs. Etta
P Savery will read a selection on “The Flag,"
which will be followed by a general discussion

Poor's Mills. Ihe entertainment to have
given March 21st has been postponed to
Tuesday evening, March 28th....The Sewing
Circle met this week with Mrs M O. Wilson
_Mrs. Herbert Stevens has been quite ill

grip,

J

The

been

with the

"""l

1

BATH TOWELS

respond to repeated encores. Miss Austin,
violinist, charmed everybody with hei
marvelous playing, and the vocal solos by
Young, Chalmers and Reardon were greatly
The Octagon Auction Club met last Saturday
enjoyed and heartily encored. Don’t miss the
evening with Mrs^ Eugene R. Conner. Mrs.
concert tonight.
Marion E. Brown and Mrs. George I. Keating
Twenty-two members of the Woman’s Club were substitutes. Confectionery was served
were entertained laBt Tuesday afternoon by
during the game. Mrs. Wilmer J. Dorman
Mrs, Clyde B. Holmes. It was the second in the won the first prize, a silver call-bell, and Mrs.
series of “At Homes” and the program was on Austin W.
Keating the second, a bouquet of
the Shakespearian tercentenary. Mrs. Holmes
Jonquils.
what
the
on
talk
world is doing
gave a brief
the

wafers, etc.

The social committee of the Baptist church
are planing for a musical
evening in the vestry
Friday, March 31th, when old and new hymns

the

Arthur P. Sleeper, Esq., of Newport, forof Stockton Springs and a member of
the Waldo County Bar, has moved to Belfsat
and taken rooms in Stewart house on Main
street. His (father, Mr. H. G. Sleeper, died
last fall and his mother came to Belfast to
make her home with him.

Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest, accompanist, sang
“Who_is Silvia” and Mias Mabel R. Mathews
read the “Taming of the Shrew.” Mrs. Morris
L. Slugg poured tea and Misses Mathews and
Hazeltine assisted the hostess in serving

tracted much attention
by her expert use of
snowshoes, and has accompanied her father on
long tramps. The recent snow storms made
the best snowshoeing for years.

;--

merly

in its observance and Miss Marian Hazeltine
discussed several of Shakespeare’s pl/iys and
Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker, with
characters.

,,

J.

ordinary shoe and

The famous

some

late of

For

you may have

got your feet “out of fix.”

Auspland, who has been em*
time by the New England and songs will be rendered in solos, duets and
choruses All who enjoy music are cordially
ne Company, and prominent in musinow in Frederickton, N.
B., invited. There will be no admission,
cs, is
Mrs.
:e has a position in an orchestra.
The Imperial Quartette will present at the
who is the pianist of the McKeen Colonial Theater, Monday and Tuesday even-era, will join him later.
ings, March 27th and 28th the musical sketch,
wis S

for

the

toed;

Elana,

will be entertained by
aveller’s
,.,hn R. Dunton and Miss Margaret A.
Program:
Tuesday, March 28th.
•Sir W alter Scott,” by Miss Mabel R.
paper, “The Scott Country,” by
laraden S. Pearl; reading from Scott, by
Club

o

reason

worn

Alexander Lindgrin, for many years a foreman in the Leonard & Barrows’ shoe
factory
and well and very favorably known in Belfast, was recently promoted from foreman to
superintendent of the S. M. Hoyt & Go’s, shoe
factory in Manchester, N. H.

adies 10 cents.

.n>es

differ as much in contour as
faces. They are short and
long; low-arched and high;

The public schools close tomorrow, Friday,
tor a week's vacation.

Tonight,’the Chapman concert in the Colonial Theater. The artiata have appeared in
many of the Maine citiee and created great
enthusiasm everywhere. In Presque Isle tbc
splendid program delighted all who heard it
and the Criterion Male Quartet was obliged to

people

and

are

the

recipients

SOUTH SHORE,

wood lot with Shore
another

Soipe

SLOOP

It has been said that every third
person has catarrh in some form.
Science has shown that nasal catarrh
often indicates a general weakness
of the body; and local treatments in
the form of snuffs and vapors do little,
if any good.
To correct catarrh you should treat its
cause by enriching your blood with the
oil-food in Scott’s Emulsion which is a
medicinal food and a building-tonic, free
fromalcoholoranyharmfuldrugs. Tty it.
® Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N, |. ^

Rais destroy
billion dollars
worth of food and property every year.
mis and mice and stop jour loss with

Kill

your

RRT CORN

It is safe to use. Deadly to rats
but barmless to bnmaa beinas.
Rats simply dry up. No odor
whatever. Valuable booklet
in each can, “How to Destroy Rats." 25c., 50c. and
t

BOAT—Thirty foot, fully rigged and
for

fishing; white

terms of payment

oak frame and
allowed.

Pythian Block, Belfast, Maine

Notice iB hereby given that
Savings Bank
hy this bank, has been
application has been made for a duolitl> Ia"S
retiulatinK

N°P°“k
lost and

16-.372;.,ss“ed

booksaCCnrdinB

issuing

WILBER j. DORMAN, Treasurer
Belfast, March 16, 1916.—3wl2
,,

,,

MEN

**

h

FOR SALE

Special low price.

bargains in farms.

Belfast Savings Bank
new

$5.00.
Drug

6-lb. pail,
11.00.
Seed, Hardware,
and General Stores.

on hay;
large line hardfrontage; opportunity for

Dickey-Knowlton Real Estate Co..
2wl2

a

cottage lot.
excellent

equipped
planking;

congratulations and best wishes.

•WHATCATARRH IS

NORTHPOKT—Eight room

cottage; hest.location

Y

SWAN-WHI1TEN-BIGKFORD GOMPAN

WANTED—TO.BRING

OR MAIL

their Safety Razor Blades to me to
be sharpened better than new.
Single edge, such asGems, 25c. Gillettes, 35c; Durham Duplex
5°c per dozen. G. E
Sherman, 72 Main street

Belfast, Me.

—

^ ^

Z

answer to “storm voices."

ficiencies appear in all the classes, even
seventeen of the graduating class are
slated to go, and of course a much larger
I
Journal:
To the Editor of the
number of the men who have been but
and
ot
grief
six months at the institution and at this
began this article because
aublind
of
decision
the
examination have had their first series of
indignation over
thorities of the Navy to tarnish the rec- tests.
Now these young men are presumably
ord of the noble youths of the Academy
and far above the
average of American
classes, who have worked for years
in
cost the Government a heap of money
youth in both physical and mental abiltake
to
order to prepare themselves
ity. They pass an entrance examination
s
which is very severe. Once safely engood care of and to fight in Uncle Sam
rolled they have always found the work
Navy.
at
Annapoa
cadet
I was
hard and exacting, but of late it is said
midshipman
lis Academy over fifty years ago, and the courses have been far more taxing

Save the Middies!

the mental work there at that time was than those of any other school in the
much less than now. I had reasonably country. Usually about one cadet in five
good health, and had the culture and di- falls by the wayside in the first year.
ploma of a New England High schooj. The casualties are so numerous at the
Our class was 107 youths, who were di- present time that special causes for the
vided into five sections. I was No. 14 situation must be sought, and the midWe dies do not hesitate to say that the exof the first section, third class.
galloped through Davie’s Algebra, Ge- aminations are so stern that many cadets
ometry, Trigonometry, Physics, Chem- of average Annapolis ability cannot pass
istry, Gunnery, etc., like blue-ribboned them.
The situation in the navy is well
steeds. It was orders to put out all
lights at 10 p. m. It was difficult-im- known. Every ship that goes into comlessons
to
proper- mission makes the shortage of officers
get
possible—to many
ly for recitation for the next day. I greater. A fair complement is not
wasn't a numbskull, and I could not. It available even of junior officers. Of
was the same as with the horse who the 220 men who are losing out, how
could not win the race—‘‘The distance many, after all is said, are not well fitted for the service? Very likely not
was too great for the time.”
So I surrounded my table after tap3 (10 more than a score. Why should the
beilluminated
country lose the remaining 200 when the
p. m ) with bedclothes,
as
never before?
neath with candles, and sat on the floor service needs them
and studied. My room mate crouched Those conversant with the history of the
beneath another canopy, and in many academy say that the honor men, and
other rooms cadets were camped like even the high-stand men, have by no
Apache Indians, trying to master the means always made the ablest and most
hard studies until two. three and even resourceful officers when on active duty.
four o’clock in the morning.
Boston Herald, Feb. 10th.
The consequences of this fearful strugcadets
and
health
many
gle destroyed
PRINTED MORE THAN 300 YEARS AGO
fell out by confusing examinations and
failure of vital powers. I was seriously A Bible Brought From England in 1633.
ill over a year, but, recovering, re-enterLewiston, March 14. At the meeting
ed the service and served as an officer
in the Pine street Congregational church
until the end of the Civil War.
I think it an outrage upon the many this evening, the pastor, Rev. Dr. William A. Bartlett, exhibited a Bible which
midshipmen at the Naval Academy to has
a wonderful histi ry.
It is a Geneva
dismiss them from the service, after
several years of conscientious and fierce Bible, printed in London in 1612.
The only time it has been out of the
study and training, because they have
a
not passed examination in one or two possession of the Bartlett family was
branches to suit the unfeeling, exacting, few years, when it was in the hands of
the Massachusetts Historical Society.
rigorous requirements of certain profesOn the margin of a page in the book
sors, who, if Naval graduates, could not
of Esdras is written, “Richard Bartlett
pass the exams, demanded in any class
bought this booke anno domini 1612.”
except their own.
The professors there, as in all colleges, On the fly leaf is written, “I, Richaru
Bartlett, writ this for the age of my
are so stuffed with the apothegms of the
branches they teach, that they exact children,” the first of whom, he states,
from the overburdened, harrassed cadet was “Joane Bartlett,born in January 29,
knowledge equivalent to their own, and 1610, wensday 8-of the cloke at nyght.
do not hesitate to blast the future of The ink with which these entries is made
is as black as though just written.
youths because in the excitement and
uiuiai'i uai ucm tame
lu
uiis
LUUiili^
strain of examination they stagger over
on
the ship Mary anil John in 1633, and
tricky questions, or do not recognize the
landed
at
deeply planned treachery along the firing Bible withNewbury, Mass., bringing this
him. Dying in 1647 he left
une.
Too much education dulls the intellect hia property to his youngest son, Kichand lessens physical power. Too much ard, having given John, the older, his
is exacted from cadets at Annapolis. share during his life, but he was perThe Pons Assinorum and the Binomial suaded to leave to John a warming pan,
Theorem are of little use on shipboard. valued at six shillings, and the great
The old heroes of the Navy gained their Bible, valued at 12 shillings.
The Bible was exhibited at the 250ih
knowledge of ship and guns and sea on
the heaving deck while cruising over the anniversary of Newburyport in 1885.
world. Remember their deeds. Ilobson, For a time the Bible was owned by Miss
Elizabeth Hoyt, a relative by marriage
Cushing, Schley and Dewey were Annaof the
she, realizing that
polis taught, but were not renowned for it was Bartletts, and
important such a relic should be
■bookishness.
gave it to the Massachusetts
During the Civil War,in over 600 ships, preserved,
Historical Society
we had 1250 regulars and 5750 volunteers
Soon after this Pres. S. C. Bartlett of
from civil life, the latter mostly officers
of our merchant marine, which whitened Dartmouth, father of the present pastor
of
the Pine street church, learned of the
every sea. They were,like the old felexistence of the book and wrote to Miss
lows, practical sailors and navigators,
who soon mastered gunnery and made Hoyt, telling of his descent from tne
He then learned it had
efficient and terrible to the original owner.
our Navy
been given to the society and he set out
enemy. Our victories would have been
fewer and our blockade a failure without to obtain possession of it.
His efforts were finally successful.
them.
Four years ago, when the Dook was
The exactions of entrance examina300
years old, it was put on exhibition at
tions, and the semi-annuals and fir als of
Hartford, Conn.
most high class institutions have reached
a terrific height under the fostering care
and management of the vain profesEntrance exams, now are more
sors.
exacting and severe than graduating
Many people who need a tonic neglect
requirements were fifty years ago.
it because they are not sick enough to
As a consequence, the best men, those cause
them
worse feeling than one of
promising for the various and severe fatigue and any
discomfort
duties of after life, are thrown aside,
They do not realize that the decline in
and armies of spectacled, weak-chested,
their health is so gradual that they,
stoop-shouldered, dyspeptic mollycod- themselves, do not realize
how far from,
dles are foisted upon the community to
normal they are until the pale face, weak
start at the top and faint at the bottom
nerves, lamruidness and irritability atof the ladder of life.
tract the attention of friends.
Some exceptionally robust, athletic,
Even then atonic is the
remedy.
country-bred, bright, militia-trained, Dr. Williams’ l'ink Pills right
build up the
fine fellows survive the fierce struggle
blood and send renewed health and
in mental development and physical
strength to every part of the body. The
training in colleges and the Service
is improved, the digestion is
Academies. How many able men have appetite there
is new color intliecheeks
toned up,
been winnowed out and lost to the Navy
and lips, you worry less, become good
by the unwise, cruel methods of An- natured where
before you were irritable
napolis Naval Academy, many of whom and
you find new joy in living.
are leaders in
business, trades, manuThis tonic treatment is useful in dysfactures, politics, science, etc., can he
ar.emia and nervous
determined by examining the annual pepsia, rheumatism,
disorders. In many cases it is all the
shrinkage of classes. Those who remain medical treatment
that is required.
As
in the Navy and reach the grade of Rear
a tonic for growing girls Dr. Williams’
Admiral count about one dozen.
l’ink
Pills
meet every requirement of the
In 1865 there were five on the active
most careful mother.
list arm seven on the retired. Of the
Free booklets on the blood, nerves and
107 good fellows in the 1858 class, there
dipt will be sent on request by the Dr.
are only five of us awaiting taps.
Milliams Medicine Co., Schenectady,
The Naval Academy should have a
N. Y. Your own
sells Dr. Wilthorough investigation and reorganiza- liams’ Pink I’ills ordruggist
they will be mailed
tion by humane, experienced, practical
on recei pt of
50
cents
price
per box, six
uninfluenced
Naval
Naval

'WemetCtinee
JnvalUh

officers,

by

Cabals and meddlesome, ignorant politicians. The Secretary of the Navy and
a staff of Annapolis graduates should be
selected, who know a ship from keelson
to truck, to watch and control and cherish the Academy, and educate sympathetically and efficiently the ambitious

incapacity of a cadet
is soon determined, and the Staff should
have control, and the professors should
not have the power of ordering dismissal
To be “bilged” from a
or resignation.
The unfitness

or

class is a life-long disgrace for most
cadets. To be forced to resign or to be
put back a year is a terrible punishment
for anyone.
It is unjust and cruel to injure a
youth’s future because of failure in one
or two studies at examination; a waste
of Government money and a serious detriment to the Naval Service. 1 read in
a sad editorial in the Boston Herald that
this year 360 cadets are found deficient
and 17 of the first class will have to resign. They have cost the Government
thousands of dollars, and Congress in a
panic to replace them has passed a bill
to increase the number ot cadets next
year by 300 new men.
What asinine folly! Why do the educated men not insist that the deficient
youths shall continue in their classes, be
conditioned on the studies in which they
have been found deficient, and be enabled by extra study and tutoring during
vacation to work off the conditions and
pass examinations triumphantly in the

autumn7

The best colleges of America condition
students in this manner and save them
from disgrace and failure.
Why does
Annapolis not adopt this humane and
honorable expedient and rescue hundreds
of aspiring cadets to become heroes of
the Navy?
Vanderbilt cried as the Lusitania was
sinking "Save the Kiddies!” I cry, Save
the Middies!
W. H. Winslow, M. D & Ph, D.
Univ. of Penn. Formerly U, S. N.
»
Roxbury, Massachusetts.

boxes $2,50,
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CROP

REPORT FOR MAINE.

[U. S. Department

of

Agriculture.]

Wheaton Farms—Estimated stock on
farms March 1 this year 39,000 bushels,
compared with 24,000 a year ago and 27,000 two years ago. Price on March 1 to
producers, $—bushel, compared with $—
a year ago and $—two years ago.
Corn on Farms—Estimated stocks on
farms March 1 this year 79.000 bushels,
compared with 125,000 a year ago and
103.000 two years ago. Price March 1 to
producers 90 cents per bushel, compared
with 89 cents a year ago and 85 cents two
years ago.
Corn of Merchantable Quality—The
percentage of the 1915 crop which was of
merchantable quality is estimated at 70
per cent, compared with 77 per cent cf
the 1914 crop and 65 per cent of the 1913
crop.
Oats on Farms—Estimated stocks on
farms March 1 this year 2,130.000 bushels,
compared with 1,966,000 a year ago and
2.016.000 two years ago. Price March 1
to producers 55 cents per bushel, compared with 66 cents a year ago and 60
cenis two years ago.
Barley on Farms—Estimated stocks on
farms March 1 this year 33,000 bushels,
compared with 36,000 a year ago and 28,000 two years ago. Price March 1 to
producer, 88 cents per bushel, compared
with—cents a year ago and 76 cents two
years ago.
—

The Town of Perkins has

Treasury and

no

Money
Paupers.

in the

Perkins,

the smallest town in Maine,
held its annual meeting March 13th and
reelected most of last year’s officers.
Only $255 was appropriated, as the town
has $430 in the treasury, left over from
last year, and has no debt.
Perkins is
probably the only town in Maine that
makes no appropriation for poor, there
being no one who needs aid in town.

Native-Born Enlisted Men.
Annapolis Atrocities.
Just when the navy is in greatest need
of officers the mid-year examinations at

reduce the number of cadets
in four. It is a situation probably
unparalleled in the history of the naval
academy. No fewer than 360 midshipdeficient in their
men are found to be
studies and 220 of these are either to be
dropped or advised to resign. The de-

Annapolis
by

one

Government statistics show that of
the 52,561

ships,

or

men

aboard American war-

serving

shore, 47,604

on

were

born within the continental limits jf the
United States, and of the remainder,
1,960 were born in the overseas possessions of this country. This leaveB less
than 3,000 aliens, 2,518 of whom are al-

ready naturalized.

*

Stevens’ poems iif your paper, and always admired them, and am enclosing
with this letter an answer to her “Storn
Voices.” which I hope you will fine
worthy of printing.
TO

women

ought

to

My

fancies take many

Tj. r iukikuii Jieui-

advice,—it will be confidential.
TOWN ELECTIONS.

Lincolnville. Moderator, J. S. Mullen; clerk, Laurence Rankin; treasurer,
A. M. Ross; Collector, E. D. Goodwin;
Better Methods of Teaching.
selectmen, I. 0. Eugley Bert Collomore,
A woman remarked that if she had leis- and Horace Miller; school committee,
Fred Hardy.
ure she would

sewing

class

the group to read aloud while the rest
sewed. The girl with dark hair interrupted to say she bespoke the office of reader,

girl

since she bated to sew.
Yet that
is intelligent, orderiy, efficient—just

the sort of person to make a capable
cutter and neat, swift sewer.
The reason she gave for her dislike of
sewing was, that as a child learning to
sew she
had neen given uninteresting
squares ot muslin upon which to try her
inexperienced hand. Just a hopelessly
monotonous square of muslin upon which
alt the stitches were in turn practiced to
acquire the dexterity with a needle only
obtained by repetition.
The writer remembers, as among the
dreariest experiences of her childhood,
hours spent whipping bits of folded
linen, two inches square. Hundreds of
them, it seemed to her, were made, ail
as exactly alike as peas in a pod.
These
were afterward
joined at the corners
and fringed at the end—the whole resulting in as hideous an antimacassar as
was

ever

designed

to

protect

ail

uphols-

tered sofa from perfumed pomades.
In contrast she recalls the fascination
of working a picture upon perforated
cardboard—"The Old Oaken Bucket,”
that developed, with every stitch, new
possibilities of joy. Strange to say, it
was her father who had the
inspirational thought of setting her this joyous
task, the memory of which warms her
bosom yet.
It was quite a pretty pictture to begin with:
An old house surrounded by trees, and near by a well,
with bucket and wellsweep. Above, in
old English script, with delightful curlicues here and there, the title of Samuel
Woodworth’s familiar and beloved poem
of water and well and moss-covered
bucket. The ecstatic developing of that
picture thrills to this day.
riiai,

Then,

me

bciculiuii

ui

me

uealgil.

after intense thought, the decision that the color scheme should be
brown and green. Those colors offered
such infinite variety of tones. The lettering,house, tree trunks,the well and its
accessories, to be brown; the curlicues
upon the script, the moss-covered bucket,
the house shutters and foliage, green.
The excited conferences at night with
the beloved father as to shading, as to
whether a Spring or Autumn garden
should be pictured, with consequent differences in tones of green. The necessity of wild flights to the real garden behind the house to ascertain if branches
of trees were brown as well as their
trunks, and if so. just where the brown
melted into green and when and where
green became almost yellow, like the
heart of delicate young lettuce.
The anguish incident to running out of
silk floss and panic lest the sampler shop
might be unable to supply further material.
Finally, the triumphal finishing
of the picture and the high honor of havit
Iramed
and hung upon the wall of
ing
father's own bedroom. No artist beholding, for the first time, the creative
work of brain and brush hung upon the
line at, a Paris salon could have drunk
deeper at the fount of joy than the child
artist who had achieved this modest
wonder.
Therefore, when work can be such
ecstatic de.ight to children, why render
it a dreary hardship by making the conditions of work monotonous and uninspiring? Why not give the child learning
to sew artistic designs and harmoniously
colored fabrjcs to expend time and effort
upon. Let something worth while be
made—a dress for a doll, or baby sister—
and let there be lace and loveliness and
opportunity for development of observation and exercise of imagination and individual taste. Let the child feel it is
creating, rather than copying from
a model.
Above all, let it feel there is
purpose in the labor; even the child mind
rebels against effort without the compensation of practical results. Children have
instinctive love of beauty, of color and
“the long white seam” does not lure
them—as well teach botany in a classroom when there is a blossomy garden at
the door.—Baltimore Sun,

Unity.

IMPERIAL

T.

Chase;

treasurer

and tax collector, R. C.

Day

IMPERIAL

Prospect.

C. H. Gray, R. A. Harriman, C. K. Harriman; town clerk, L. C.
Dow; town agent, G. H. Gray treasurer,
L. C. Dow;tax collector, Eugene Barnes;
school committee, Lizzie Eames. Money
appropriated, $3165: Schools, $800; highways, $1400; support of poor, $600; other

$315.

ASSURANCE

No. 100 WILLIAM

STREET,

ed, $5,237.50: Schools, $950; highways,
$1,167.50; support of poor,$1100;charges,

$2020.

school

town

charges, $600; repairs
buildings, $150.

on

in

Total

coming in here.

The greatest amount
The greatest amount
one city, town
The greatest amount

Peoples

National Fire Insurance Co. of N,
E, 3rd and Walnut Sts„ Philadelphia, Pa.

14,588 76

assets.$1,993,436

07

Liabilities December

Surplus overall liaoilitiet:
Total

79,281 47
687,249 27
117,121 92
1,000,000 00
109,783 41

liabilities and surplus.$1,993,436 07
ROGERS, Agent, Belfast.
3wl0

8e con u-iuui
goods of every de-

scription. Fumltin e, beddiug, cai
pets,

stoves,

eu.

Antique furnlluri
a specialty. It yo,
have anytliiug u

sell drop me
a prompt call.
WALTER H. ^t-KnVUib,
04 Main Street, Belfast.

postal card and you will receive
Te

Sudden changes, high winds, shifting seacolds and grippe, and these spring
colds are annoying and dangerous and are
likely to turn into a chronic summer cough.
In such cases take a treatment of Dr. King's
New Dicovery, a pleasant Laxative Tar Syrup,
It soothes the cough, checks tue cold and helps
break up an attack of grippe. Its already
prepared, no mixing or fussing. Just ask
your druggist for a bottle of Dr. King's New
Discovery. Tested and tried for over 40 years.

ephoue 249- 3

GEO. E. JOHNSON,

at Law

BELFAST, MAINE.
Practice^ in all
a

specialty

Courts.

382 599 ‘>4

.....

_’_

Liabilities.$ 425.246 24
in any one risk.
j- Dependent
allowed by the rules of the Company to be insured in
any J uPon construe
or

one

block.

j

LIABILITIES
Policy reserve.$ 9,407,712 13
All other liabilities, including
claims in process of adjust-

premiums

and

interest

advance; bills awaiting
presentation for payment; refor accrued premium
serve
taxes, etc., etc.
Surplus reserved for future dividends to policyholders.
Surplus reserved for contingen-

328.883 09
85,000 00
15,000 00

cies.
1

|

regards
policyholders (including capi-

Additional surplus
tal stock of

as

1,471,368 68

$1,000,000 00)....

$11,307,963 90
For the best Lite, Accident and Health
Insurance communicate with

E. C. MORAN & COMPANY,
GENERAL AGENTS,

Rockland, Maine.

425 Main Street,
3wl0

James H. Duncan. C. E„
$SEARSPORT,

department

STATE OF MAINE.

Columbian National
Life

ment;
paid in

tion, occupa-

village.

allowed to be insured in any

COUNTY OF WALDO, SS,
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
JANUARY TERM, 1916.
FRANK

R.

LEIGHTON VS. CHARLES L. ABBOTT

Whereas, Frank R. Leightoi of Appleton in
the County of Knox and State of Maine, has
brought suit against said Charles L. Abbott
of Palermo in said County of Waldo, and en-

;

tered the same at said January Term of said
court, and has made an attachment to enforce
a lien claim for the sum of
sixty-seven dollars
and ninety-six cents on the lumber manufactured from logs hau>ed by Frank R. Leighton
of Appleton in the County of Knox and State
of Maine, to the mill of Emery & Rose in
Montville in said County of Waldo, and from
saiil mid hauled by said Leighton to the stacks
m the
southerly side of the highway leading
from Bean’s Corner to White’s Corner in said
Montville, and easterly of the road leading
from said highway to Abbott’s mill, said logs
and lumber being owned by Warren K, Emery
and Charles T. Rose, both of Auburn, in the
County of Androscoggin and State of Maine,
copartners doing business at said Montville
under the firm name of Emery & Rose, and
if the said Emery and Rose are not the owners thereof, then the owner is to the
plaintiff
unknown, said lumber being now stacked on
land of Lewis Hatchelder; said lumber con
sists of ninety-six piles of novelty wood, so
called, being sticks 4 feet and 1 inch long, as
follows: 12 piles sticks 2 3 8 inches square, 73
inches square, 2 piles sticks 2
piles sticks
inches square, 9 piles sticks 1 1 2 inches
ali
the lumber of said descripsquare, being
tion on the easterly side of the road leading
to Abbott’s mill, except 2 piles of 2 inch square
stuff lying nearest to said h:ghway.
And whereas, the owner of said lumber has
not voluntarily appeared and become a party
of said suit; now, therefore, notice of said suit
is ordered by publication hereof three weeks
successively in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper publisned at Belfast in said county
of Waldo, the last publication to be at least
fourteen days before the April term of said
court, 1916, to which time said suit is continued, when and where the owner of said property may appear and become a party to said
ARNO W. KING.
suit.
Presiding Justice.
A true copy of the notice and order of court
thereon.
Attest GEO. I. KEATING, Clerk

STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF

WALDO, SS.

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT,
JANUARY TERM, 1916.

MAINE,
EI.LA

F.

LEIGHTON

VS.

CHARLES

L.

ABBOTT.

Whereas, Ella F. Leighton of Appleton in
the county of Knox and State of Maine, has
brought suit against said Charles L. Abbott of
Palermo in said County of Waldo, and entered
same at said January term of said court, and

has made an attachment to enforce a lien
claim for the sum of forty-three dollars and
ninety-eight cents on the lumber manufactured from logs hauled by h rank R. Leighton of
Appleton in the County of Knox and State of
Maine, to the mill of Emery & Rose in Montville in said County of Waldo, and from said
mill hauled by said Leighton to tiie stacks on
lyrll
the southerly side of the highway h ading from
Bean's Corner to White’s Corner in said Montville, and easterly of the road leading from
said highway to Abbott's mill, said logs and
lumber being owned by Warren K. Emery and
Charles T. Rose, both of Auburn, in tiie County of Androscoggin and State «>f Maine, colet
partners doing business at said Montvilie under the firm name of Emery & Rose, ana if
of
the Baul Emery and Rose are not tin- owners
thereof, then the owner is to the plaintiff unknown, said lumber being now stacked on land
of Lewis Batchelder; said lumber consists of
ninety-six piles of novelty wood, so called, being sticks 4 feet ami l inch long as follows: 12
piles sticks 23 8 inches square, 73 piles sticks
1 3 4 inches square, 2 piles sticks 2 inches
The sub- square, 9 piles sticks l 1-2 inches square, being
NOTICE.
scriber Hereby gives notice that she has all the lumber of said description on the eastbeen duly appointed administratiix of the eserly side of said road leading to Abbott’s mill,
tate of
except 2 piles of 2 inch square stuff lying
nearest the highway.
Mass,
of
Cambridge.
HARRY F. GRANT, late
And whereas, the owner of said lumber has
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs. not
voluntarily appeared and become a party
All persons having demands against the estate
to said suit; now, therefore, notice of said suit
of said deceased are desired to present the same
are
refor settlement and all indebted thereto
| is ordered by publication hereof three weeks
quested to make payment immediately to Ralph successively in The Republican Journal, a
in
authorized
agent
I Morse ol Belfast, Me,, my
newspaper published at Belfast in said county
the Slate of Maine.
of Waldo, the last publication to be at least
CARRIE K, GRANT,
fourteen days before the April term of said
Cambridge, Mass.. Feb 8, 191U.
court, 1916, to which time said suit is continued, when and where the owner of said propMEN WANTED-TO.BRING OR MAIL
erty may appear and become a party to said
ARNO W. KING,
their Safety Razor Blades to me to be sharp- suit,
Presiding Justice.
I ened better than new. Single edge, such asA true copy of the notice and order of court
I Gems, 25c. Gillettes, 35c; Durham Duplex
thereon.
60c. per dozen. C. E. Sherman, 72 Main street
Attest: GEO. 1. KEATING. Clerk.

General

bngineering Work.

office:

To

in

Odd

Tel louts block.

Inquire

_RALPH H.

HOWES.

PROBATE NOTICES
ADMINISTRATRIX’S

...

Attorney

^

Total

counted the money,
gave his approval and departed. Then
the money was sent back to the trust
company, and the new bank was left
without a cent.

All other liabilities.
Cash capital

^093 87

.1
833 00
unadjusted...
27 314 00
proof./..qq 00
..
13 500 00

These petitions ask for

31, 1915
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.

°

LIABILITIES:

are

admitted.

r*1

858,653 61

creditors.

$1,250,000—on hand;

Admitted

...

Nil1

Assets.$

Amount due to Banks or other
Amount owing, and not due, to Banks or other creditors.
Losses adjusted and due.
Losses adjusted and not due..
Losses
Losses in suspense, waiting for further
: All other claims against the
Company..
! Amount
necessary to reinsure outstanding risks.

Detroit Free Press.

men

9Q7nn

Securities.ZZ'ZZZIil'.Z'.Z.ZZ.'.Z

[Washington Correspondence,]
business

o*> w,

83-777

Debts otherwise secured...
Debts for premiums.
All other

AUAlNST mail order houses.

Maine

‘*200 00000

,.

can

—Edgar A. Guest,

HOWARD TERHUNE, Secretary.

Miscellaneous Bonds.
Loans on Bonds and Mortgages of Real’ Estate',''worth double''the
amount for
which the same is mortgaged, and free from
any prior incumbrance

AVOID SPRING COLDS.
sons cause

NEW YORK, N. Y.

isZZZZ'ZZZZZ!.!!ZZZZ"II'

R. W.

Palermo. Moderator, G. M. Crommett; clerk, H. L. Pinkham; selectmen,
E. S. Cain, E. S. Kitchin, A. C. Jones;
school committee, W. H. Grady; tax collector, Roy Trask. Amounts appropriated: Snow bill, $300; roads and bridges,
$1100; common schools, $1.45 per capita;
High school. $125; text books, $75; supplies and appliances, $50; State road,

COMPANY

THE ASSETS OF THE COMPANY ARE AS
FOLLOWS:
Cash on hand and in the hands of Agents or other Demons.
*
*
Real Estate unincumbered..
Bonds owned by the Company, bearing interest at"the
'rate"of
various Fpercent'
secured as follows:

Deduct items not

E. Sherman; treasurer, Daniel A. Dyer;
tax collector, O. D. Braley; school committee, T. B. McAllister, 6. S. McAllister, W. E. Reynolds.
Money appropriat-

COMPANY
1915.

Show him his error,
But be not a terror,
Grim-visaged and fearful,
When he's at your side.
Know what his thoughts are,
Know what his sports are.
Know all his playmates;
It's easy to learn to
Be such a father
That when troubles gather
You’ll be the first one
For counsel he’ll turn to.

Selectmen, E. B. NealAssets December 31, 1915
ly, Leroy Cole, Sears Littlefield; town Real estate.$ 205,664 10 Land Surveying,
clerk, D. M. Spencer; town agent, E. B. Mortgage loans. 449,250 00
Nealley; treasurer, C. C. Moody; tax col- Collateral loans.
7,000 00
Valuation of Timberlands,
lector, Thomas Carew; school committee Stocks and bonds. 1,061,345 00
in
Cash
office
and
W. H. Belchers. Money appropriated,
bank.
105,712 40
156,100 91 Topographic and
$11,993: Schools, $3925;highways, $3000; Agents' balances.
Interest and rents.
23,052 42
support of poor, $1200; other purposes
$8125.
Hydrographic Surveys.
Gross assets. 2,008.024 83
Burnham. Selectmen, F. A. McAllister, W. Pease, E. L. Goodridge; town
clerk, Daniel A. Dyer; town agent,Chas.

of December,

PERC1VAL BERESFORD, President.
The Amount of its Capital is
The Amount of its Capital
paid up

Winterport.

*

CITY.

IT In LOCATED AT

opposition
committee, H. W."Small. Money appro- be
raised from many quarters at any
priated: Schools $600, highways $1400,
enactment of that kind. It would intersupport of poor $200, other purposes
F
H
fere with the operation of the
parcel
$2500.
post service and the administration is
Swanville. Selectmen,A. T. Nicker- fully committed to the development
rather than the restriction of this service.
son, Lee McKeen.Irving Toothaker;town
clerk, W. E. Damm; town agent, H. P.
How A Bank Was Financed
White; treasurer, W. E. Damm; tax collector, E. H Littlefield; school commitHow William Lorimer started a bank
tee, E. E. Maddocks. Money appropriated: Schools $700, highways $900, other out in Chicago when he was United
Senator has been told in court,
purposes $1290.
| States
and the story is almost as interesting
Liberty.
Selectmen, G C. Cox, J. P. as the Arabian Nights. Mr. Lorimer
Sanford, J. B. Cunningham; town clerk, and associates gave to the bank rotes
J. P. Sanford; town agent, G. C. Cox; j| for $1,250,000, receiving in return a
treasurer, A. J. Skidmore; tax collector, I cashier's check for the same amount,
H. Whitaker; school committee, Willard 1 which they deposited with a trust comWhitaker. Money appropriated: Schools I pany, and the trust company sent
$1500, highways $2300, support of poor $1,250,000 in cash to the new bank,
$700, Memorial day $20,brown-tail moths , When the State bank examiner came he
$50, mill privilege $385.
j found the capital stock—this selfsame

$533;

VOWK

the name of the company is the

Whitaker; school committee, Arthur Congressional legislation to provide a
Irish. Money appropriated:
Schools, tax upon persons, firms or corporations
$2850; highways, $3000; support of poor, doing an interstate mail order
business.
$500.
The following towns in Maine are
repreWALDO. Selectmen, R. S. Littlefield, sented in such petitions recently put in In 1915 Continued to Lead All ComGay E. Holmes, O. E. Dutton; town by Representative Peters:
panies on Production of Accident and
Bar
Harbor, Augusta, Hallowed,
clerk, J. H. Cilley;treasurer, W. I. Neal;
Health Insurance in Maine.
tax collector, Roy A. Smith; school comWinterport,
Harmony,
Sangerville,
Corinna,
J.
Guilford,
II.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
mittee,
Newport, Ellsworth,
Cilley. Supt. Money approStockton
priated: Schools, $900; highways, $10UC; Hartland,
Springs, Sandy The Columbian National Life Insurance Co.
other purposes, $850; road, $300.
Point, Searspoit, Bucksport, Belfast.
For Year Ending December 31, 1915.
Calais, Brooks, Milltown, Princeton,
Troy. Selectman, A. L. Estes, A. D.
Woodland,
ADMITTED ASSETS
Clinton,
Gardiner,
Monmouth,
Cunningham, F. W. Thompson; town Winthrop, Readfieid, Pittsfield, Madison,
i Bonds and stocks.$ 5,809,041 21
clerk, Clarence Whitney; treasurer W. Skowhegan,
Norridgewock, Fairfield, Mortgages on real estate. 1,853,633 24
L. Gray; tax collector, Geo. D. Shibles;
Waterville, Oakland, Harrington, Ston- | Loans to policyholders (policies
school committee, L. L. Rogers.
Morey ington, Milbridge, Addison, Cherryfield,
held as collateral).
1,828,362 27
appropriated, $6776; Schools, $1750; Danforth, Luhec, Eastport, Perry, Pem- Real estate.
916,378 68
in banks and on hand.
302,787 05
highways, $2583; other purposes, $2443.
Cash
broke, Dennysville and Machias.*
and premiums in
These petitions went to the House Premium notes
Thorndike. Selectmen, H. N. Han436,114 12
process of collection (net)....
and Means committee but it is
Ways
and rents.
interest
Accrued
159,832 32
C.
H.
non,
Paterson, J. L. Cates; town quite certain that
Congress will lay no Miscellaneous
1,815 01
clerk, O. J. Farwell; treasurer, A. R. taxes of
this character upon interstate
Murch; tax collector, Geo. Cilley; school commerce.
$11,307,963 90
Tremendous
would

purposes,

30 Years.

NKW

ASSURANCE

On the 31st

up
Selectmen, R. S. Ward, J. W. against the practices of largerising
mail or0. Knight; town clerk, E. W. der
as
evidenced by the petitions
houses,

Libby,

COM ** N V,

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF THE

inspire him
With courage, and fire him
Hot with ambition
For deeds that are good;
He’ll not betray you,
Nor illy repay you,
If you have taught him
The things that you should.
Father and son.
Must in all things be one.
Partners in trouble
And comrades in joy.
More than a dad
Was the best pal you had;
Be such a chum
As you knew, to your boy,

Work of Learning Stitches
by Children Might be Made Easier by

a

CtNTaun

Never

You

Uninteresting

organize

Always Bought

Signature of

__

more

neglect him,
Thjugh young, still respect him.
Hear his opinions
With patience and pride;

<

among her young friends—one person of

THI

Share in his studies
And share in his play.
Take him to places,
To ball games and races,
Teach him the things
That you want him to know;
Don’t live apart from him,
Don’t keep your heart from him
Be his best comrade,
He’s needing you so!

____•_m.

—__

Bears the

___

Her Up.
Pittsburg, Penn.—“Your medicine has bellied
me wonderfully.
When I was a girl 18 years old I
was always sickly and delicate and suffered from
irregularities. Three doctors gave me up and said I
I would go into consumption.
I took Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and with the third!
bottle began to feel better. I soon became
regular
®®d I got strong and shortly after I was married,
blow I have two nice stout
healthy children and am
able to work hard every day.”—Mrs. Clementina J®
Duerring,34 Gardner St.,Troyllill,Pittsburg,Penn.I!_

LEARNING TO SEW,

Children.

and

In Use For Over

form,

than his dad.
a chum to the lad.
a part of his life
Every hour of the day;
Find time to talk with him.
Take time to walk with him,

inree Doctors Gave

uyuia

a

FATHER AND SON.
Be
Be
Be

remedies in the house as there are none like them.”—Mrs. F. E.
Yost, 611 Water St., Albert Lea, Minn.

I'Wiue

y^

So I quietly sit and ponder.

Able to Move.
Albert Lea, Minn.—“ For about a year I had sharp pains across
my back and hips and was hardly able to move around the house.
My head would ache and I was dizzy and had no appetite. After
taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound and Liver Pills, I
am feeling stronger than for
I have a little boy eight months
years.
old and am doing my work all alone. I would not be without
your

”11

Infants

The Kind You Have

The dearest of all is love’s message,
That throbs with the pulse of the storm.

Hardly

for special

for

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought has borne the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher, and has been made under his
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow no one
to deceive you in this. Counterfeits, Imitations and
“
Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and endanger the
health of Children—Experience against Experiment.

As the storm is fitful and raging,
And the voices whisper to me,
They bring to my vision sacred dreams
Of a love that never can be.

—

m

VOICES.’

You deserve the best of earth’s riches,
And may you God always blecs.
For one of my heart’s fondest wishes
Is to know you, S. J. S.

Harrisburg, Penn.—“ When I was single I suffered a great deal from female weakness because
my work compelled me to stand all day.
I took
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound for that
and was made stronger by its use. After I was
married I took the Compound again for a female
trouble and after three months I passed what the
doctor called a growth. lie said it was a miracle
that it came away as one generally goes under
the knife to have them removed. I never want to
be without your Compound in the house.”
Mrs.
_Frank Ivnoijl, 1G42 Fulton St., Harrisburg, Penn.

Lynn, Mass.,

‘‘STORM

Perhaps it takes you to foreign lands.
Or you sail down a sunlit sea.
I pray the voice of the howling blast
Is a happy one to thee.

E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound even on
those who seem hopelessly ill. Here are three actual cases:

A

HER

It whispers to us sad memories.
Which so often give way to tears
As we pine for the clinging love
That has not been ours for years.

taking Lydia

aS*T
Cine Co.,

TO

long for the time to be loved.
Our fancies take many a form,
But nothing can quicken the heart’s desire
Like the pulsing voice of the storm.

know the wonderful effects of

I

ANSWER

We

Miracle.
All

S. IN

J.

S

HYM C.

Now in Good Health Through Use
of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound. Say it is Household
Necessity. Doctor Called it a

—

NOT SICK ENOUGH, PERHAPS

To the Editor of The Journal: Ii
your last week’s Journal I read a poem
by S. J. S. I have read many of Mra.

Probate practici
211
I Belfast, Me.

Western Travels.

BY HElEN

m,

TODD.

XVII.

hntering Yellowstone Park.
seemed
hopeg of a pleasant day
when we
,„ie(j to disappointment
next morning to find an inch or
...
Ir

:

1

on the sidewalks, with apgood prospect of more to folhe hotel clerk looked disgusted

snow

■insulted about the weather, and
himself past prophesying—la-

present,

,,-g

apparently did not
really thought. Our

he

.ay what he

t

was

good, however,

and imme-

after breakfast we left to take
_ht o'clock train to the Gardiner enA very agreeable
the Park.
an with a blue uniform cap let-

;

Wylie Way,” the first we
•ostumed, but by no means

had
the

in charge, and escorting us
from under the noses ot the
the rival companies, Shaw and
us

1 Old Faithful, established us
which was exceedingly
train,
weather

'1 he

was

first

our

consideration during the two
-i e to Gardiner, and when the
-rally appear to be struggling
the clouds, great was the re•r.ereat. The latter part of the
ty along the banks of the YelKiver, through Paradise ValYankee Jim Canyon, and a passHot Springs and
.e of Cortvin
irium,as the train paused at the
gave the impression of a very

place.

•-

ANIMALS ALMOST HUMAN.

BERMUDA.

The chief difference between man ard
the lower animals lies in man’s capacity
for sinning. Obviously he haB no monopoly of the virtues. A dog may be faithful, an elephant may be kind and true, a
cat is said to love home and fireside; the
parental instincts of the penguin would
put nine-tenths of the leaders of our best
society to shame.
It is not by possessing such attributes
that animals become“almost human,”
It would be fairer to our furred and
feathered friends to say that the man
who possesses these traits in fine degree
is almost animal. There is a horse of
vauJeville fame that reckons
simple
sums in addition and answers a wide variety of questions, if my memory serves
me; I will even allow him to write his
own first name with his hoof in the sand.
The show bills call him "human,” yetwe
feel no sense of kinship as we watch the
performance, even though we should
grant him all the ratiocination his exhibitors claim. We simply say,“What a
wonderfully clever horse!” bestow a
word of praise upon his training, and that
is the whole story. I have seen a dog
perform agile tricks with prompt obedience and obvious enjoyment, and tome
But when some cahe was still a dog.
nine friend hides on his wash day; when
and pretends he
milk
he steals the cat’s
did not; when he slinks in at a door with
every expression of eye and limb crying
“peccavi,” ah, then I say to myself,
"There is something human about that

A trip to Bermuda at thia time of year
particularly attractive and the specially conducted one which the Maine Tourist Agency of Portland, Me., has arrang
ed to leave Portland April 11th, makes

ot

Reminiscences

mue Gardiner Btation, built of
exaggerated log cabin effect,

dog.”—Harper’s Magazine.
PROMOTING THE POULTRY

INDUS-

TRY

Montana Hens to Compete in Egg Laying.
An egg-laying contest, to be carried on

FOR SALE AT YOUR CROCERS

year at the Montana State college
station in Bozeman under the
management of the station poultry department is the latest plan of the State
Poultry association. The college is ready
to undertake the conduct of the contest.

the journey a very comfortable one for
all who can go. The expense from Portland and return is $65. which includes
eight days in Bermuda, with ail expenses

We
n’t stop.
lively, and get

to

want
our

in Seattle there

way among the many pools of bubbling,
boiling water to the point a half mile
or 90 distant where the stages had driven

something

see

money’s worth. Now
something going on

was

Of Catarrh of the Stomach by Peruna
MRS. SELENA TANNER,
Athens, Ohio.

paid.

The beauty and charm of Bermuda is
always a revelation to the northern visitor. Everywhere are beautiful views,
odd plant life, tropic flowers, wonderfully tinted waters. Atmosphere and surroundings are exquisitely restful, sleep
is
deep and refreshing, but at the
same time the air is invigorating. There
are
beautiful
drives,
saddle-riding,
tennis, go.f, sea-bathing, all sorts of
yachting, concerts, dancing and the

This Cure Dates From October 3, 1899.

and luxurious steamship service.
Send to Wm. R. Francis, Maine Tourist Agency, Press Bldg., Portland Me.,
for Itinerary of Trip or telephone 504.
Decline of the N. E. Cod

Fishing.

The New England cod fishery is on the decline. according to the government reports.
Last year the catch of cod fish in the Atlantic
fell from ninety million pounds to sixty millions, while the Alaskan cod fishery increased
from eight to fifteen millions. It is said that
there are only a few vessels engaged in the
cod fishery off the Alaskan coaBt and that
there are hundreds of fishing banks where cod
fish are plentiful which have as yet been untouched.
It is not unlikely that eventually
this New England industry will be transferred
to the Pacific coast.

A Profitable Charter.

to carry coal to Argentine and return
with general cargo. It is understood the
owners will receive
about $50,000 per
month. The Newton left Boston March
15th for Lamberts Point, Va., where she
will load 7000 tons of coal for Buenos
Aires. She will load flaxseed wool and
hides for Boston and New York.

3,

1899

—“Catarrh of the stomach.
After taking Peruna I have

8ept

11,

1904

—"I

April

23,

1906

—“Yes, I

Dec.

18,

1907

Dec.

27, 1908

Aug.

15,

1909

Jan.

4,

1910

—“I

May
May

17,
6,

1912

—"I

Was nearly starved.
good appetite."
assure you
that I am still a friend of
My health is still good."

;

friend of Peruna. Will be as
long as I live. I keep it in the house all the time.”
—"I recommend Peruna so often that
they call me
the Peruna doctor.
Peruna recommends itself
when once tried."

I

can

Peruna

am

still

a

—“I still

tell everybody I can that Peruna Is the
best medicine in the world.”
—"Peruna saved my life years ago. I still take it
when I have a cold.”

threatened

was

as

the train

Mar.

I

22,

1914
1915

aforesaid,
Will

a

u

uinti

mu

“U.uv

*■

iw

v-xt, with prescribed hours for lunch,
and by this means the Government

t;uiii^ansuii

Golden Gate,

‘ti»

wiin

a

mile

me

more

beyond,

impressive
which well

deserves its name. A splendid viaduct
has been built there, around the sheer

that a “skinner” drove four horses,
that the boys who built the fires and
carried water, and did the general errands about the tents were “pack-rats,”
while those who took care of the stables

stages on a fixed schedule as
aving one station and arriving at
its

-s

discovered that “scissor-

we

uicaui

Fidelity and Casualty Co.
Liberty St., 97-103
New York City.

92-94

Assets December

of New York,
Cedar St..

rocky wall of a canyon through which
flows the rushing waters of Glen Creek.

As the name indicates, the rock formaplace in the Park a were entitled “barn-dogs.” Further- tion is of a vivid yellow. As the stage
in tourist is likely to be at a certain more
any “spooning” on the part of the rolled around the viaduct, “ohs” and
And woe betide any unhappy wight
"savages,” or any tendency to wander ■•ahs” of admiration arose from the pass rash enough to deface any properoff two by two in the evening, was speed- sengers. Straight ahead of us the Rusieave his initials on any tree,stick or
ily dubbed “rotten-logging,” a term tic Falls splashed their way into the
Vengeance follows swift and sure more descriptive than elegant. There depths of the canyon, and their foamy
L’ncle Sam has a way of making the were
the green of the evergreen
many more expressions quite as whiteness,
shment fit the crime. A tale is told
original as these, but save for learning j trees on the mountain side, with the
e unfortunate who carved his initthat a “swattie” is a soldier, this was | yellow background of the canyon walls,
io a tree before leaving the Park,
made an impressive and beautiful pictas far as our education progressed, and
|
who was followed to a hotel in an- at that we felt that our
vocabulary was j ure.
r State, and even compelled to leave
A turn in the road immediately after
greatly enriched.
reakfast to come back at once to the
the falls, brought us to a broad,
Soon after leaving tne entrance be- leaving
and efface the damage he had done,
hind us, we found ourselveB entering the open meadow, near our night’s stopping
ve seen many other places where an
Swan Lake Camp, where a warm
Gardiner Canyon. The road ran close place.
iily stringent Government regulation
welcome awaited us from its hospitable
beside the rushing waters of the Gardiat

.vs

what

just

1

j

jiit achieve excellent results.

ner

___

--»

collected

we

our

and wait-

baggage

ing the horses down to

for the stages. By this time we were
most friendly terms with our fellow
aides”
:r

cnptly

from

Charleston,

and

were

christened the ‘‘Yanks and the

occasional

ar.

flurry

of

snow

all the

nght with
ur

fur coats back

riving
mer

we

in

ob-

Maine,

up from the station before
had noted the great stone

iiner Gate over the Park entrance,
heated by Roosevelt in 1903, and had
mented upon
benefit and
To

our

its inscription: “For
enjoyment of the peodisappointment, our en-

by another road
A led by, instead of under, this im"•
ssive gateway, and we have since
ied that the privilege of passing been it belongs to the stages of the
and transportation system and not
to

the Park

was

rhe campers.
\ story in connection with this same
nliner Gateway has recently been reI to me, and its truth was vouched

by the one who
-vidently a tourist
r

told it.
of

the

A woman,
“rush” va-

ty, trying to “do” the country in rectime and absolutely ignorant of the

walk.

On the

pinnacle

brought

the road

us

out

on a

level

plat-

drove past Fort Yellowstone, the military center of the Park,
and

eau,

anil

1

me

we

iviammom

noi

noiei,

yei open

for the season, to the Hot Springs Formation beyond.
Liberty Cap, the extinct
crater of
white

a

cone

hot

spring,

a

tall

grayish

forty feet high, formed of

overlapping layers

deposit,
“Formation,”

of shale-like

the outpost of the
and shortly after passing it we came to
a stop at the foot of the Terraces.

was

Here we alighted from the stage to
trying to see, was, with
“son Willy,” met on a train return- climb up to a view of the Mammoth Hot
“Have you Springs at close range. The scramble
mg from the Yellowstone.
i'« n to the Park?” she was asked. “Oh, up over the grayish shale-like “formaJes,” she said. “Willy and I have been tion” was a strenuous one, largely owing
there, but we didn’t go in. We looked to the altitude, the lowest valley in the
through the Gardiner Gate and didn’t see Park being something like 6,000 feet
anything doing, so we thought we would- above sea level,—but the strange and
wonderful sightB fully repaid the effort.
The terraced rock rose tier after tier,
GLYCERINE AND BARK
covered with a wonderful deposit of deep
PREVENTS APPENDICITIS creamy yellows and browns, and on each
The simple mixture of buckthorn bark, tier the boiling, steaming water con|
Kiycerine, etc., known aa Adler-i-ka, astonishes stantly overflowed, forming fantastic
Belfast people, because Adler-i ka acts on stalactites of
gorgeous cream and gold.
fcOTH lower and upper bowel, ONE SPOON- The wonderful
coloring is due to the conFUL relieves almost ANY CASE
i

e-fs

she

was

r

constipation,

fi'mr stomach

or

gas.

It

removes

such

sur-

stant trickle of the water, with its deposits of lime silica and sulphur, and if

prising foul matter that a few doses often relieve or prevent appendicitis. A short treathelps chronic stomach trouble. The

the water for any reason ceases to flow,
the deposit quickly loses its brilliant color

INSTANT,

for the

easy action of

Adler-i-ka is

nighing. The Old Corner Drug Store Co.

as-

I

“new” ones, little bungalow like affairs,
j with
wooden frames—a decided improve-

|

|

j

had

ir

ce

tall

our long ride as we were,
the rows of little tents looked most inviting, and we learned with pleasure
that we were to be assigned one of the

ment on the older tents. The “packrats” had a brisk fire burning in an airthe parent bird, who much to our disap- I
pointment was not in sight. Electric I tight stove, and the little tent was so
and warm, and its appointments so
Peak, that we had seen from Bozeman, cosy
lifted its snow-covered head on our (inviting, that we then and there decided
i to advise all our acquaintances and
right, towering far above the lesser
I friend to tour the Park by the “Wylie
mountains that seemed to hem us in on
Way.” The camp consisted of row afall sides.
ter row of little tents ranged around
The Boiling River, emptying into the
three sides of a square, the center of
from
and
Gardiner,
easily distinguished
which was occupied by a towering pile
it by the rising steam, gave us our first
of wood, ready for the night “campglimpse of a phenomenon that was to fire.” An office
tent, which was the
become a common sight within the next
official
“rendezvous,”
camp
postoffice,
few days. This river was fed by undergeneral store, etc., a dining tent, a
ground waters from the Mammouth Hot
kitchen, ar.d a recreation tent for dancSprings, close at hand. A sharp turn in

surplus clothing
us, and thought longingly
we

a

roBe

craning necks of the eaglets with their
wide open beaKS awaiting the return of

-red the sunshine, but it was so cold
before leaving the Wylie Hotel we
on

a

of rock, at the
apex of which balanced an eagle’s nest.
As we looked we fancied we saw the

left

itherners” by the irrepressible “savThe weather had cleared, al-

ages.”
:gh

matron.
River, which it crossed four times
Cold from
a mile, the steady up grade slow-

within

faded grayish white of the
surrounding Formation. We picked our

camp was beautifully located at the foot
of a sloping hillside, and the dense evergreens of the forest behind made an
ideal background. In front sloped the
broad meadows down to “Swan Lake,”
a

pretty iittle sheet of

water

probably

called because there are no swans
there. The circle of snow-clad mountains

so

on

the horizon

picture.

completed

The stables

were

charming

a

well

away
from the camp across the meadow, but a
visit to them proved most interesting,

Do you Btand for Patriotism?
If you do, you will be interested to
know that The Outlook has just issued
in pamphlet form a little four-page circular containing a brief address on Patriotism by Lyman Abbott, The Salute to
the Flag, and several stanzas of America
and The Star Spangled Banner.
This leaflet is intended for general distribution among the people of the United
States in an endeavor to stimulate their
enthusiasm t.nd interest ii their country,
its present welfare and its future. It
may be used in the schools, in the
churches, inserted in your daily mail,
given to your friends,—in any way that
will serve to bring it to the attention of
the American public.
A pound package containing about 250
will be sent upon request, postage pre
paid, to anyone upon receipt of twentyfive cents to cover the actual cost. Single copies free on post-card request.
Orders should be sent, with remittance,
to Arthur M. Morse, Assistant Treasurer,
381 Fourth Avenue, New York City,

AUTOMOBILE REGISTRATION.
The State of Maine received the sum
of $72,735 from the registration of automobiles from the first of the present
year up to the closing up time in the
secretary of State’s office March 11th,
as against $43,919 for the corresponding
period of 1915, an increase of $38,816.
This year 4,838 cars have been registered, 7,452 operators’ licenses have been
granted, while 680 truck.95 motorcycles,
180 dealers and 15 motor cycle dealers
have been registered, while for the corresponding period last year, 2,676 automobiles, 280 trucks, 60 motor cycles, 187
dealers and 11 motor cycle dealers were
registered, and 3,761 operators’ licenses
were

granted.

YOUR KIDNEYS

and the great number of horses, as well
as the splendid animals to be seen there,

Belfast Residents Must Learn the Importance of Keeping Them Well.

little surprise and admiration.

Perfect health means that every organ of
the body is performing its functions properly.

roused

no

Before

supper was served we four
“dudes” wardered away up the hill into
the woods to explore our surroundings.

The view from the top of the hill
well worth the

climb,

and

we

was

gathered

of several odd varieties of
wild flowers before the pangs of hunger

specimens

health cannot be enjoyed if the kidweak and disordered.
Thousands testify that Doan’s Kidney Pills
have a reviving action on weak kidneys.
What this remedy has done in so many cases
of this kind is the best proof of its merit.
Read the following. It’s testimony gratePerfect

neys

are

called

us back to the dining tent.
We fully given by a resident of this section.
J. C. Meader. R. F. D. No. 8, Ellsworth. Me.,
lingered awhile in the vicinity of the
garbage barrel hoping to see the bears, says: “All that I said in praise of Doan’s Kidbut they were wary that night and reney Pills some years ago still holds good. One
fused to come while we were watching.
of the family was caused a great deal of sufAfter supper the huge campfire was
for years by kidney complaint and
lighted, and “dudes” and “savages” fering
alike gathered around its genial warmth, Doan s Kidney Pills proved their merit by
and popped corn and told stories while quickly making a permanent cure. I, myself,

the darkness gathered. Mindful of our
early start, scheduled for seven o’clock
next morning, we sought our tents early
and were soon deep in a dre amless sleep
in spite of our novel surroundings.

used Doan’s Kidney Pills with good results.”
Price 60c at all dealers. Don’t simply ask
fsr a kidney remedy—get Doan’s Kidney Pills
—the same that Mr. Meader had. FosterMilburn Co./.Props., Buffalo. N. Y.
have

Assets

Quarries,
Factory
Locations

Mill Sites,

make

a

Camps

to

those

change ir location for

to wit: Beginning at a stake and stones on the
line of Waldo and Morrill at the
northeasterly
corner of lot of Charles Woods; thence west
two degrees north one hundred and thirteen
rods to a stake and stones; thence north thiriyfour degrees west thirty-six rods to a stake
and stones; thence east nine degrees north
thirty-three rods to the east side of the road;
thence north on said road three and one-half
rods to a stake and stones; thence east eight
and one-half degrees north fifty-eight rods to
Waldo line; thence by Waldo line fifty-three
rods to the place begun at. Containing twenty-seven acres, more or less; and whereas the
condition of said mortgage has been broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of

desiring to
a new

start

in life.

Real

estate.$ 300,000 00
0 00
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
0 00
Stocks and bonds. 3,022,650 33
Cash in office and bank.
689,420 16
Agents’ balances. 591 212 27
Bills receivable.
1,649 43
Interest and rents.
53,760 58
All other assets.
500,994 93

Undeveloped [ Water
AND

Good Farming Land

said mortgage.
Dated this eighth day of March, A. D. 1916.
WILLIAM O. SMITH.

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

H. C

Admitted assets. .$4,662,054 92
Liabilities December 31, 1915
Net unpaid losses.
186,076 59
Unearned premiums. 2,753,026 73
All other liabilities.
65,631 17
Deposit capital... 200.000 00
all
43
over
liabilities.
1.457,320
Surplus
Surplus as regards policyholders... 1,657,320 43

Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attentions

are

when

addressed to any

MAINE CENTRAL,

agent:

oij

MAINE

3wl2

BELFAST AND

Lumbermen’s

Mutual

FltOM

Citypoint.

Lafayette Building,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Ins. Co., 806

88

assets.$ 779,963 80
31, 1915.
Net unpaid losses..
5,816 25
Unearned p-emiums.
246,792 39
All other liabilities
7,781 21
519,573 95
Surplus over all liabilities.
Admitted

Inabilities December

Total liabilities and surplus.$
3wl2

Indiana

Lumbermen's

Mutual

Company, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Assets

December 31, 1915

Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,

assets,
Admitted assets,
Liabilities December 31,1915
Net unpaid losses,
Grors

Unearned

premiums,

All other liabilities,
over all liabilities,

Surplus

Total liabilities and surplus,

$ 36,500 00
285,400 00
233 881 00
17,513 87
17,490 66
9,289 92

terport.
Leave Winter
Fridays at 5.00 p m.
days
port Mondays, and Thursdays at 10 a. m. for
Boston and intermediate landings,
and

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
BETWEEN PORTLAND AND NEW YORK
STEAMSHIPS NORTH LAND
AND HERMAN WINTER.
Reduced Fares. Reduced Stateroom Prices.
Schedule disturbed. Information upon request.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine

NOTICE.

45

2,256 25
222,371 97
6,562 79

368,884

44

$600,075 45

3wl2

NOTICE
I have made arrangements to operate the
mammoth hatchery at the Bradford farm, formerly the Ferguson farm, and shall be prepared to do custom hatching on and after March
1st. Those wishing to engage space please do
Price Sc. per
so as far in advance as possible.
egg. Also we have BABY CHICKS and EGGS
for HATCHING from my prize winning strain
of White Wyandottes. Eggs $2 CO per setting.

For further particulars write or phone
8tf
E. L. COLCORD, Belfast, Me.

Guaranteed work In Chiropody, Manlcurnq

and

Shampooing.

Aleo

TO

32tf

Eye-Sight Specialist]
OF THF

BOYINUTON OPTICAL CO.,
44 South Main Street, Winterport, Maine.
OFFICE DAYS,

MONDAYS

AND

TUESDAYS

pg

2 20

*2 25

112
) 12
12
1
; 1
ll
1

*3

35
47
59
05
!3
23
35
00

3 29
5 50

12 35

12 47
t2 59
3 05

■

|3 13
13 23

;3 35

*5 05
5
6
6
8

11
20
25
25

I’M

AM

A M

10 00

3 00

8 50

Portland. 12 00

7 00

12 25

J

I'll
AM

Waterville.
Bangor.

7 10
7 00

10 02

Benton.
Clinton.
Burnham, leave. 8 35
Winnecook. ,8 45
Unity
8 54

10 08
10 17

..

Tlorndike.

,Kno*.
Brooks.
Waldo.

Citypoint.

9 02
(9 10
905
,935
,945
9 50

103c
110 40
10 55
11 05
ill 15
11 35
,n 45
,1155
12 01

3
1
3
3
3
4
4
4
,4
4
l4

15
50
24
34
50
00
09
17
26
40
50

,500
Belfast, arrive.
6 05
t Flag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$6.25 from Belfast,
H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent
G. C. DOUGLASS,
_General Manager. Portland Maine.

For Sale

Facial Work

E. H. BOYINGTON

FM

12 20

*12 25

KKI. FASTC

noston.

Fall line ot all klnde of Hair Work at my
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phoenix Row.
MISS EVIE HOLMES.

05
10
20
32
44
50
58
08
20

Benton. 8 48
Waterville. 8 54
Portland. 11 50
Boston, pm. 3 20

Turbine Steel Steamship Camden.
Leave Belfast Mondays, and Thursdays at
2.00 p. m., for Camden, Rockland and Boston.
Leave Belfast Wednesdays and Saturdays at
7.30 a. m., for Searsport, Bucksport, and Win-

^AM
7
17
17
7
17
7
7
18
8

Bangor. 1145
Clinton. 8 39j

LINE

BANGOR

600,075 45

$600,075

Wmnecook.
Burnham, arrive.

WINTER SCHEDULE.

779,963 80
Insurance

I Unity.

ALL 1HE WAY BY WATER

785,222 68

5,258

Waldo.
Brooks.
Knox.
Thorndike.

_

*
Gross assets..
Deduct items aot admitted..

BELFAST

Belfast depart.

______

Assets December 31,1915
63,000 00
Mortgage loans.$
Stocks and bonds.
552,363 75
Cash in office and bank.
119,923 12
27,735 49
Agents’ balances.
Interest accrued.
9,084 07
All other assets.
13,116 25

BURNHAM.

after Sept. 26. 1915, trains connecting
at Burnnam and Waterville with through trains
for and from bangor, Waterville, Portland and
Boston, will run as follows:

PORTLAND. MAINE.
Fire

3wll

On and

RAILROAD,

CENTRAL

B.

MMNE CEMRALRAILROAl)

the

to

or

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

Total liabilities and surplus.$4,662,054 92

Pennsylvania

Powers

Unlimited Raw Material

Gross assets.$5,159,687 70
Deduct items not admitted.
497,632 78

Morrill,
State of

Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the fifth
day of August, A. 1) 1913, and recorded in the
Waldo County Registry of Deeds, in Book 304,
Page 394, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a
certain lot or parcel of land with the buildings
thereon, situated in Morrill, in said Dounty of
Waldo and bounded and described as follows,

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity

iH

Cora E. Phinney of
WHEREAS,
in the County of Waldo and

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

December 31, 1915

H

M

Notice of Foreclosure.

Farms,Sites

for Summer Hotels
and

■

WHEREAS,

3wl2

I

1

1

Adelaide S. Partridge, then of
Prospect, in the County of Waldo and
3tate of Maine, by he*- mortgage deed dated
he sixth day of March, A. D. 1916, and record’d in the Waldo County Registry of Deeds,
3ook 318, Page 355, conveyed in
mortgage to
M. A. Seaney, then of Newport, County of
Penobscot and State of Maine, "a certain lot
or parcel of land, with the
buildings thereon,
situated in Stockton Springs, in the County of
Waldo and State of Maine, and bounded and
described as follows, viz: Beginning at a cedar
stake at twelve rods north of the southwesterly corner of land of Rufus L. Mudgett; thence
west forty rods to a cedar stake, thence twenty-nine degrees west sixty-eight rods to a
cedar stake; thence east forty-eight and onehalf rods to a cedar stake; thence south
by
said Mudgett land twenty-seven rods to a
cedar stake; thence south thirty-five
degrees
east seventeen rods to a cedar
stake; thence
east nineteen rods to the west line of said
Mudgett land, and in the south line of a town
way; thence south by said Mudgett land seventeen and one-half rods to the place of
beginning." Being the same premises conveyed to
to said Seaney by Perley R. Hopkins and
by
said Seaney conveyed to said
mortgagor on the
sixth day of March, A. D. 1915.
“Also another lot or parcel of land, situated
in Stockton Springs, in said County of Waldo,
and bounded and describe^ as follows, viz; Beginning at a stake at northwesterly corner of
land of grantor; thence northerly
sixty rods to
land of, Simon D \ Merrithew; thence southerly by said Merrithew’s land fifty-six rods,
more or less, to a stake at the
northeasterly
corner of said land of grantor; thence westerly sixty rods, more or less, by said grantor’s
north line to place of beginning."
Being the
same premises conveyed to said
mortgagor by
C. H. Partridge by deed dated Feb. 25. A l).
1904, and recorded with Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Book 301, Page 49. And whereas the said Seaney by his
assignment dated the
eleventh day of March. A. D 1915, and recorded in said Registry of Deeds, Vol. 310, Pa^re
363, assigned and conveyed the said mortgage
deed, and the debt thereby secured, and all his
right, title and interest in the premises therein
described, to the undersigned, Henrietta F.
Oakes; and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been and now remains unbroken.
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof 1 claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage and give this notice for purpose of
foreclosure as provided by law.
Dated at Newport, Maine, March 10, 1916.
3wll
HENRIETTA F. OAKES.

31, 1915
$1,318,833 45
9,563,368 94
389,855 26
1,783,511 12
96,787 26
245,984 61

Real estate,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Premiums in course of collection,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

ni

i

Notice of Foreclosure

~

tin

(book vaiue). 341,120
amendment to reduce the license fee for Cash in office and banks. 35,771 98
male cats from 50 cents to 25 cents; that Agents’ balances.
0 00
for females to remain 50 cents. He de- Bills receivable (premiums in course
of collection).
29
3,416
the
fact that the House should
plored
Interest accrued on bonds.
4 886 80
make light of the bill, which he said,
All other assets.
0.00
was a serious matter.
Mr. John L Donovan of Boston said inGross assets. 385,195 08
stead of cats the Legislature should li- Deduct items not admitted.
0 00
cense
“gypsy moths, bed bugs and poor
Admitted
assets.$385,195 08
lawyers.’’ He added: “It is ridiculous
to talk about protecting the poor birds,
Liabilities December 31, 1915
for the same man who votes for the bill Net unpaid losses.
0 00
will go to the hotel and eat the bird with Unearned premiums. 57,654 23
his wine. He wants the cats prevented All other liabilities (reserved for
taxes).
1,308 71
from eating the birds so that he can eat
Cash capital. 200,000 00
them.’’
over all liabilities. 126,232 14
Surplus
Mr. Chapman of Ludlow and Mr, Williams of Holden spoke against the bill.
Total liabilities and surplus.$385,195 08
Mr. Beardsley’s amendment was adopt3wl2
ed and the bill rejected.
London & Lancashire Fire Insurance ComPATRIOTISM.
pany, Ltd., Liverpool, England.

=

Peruna

The above quotations give a vague
glimpse of the correspondence
we have had with Mrs. Tanner since 1399.
Our files, which cover
include
twenty-five years,
many similar correspondents.
^
»'
"
HIIHM
I ■IIIMmu ilFI

_

e various camps en route and the
Each company
anies do the rest.
ier Government regulation and op-

pneumonia

*

glad to do anything I can for Peruna"
—"I have always been a nurse.
Peruna has helped
me in my work more than all otner
medicines."
"I have divided my bottle of Peruna with
people
it always helps.”
many times,

Vorms-ADanprto GlOren

&

with

!

am

to await our coming, feeling that we
all the time.”
ana a committee nas Deen
appointed to
pulled in,
However, having learned something had Been one of the most wonderful find out if sufficient interest would be
taken to justify the plan, and to formuthe platform another agreeable j about the Yellowstone before we went sights of our lives.
late rules and regulations. The commitWill had, of course, been busy with
Way” agent was awaiting us. j there. Will and I were in no wise alarmtee consists of Prof. W. F. Schoppe of
Gross assets.
13,398,340 64
early in making our Park trip, ed by the fact that there seemed “noth- his camera throughout the whole after- the college, J. D. Veach of Hubbart,
Deduct items not admitted,
671,910 00
week before the official opening ing doing” inside the Gardiner Gate, but noon, but his best opportunity came president of the association, W. W.
Admitted assets,
64
$12,726,4C0
of
C.
A.
Greenfield
of
Perry
Kalispell,
: for this reason we fcund ourwhen, after the stage had rounded a suddrove on, with great expectations.
Liabilities December 31, 1915
of Butte, and J. K. Scott of Grant.
the midst of the bustle and
The area of the Park, increased by den turn of the road, the driver pointed
Net unpaid losses.
3,008.015 79
Boys’ and Girls’ Poultry Clubs.
Unearned premiums,
in attendant on the organization
4,831 630 71
adjacent Government Forest Reserves is with his whip at a deer that had come
The Montana State Poultry association
All other liabilities,
1,487,212 53
Most of something over 17,000 square miles, and out of the woods and was about to leis- will
forces and equipment.
with
the
State
exco-operate
college
No gain in a child’s health and strength is Cash capital,
1,000,000 00
the road in front of us.
cross
on the train I the Circuit Road, over which
come
who
had
avertension
in
the
over
all
urely
The
and
up
all
Surplus
worms are removed.
department
pie
liabilities,
starting boys’
2,399,541 61
possible until
clubs throughout the State for
Signs of worms are: Deranged ! Total liabilities
were help for the various campage tourist makes his six-day coaching stage came up and stopped, while the girls’
and
surplus, $12,726,400 64
worK in poultry raising, a kind
stomach, swollen upper lip,
3wl2
transportation companies, ‘‘sav- trip, is about 150 miles long, and covers deer remained motionless by the road- practical
sour stomach, offensive breath,
of work very well adapted to young peo-!_
hard and fully belly with occain Park vernacular, while we two, but a small proportion of the vast area side, eyeing us curiously.
Will cautious- ple, and in which they can readily realize
sional gripingB and pains about
United States Fidelity and Guaranty Comgentleman and his wife from of Park territory. The wild animals, ly focused the camera, and when I some profit and learn valuable lessons.
the navel, pale face of leaden
The work will be organized by the college
pany, Baltimore, Maryland.
tint, eyes heavy and dull,
-ton, South Carolina, were thus deer,
elk, bear, etc., roam at will whistled and the deer pricked up its ears
through the county agents and in other
twitching eyelids, itching of
tourAssets December 31, 1915
of
the
and
at
are
us
the
entire
but
gazed
only representatives
Park,
prothroughout
intently, the shutter ways, and the Poultry association will co- TraiTtrMark the nose, itching of the rec$ 724,137 32
Our friend Mr. Hays, the operate by furnishing sittings of pure- tum, short dry cough, grinding of the teeth, Real estate,
's, or “dudes.”
tected from all molestation, and conse- snapped.
22,750 00
little red
sticking out on tongue.starting Mortgage loans,
evances were in waiting to take ; quently have no fear of the traveler, and Wylie
agent at Salt. Lake City, has bred eggs to be sold at very low prices during pointsslow
29,399 00
fever. If you see any of Collateral loans,
sleep,
to the young poulterers who need help.
and
Stocks
called
bonds,
76
the
to the Wylie Hotel, where before
seen
in
numbers.
6,467,504
are
to
be
and
resultant picture “the finest So
these
in your child don’t lose angreat
far the work of the boys’ snd giris’ other symptoms
and bank,
1,116.624 86
minute, but get a bottle of Dr. True’s Cash in office
ig the Park it was necessary to
Our party in the four horse stage was game picture of the Yellowstone he has clubs started by the college throughout Elixir, the Family Laxative and Worm Ex- Agents’ balances,
1,822,846 06
Bills receivable,
ugh the formality of registration, a merry one, and we quickly found that ever seen,’’ and enlargements from the the State has been in corn and potato peller.
2,600 00
Interest and rents,
82,180 90
for
the
and
of
Norrat
of
“I
Mrs.
writes:
ie Sam” keeps a cluse watch upon j
Texas,
Houston,
growing
boys
canning
have
been universally admired.
the Wylie employees, “savages” though negative
other
All
assets,
255,814 69
would not be without Dr. True’s Elixir in my
fruits and vegetables for the girls.
The next points of interest were the
urists throughout the government
home.” Good for adults also. At your dealwere, were a jolly crowd of young
they
Gross
assets,
10,523,857 59
Silver Gate and the Hoodoos, the latter
ve, and a report must be sent each i
ers, 35c. 50c and $1.00. Advice free.
Deduct items not admitted,
people, college girls and boys for the
816,838 08
NOT TO LICENSE CATS.
ro the army headquarters from the
an
undescribable jumble of jagged rocks
most part, who were earning a little
Admitted
51
assets,
$9,707,019
who
Tourists
-is camps and hotels.
in strange and fantastic shapes, which
Auburn, Maine.
/v
The Massachusetts House of Repremoney in their summer vacations. After
Liabilities December 31, 1915
sentatives
March
1st
,.t under supervision of the camping
astandcovered
the
Bides
of
the
mountain
for
by
rejected,
the season’s work was over they were
General Indemnity Corporation of America, Net unpaid losses,
2,178.268 02
transportation companies have to all anticipating a free trip through the many acres. The Silver Gate was named ing vote of 101 to 25, the bill to provibe
Unearned premiums,
3,662.724 12
for licensing cats. An adverse report
New York.
Rochester,
All
other liabilities,
682,864 42
their own report at the nearest
Park, by the courtesy of the Wylie from the silvery gray color of the rocks had been made by the committee on AgCash
00
capital,
Assets
December
1915
2,000,000
31,
which at that point rre massed in a solid riculture and Mr. Frost of Somerville
lie” Btation, but those who are
over all liabilities,
95
Surplus
1,183,162
management. We speedily learned that
Real estate.$
0 00
to
have
the
bill
conducted”
substituta
original
trip the Park has a local vernacular all its wall high above the road. The Silver sought
;g
“personally
0 00
Mortgage loans.
Total liabilities and surplus,
51
ed.
$9,707,019
Collateral loans.
0 00
ster at their entrance and exit and
Gate paled into insignificance, however,
own. Besides the “savages” and "dudes”
Mr. Beardsley of Boston offered an Bonds
JAS. PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast
01
admired

a

saved me."

The

One of the most remunerative charters recently closed is that of the steamer Newton, Capt. A.
G. Abhott, owned
by the New England Coal and Coke Co.,

Oct

4

numerous social diversions incident to
colonial life. Last but not least, the
islands have been brought within two
days’ journey of New York by frequent

next

experiment

AN OLD-TIME NURSE
CURED

is

a

Sand and gravel delivered at
reasonable price.

lei 306

CHAS. M. H\LL,
Searsport Ave.

iR. W. C. LIBBY7
DENTIST,

37 Main Street,

Belfast,

Me.

■„

SEARSPORT.
[sailed Monday for Philadel-

Cumru

Barge

The schools in town closed Friday for a two
weeks’ vacation.
B. F. Colcord attended the good roads concon-

C. M. Nichols left last Monday for
abort visit with relatives in Boston.

SECRET SOCIETIES.
At the regular meeting of Terratine Tribe of
Red Men last Monday night the Adoption degree was worked on two candidates.

phosphate ?

or

a

Mason for more than €0 years, received
various degrees of the chapter. The veteran has taken a
farther journey into the
order, at his age, than any other man of modern times.

wholesome

only

qualities.

Other baking powders contain alum or
phosphate, both of mineral origin, and

W.

Co.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Small and Mr. and Mrs.
Ross Davis visited Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Clifford
in Brooks last week.

used as substitutes for cream of tartar
because of their cheapness.

will be in their office on Main
for the purpose of assessing

Never sacrifice quality and healthful*

The selectmen

taxes

1st

April

street

for low

for the coming year.
J. B. Ames, who underwent

Mrs.

Tapley’s hospital

tion at Dr. E. D.

an

in

opera-

Steamer Meteor, Capt. Burranger arrived
Monday from Newport News with 3,700 tons
of coal to the P. C. & W. Co.
Mr. and Mrs. lbra Williams of lslesboro
were

in

week, the guests of Mr. and

last

town

W. Gilkey

Mrs. fc,.

on

April

term

jurors to
the Supreme court in

of

attend the

traverse

as

annual town meeting the citizens of
Stockton voted not to accept the conditions
of the will of the late J, G. Lambert,bequeathing his property to the town after the decease
of the last Ltmbert relative (several individuals now living) to be used for the benefit of
needy spinsters. Many regret this action,
At the

Belfast.

M. Nichols,
public
schools in Milo, is spending the vacation with
her parents, Capt. and Mrs. C. M. Nichols,
Water street.

giving us excessively cold, boisterweather, apparently the winter cf tne

March is
ous

season.

received Tuesday of the death in
Malden, Mass., Monday, of Sarah, wife of Augustus S. Prescott. The remains will arrive

their health will not

sojourning in Florida for
risk returning to Maine

before the middle of

May.

Thursday for burial in the family lot in the village cemetery.
The steamer Kanawha, which brought many

was

News

was

cargoes of coal from Newport News to Mack’s
Point to the P. C. & W. Co., foundered recently on the passage from Norfolk to Rio Jane-

rio;

crew

saved.

of

hoped

It is

pneumonia.
At a Republican

held March 4th the
following delegates were chosen to the State
convention: James B. Parse. A. E. Trundy, F.
I. Mortland; alternates, James P
Nichols,
John Frame, W R. Gil Key; District convenB.
F. CjIW.
M.
C.
0.
Parse,
tion,
Sawyer,
cord; alternates. Dr. S. L. Fairchild, M. F.
Parker, A. Fi. Nichols. The delegations were
authorized to lilt all vacancies.
caucus

up to date has been the most disagreeable month of the winter. The blizzard
on the loth ana 16th from the northeast piled
up drifts and left the roads in bad condition,
continued cold weather the snow giving but
The year 1816
little under the rays of the sun.
was very cold in Maine, with snow and frost
in about every month of the year. Here is an
the weather in Waldo County that
item on

March

friends

Auxiliary

The

O. M, Noble. Seaview street, accompanied by her mother, Mrs. Harris, who has
been her guest for some weeks, left Friday

who heaid her.”
known

Of Miss

Carey

her for many

inspiration.”
entitled “Napoleon Bonaparte’s
found

her

a

great

visits to

he says: “I
and

years

The verses,
and Miss

Moscow,”
printed
Border,and are as follows:
to
Moscow
Napoleon went

Carey’s

have

were

in

the

Northern

The Russian bear to tame;
Miss Cary went there also,
To add unto her fame.

He studied how to win the game
At blood-stained Barodino;
She strove to higher raise her name
And higher pile her “rhino,”
While Bona caused their wrath to boil,
Miss C. won admiration;
She raised a mighty homage blaze,
He caused a conflagration.
One kindled love —the other hate,
Yet still there’s this connection,
None can deny that both received
A very warm reception.
The

following

York is

from

a

tragedy in New
that city of March

account of
paper of

Saturday and

John Boyle, heir to^an estate of $100,000,
killed his wife yesterday morning and then
killed himself. He was thirty-four years old,
his wife twenty-six.
The tragedy occurred in the apartment of
Mrs. C. Stanhope on the seventh floor of the
"Wilmington, at No. 230 West Ninety-seveuth
street.
Owing to Boyle’s physical and mental condition the couple occupied different rooms.
Tenants of the apartment heard him pacing
f.he hall during the night. Shortly after 7
o’clock Sallie Jones, cook, heard a muffled shot
and saw Boyle coming from his wife’s room attired in a bathrobe.
“My wife has shot herself,” he exclaimed.
“No,that’s not right,I shot her myself.”He then
started to return to the room. Mrs. Cousins,
mother of Mrs. Stanhope, heard the colloquy
and sought to restrain him.
Boyle broke ner
grasp and entered the room. He closed the
door and a moment later another shot was
heard.
Boyle had killed himself instantly by firing
His wife had
a shot into his right temple.
She died
been shot in the head as she slept.
n half an hour.
Boyle's father, John B. Boyle, died about
four months ago, leaving h’m a large inheri
tance. Since then young Boyle had shown
signs of mental aberration. He was treated
in Muldoon's sanitarium at White Plains in
February, but fled and returned home. Later
he went to Atlantic City with a trained nurse,
and again fled, after staying only five days.
His uncle, William Boyle, is a magistrate in
that city.
Two weeks ago Boyle attempted suicide by
shooting himself, but the revolver was rusty.
Saturday night he sought to give his wife
poison tablets, but she refused them and prevented him from taking any.
The home of Mrs. Boyle, who was Mary
Nichols, was in Searsport, Me. Her parents
were notified and are on their way t:> this city.

Cape Jellison piers for
southern port at $4 per thousahd.

sympathy

of the entire

community in

their sad effliction.
Old Town Ooes

Republican.

In the city election March 20th in Old Town
the Republicans elected John W. Gould Mayor
over Mayor John H. Hickey, by a plurality of
Aldermen,
g7 votes and elected eight of the 10
reversing the results last year, when seven
elected.
were
three
and
Democrats
Republicans

bone and

a

Matthew Hooper of Bucksport is the guest of
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Harry S.
Kearney, Sylvan street, during the vacation
of the E, M. C. Seminary, of which he is a

last Friday for a visit with
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John McLaughlin,
School street, called here especially by the
illness of her brother, Archie McLaughlin,
Mrs. Teressa Thompson, with the Misses
Hichborn, Church street, through the winter,
spent Friday with her son and wife, Mr. and
Mrs. Loren Thompson of Brewer, and with

Bangor, returning Saturday

morn-

Bumps, Seaview

Mrs. Lewis

street, returned

early last week from the Eastern Maine Genera! Hospital. Bangor, where she underwent a
surgical operation. Sympathy is extended,
with the hope that her present improvement
may continue.
Mrs. J. A.
nounces

Flanders, East Main street,

that because of

a

severe

cold she has

postponed the meeting

of the Current Events
present week to Wednesday,
March 29th. She also changes the topic for
study from “Mrs. Partington,” to “PreparedCiub with her the

ness

Things.”

in all

Ths funeral of Mr. W ilson
March

10th

from his

Staples

late home

took

on

place

Church

street, Rev, A. A. Blair speaking appreciative-

ly

and

appropriately

citizen,
ment

of the

quiet, respected

his eternal home. The interin the family lot in the Cape Jellison

called to

was

cemetery.
& Frank B. Jackson, Church street, went to
Bangor last Saturday to see Dr. E. M, Sanger
regarding the condition of his mouth and jaw,

recently operated

upon, the doctcr speaking
most encouragingly of the present conditions
in the

We

case.

tions may

be

and the
mark.

zero

hope the doctor’s expecta-

into

temperature hovering around

seized with acute

found, the

proving

case

serious

a

one.

But

to a

goodly attendance.

Fayle, second son of Mr. and
Sidney Fayle, Seaview street, was taken
by Dr. H. E. Small last Friday to the Eastern
Maine General Hospital, Bangor, for an
operation for appendicitis the following day. At
this writing, Monday, the patient is
reported
as doing well.
Sympathy is extended to the
family in its anxiety.
Master Alfred

Mrs.

Mr. nnd

left

Mrs. L. M. Partridge, Church street, confined to the bed at the time of her husband’s
decease and suffering a great deal since from
the effects of an earlier attack of the grip, is
slowly improving, and is now able to sit up a

tended to

day, although still greatly restrength. Much sympathy is exher and her daughter. Miss Leora

Partridge,

in

portion
duced)

of the
in

their great

sorrow

and sickness.

living
on

at 6 p

on

speedy

may be

at

a

Stockton

eagerly scanning

is

for the

and

Wilson

is

nation,

as

political

the

of

appearance

presidential candidates.

the

coming
they see?

Who will

stienuously working for a re-nomithe Democratic standard-bearer,
but of his regime U, S. Senator Lodge of
said last week in

Massachusetts

Lynn:

administration in power which has been so injurious to the United States, both at home and
that

as

in control at

bequeathed

Buchanan
to

now

decorated

were

with

shamrocks,

and

napkins as well. The Runner nan n^rvvH
under the direction of Mrs. Essie P. Carle,
the

the
tle

menu consisting of hot biscuits,
eggs, litfancy cakes, cookies, vanilla, pistachio and

chocolate ice cream, and cocoa, to which the
children did ample justice. After the regular
meeting of the Star, an entertainment was
given by the children,'who ^marched into the
lodge room carrying flags and all joined in
singing the “Ked, White and Blue.” As the
first number on the program Mrs. S. A. Parker read H. C. Bunner’s “One, Two, Three,”
and the remainder of the program was by the
children

follows:

Piano

solo,
Brown; recitation,
Wilson; recitation,
Dean Knowlton; vocal solo,' Arthur Hazeltine;
recitation, Emily Rackliff; recitation, Russell
Knighi; piano solo, Louise Ellis; recitation,
Eleanor Stephenson; piano solo, Paul Tuttle;
recitation, Hugh Tuttle. All had a most delightful time and one which they will long remember.
At the next meeting of the chapter, April 7th, the degree will be worked.
as

Katherine

Doris

BASKET BALL.

High 12;

Belfast

lslesboro High 8.

“watchful

plomacy
struggle
Who

to

the
that

shall
a

our

Washington.”

terrible

ISLESBOKO A. A
Brown rf .;»» Dodge
Shute If.rb Smith
Wood c
.c F Pendleton
Marriner rb.If H. Pendleton
Hayes lb.rf R Pendleton

Score, Belfast H. S. 12, lslesboro A A. 8
Goals from floor, Shute 3, Brown 2, F. Pendleton 3, R Pendleton.
Goals from fouls, Brown
2.
Referees, Boardman and Robinson. Time,
20m periods

Civil War

Belfast A. A., 56; Dark Harbor, A. A. 17.
Owing to the bad storm, the Dark Harbor A.
A. basketball team, schedeled to play Belfast
A.

A.

wise

as

team

of

his

Certainly

successor.

conditions

stateman, of keen political in-

BELFAST

A. A.

BROOKS A

A.

Stevens, c.. Lane
Dickey, rb.If, Jenkins
Harcourt, lb.rf, Johnson

Bight, great experience and unquestioned in- Lothrop,
If.lb, Brown
tegrity—another Abraham Lincoln—a man Colby, rf.rb, Gox
fitted for the
Miss Elva

panied by

emergencies of the hour.
M.

Randell, Cross street,

last

Saturday

The time

accom-

husband, Mr.
Prospect, drove to

her sister and

Mrs. Clifton Eames of

to attend the

and
Bel-

funeral of

uncle, Mr. Wilson Randell, Union street,
away from blood poisoning (following the scratch of a cat upon the hand) last
Thursday, aged 86 years. The deceased was
born in Prospect (now Stockton Springs) the
eldest son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose
Randell of Cape Jellison, and was for many
their

who

passed

engaged m block making at the mill,
supplying that necessary part of the rigging
for the many sailing vessels then being built

years

Stockton. He married Miss Mary Lufkin of
Sedgwick nearly 50 years ago, and after the
decline of ship building in this town moved to
Belfast some 40 years ago. One daughter,
now Mrs. Esther Webber, was born of this
union, and with her family i\:r. and Mrs. Ranin

dell, spent the few last years of his life, mos
:enderly cherished in his declining years by
daughter, son-in-law and two grandchildren.
A quiet, upright citizen, always an advocate of
mnpiance.

law and order,

a

devoted husband

father, kind neighbor and true friend,
Randell leaves a large circle of friends,
all children being particularly fond of him. A
firm
Univeitalitt, with unswerving faith in
t lie reunion of loved ones “Over the River,”
he calmly awaited the end, requesting that
Rev. A. A. Blair, the Universalist pastor, attend the funeral, assisted by the Baptist clergy-

man to whose chuich his daughter and husband belong. The floral tributes were numerous and very beautiful ana the remarks by
Rev. Mr. Blair, excellent and most satisfactory. Stockton txtends sympathy to his sorrowing wife, daughter, son in-law and grandchildren. Th- interment was in Belfast, which
has long been his home.

loss. Her memory will
remain with us, as one who was always ready
to do her part; one whose genial presence was
always at our meetings.
Resolved, That as a token of respect to our
departed sister, that our charter be draped for
a period of thirty days; that a copy of these
resolutions be spread upon our records; one
sent to the bereaved family, the Waldo County
Herald and The Republican Journal.
Committee on Resolutions,
James C. Dexter, N. C.

deeply deplore our

Fred W. Brown, F. K. of R.,
Harold H. French, N. K. of R.,

15-minute

periods and
one 10-minute period.
Referees, Norwood and
L. Robinson
Robinson.
Scorer, C.
was

two

Clinton A. A. 116: Belfast A, A
Clinton A

A.

against Belfast

21.

piled

up a score of 116 to 21
A. A. at Clinton March 17th.

The summary:
C. A. A. (116)
B. A. A. (21)
Crawford, rf 14..lb, Vaughan
Walker, If 11.rb. Staples 2
Osborne, c 15. c, Collins 2
Shirley rb 8.If, Johnson 4 (1)
Me Kenney, lb 10.rf, Casey 2

Referee, Osborn. Umpire, Osborn. Scorer,
Holt. Time, 20m periods,
East Boston, 44; Dark Harbor A. A. 16.
from Dark Harbor A. A.,
at Dark Harbor, March
17th before a big crowd. It was considered
the best exhibition ever played there.
Th
East Boston

44 to 16 in

a

won

fast

game

summary:
E. B. (44)
D. H. A. A. (16)
Finn, If 7.rb, E. Pendleton
Ambrose, rf 6.lb, Quimby 1

Green, c 4.c. Philbrick (4)
Grant, lb 3..rf, C. Pendleton 2
O’Conner, lb 3.If, Smith 3
Referee, B. Pendleton. Time 20 min. periods.

Belfast H. S., 18; Brooks H. S., 2.
Belfast High won from Brooks High, 18 to
2, in the Coliseum Rink March 17th. The summary.
B. H. S. (18)
B. H. S. (2)
Shute, If 8. rb, Brown
rf
Brown,
1.lb, Jenkins
lb, Hobbs
Salter, c. ....c, Moulton

Wood, c
Marriner, lb..rf, Jones 1
Hayes, rb.If, Roberts
Referees, Robinson and ShibleB. Time 20
min.

Resolutions of Respect.
Whereas, Death has entered our citadel and
taken from our members, Lady Mildred K.
Bradman; therefore, be it.
Resolved, That in the death of Lady Bradman, Belfast Commandery has lost a good and
loyal member.
Resolved, That while we recognize and abide
by the wisdom and ruling of the Great and
Almighty Sovereign of the Universe, who has
called our sister to a brighter and better world,
we

Bay Electric Company

periods.

Belfast A. A. 29; Castine A. A., 12.
Belfast A. A. won from uastine A, A. 29 to
12 in the Coliseum March 20th. The summary:
B. A. A, (29)
C. A. A. (21)
Lothrop, If 3 (2).rb, Morse

Colby, rf

4

(1).lb,

M

Gray

6.c, Patterson 1
Harcourt, lb .rf G* Gray 3
Shute, rb.If. Sawyer (4)
Referee, Robinson and Harmon, Time, 2 15min. and 1 10-min. periods.
Stevens,

c

To Ketaip Tariff

on

&ugar.

16, With 13 Democrats and the Socialist members opposing, the
House today by a vote of 346 to 14 passed the
administration bill to retain the present tariff
of one cent a pound on sugar instead of permitting the free clause of tbe UnderwoodSimmons tariff act to go into effect next May
1st. The measure now goes to the Senate.^

Washington,

March

‘M

____

BORN.

WINTERPORT.

Bankrupt’s

_

In the matter of

Coffin. In Bucksport, March 12, to Mr
Halford Coffin, a son.
Hutchinson. In Stonington. March 9, to Mr.

Juanita A. Hill returned from Jonesport this week, where she has been spending

and Mrs.

the winter.

and Mrs.

Miss

for the

past

ing week will

Hiking

Club.
A. Hill returned to Massachusetts

William

this week after
will

a

Mrs. Chas.

and

remain for

month with his

Hill.

R.

some

Mrs.

parents, Mr.
W'illiam Hill

time.

The Board of Trade

addressed at their

were

meeting by William Hill of Boston and by
Cowan, Esq., and J. Treat, Jr., who
had just returned from the State Board of
Trade meeting in Lisbon.
last

Walter

On Tuesday evening Mi. Harry Lougee entertained at the I. O. O. F. banquet hall in
honor of Mr. and Mrs. W;i!liam A. Hill. Cards

was as

!

the

II

heartily enjoyed

is

on

former occasions

j

Lougee has entertained.

when Mr.
On

until

Sunday morning, at the regular session,
delegates from the Methodist Sunday

school to the

Boys’ Conference

gave their

re-

following boys were in attendance:
Norman P. Arey, Cha'mers Staples, Kenneth
Farnsworth, Everett Arey. Wesley Nickerson,
Kenneth Nealley, Earle Coggins, Raymond
The

ports.

Cunningham, Clinton
under the

leadership

Roderic K.

Stanley.

Hopkins.
of Mr. W.

They

were

H. Lord and

MORRILL
Dow returned

Geo.

Mrs.

week’s visit

Sunday

from

a

with her parents in Liberty.

daughter arrived at the home of Mr.
and Mrs.Herman Merriam Tuesday,March 14th.
A little

Prof. Ernest Higgins, teacher of the Morrill
High school, spent several days in Bangor last
week.
Mrs. Albertina Thomas

Griffin, who died in

was

and

Stanley

were

in town last

10 001a41

*’

RETAIL PRICE.

WANTED

PAID PRODUCER

7 Hides.
€6
dried, per lb.,
3 75a4 00 Lamb.
Beans, pea,
g
3 75 Lamb Skins,
76
Beans, Y. E.,
28a3Ql Mutton.
8
Butter,
32
55
lb.,
Beef, sides,
8^al0 Oats,
8 Potatoes,
100
Beef,forequarters,
60 Round Hog,
10
Barley, bu,
22 Straw,
7.00
Cheese,
18 Turkey,
26a30
Chicken,
2
Calf Skins,
18iTallow,
12al3
Duck.
20lVeal,
20 Wool, unwashed,
3
Eggs,
6.00
16 Wood, hard,
Fowl,
18 Wood, soft,
3.60
Geese,
RETAIL MARKET.

1 10
18 Lime,
Beef, Corned,
6
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22 Oat Meal,
4
87
Com,
Onions,
13al4
Cracked Cora,
82 Oil, kerosene,
8
Corn Meal,
82 Pollock,
16
24 Pork,
Cheese,
1.13
Cotton Seed,
2 0° Plaster,
5
10 Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
14 Shorts,
1 45
Cranberries,
47
19 Sugar,
Clover Seed,
6 67 a 8 OOjSalt, T. I.,
60
Flour,
H. G. Seed,
6
|R« 1 ISweet Potatoes,
a
16|Wheat Meal.
Lard.

an energetic, reliable person in
to talk our line of fruit trees,
shrubbery, etc. Exp. rierce unnecessary. Permanent, profitable emj loyment. We pay weekly. No investment rtquired. No delivering
Good time now to begin.
or collecting.
FERRY NURSERIES,
Rochester, N. Y
Established 21

We
each

want

town

years.__4w9_

Party Mg Out of Town
Owe balance of $124.50 on a $400 Upiight
Grand Piano. It is your6 for the balance.
THE GIBBS PIANO CO.,
(31 years in one location)
71-73 Main Street,
12
Springfield, Mbsb.

CARD OF THANKS
The undersigned wish to express their thanks
to friends and neighbors for their kind ministrations curing their recent bereavement, and
for the beautiful flowers.
MRS. MARY BROWN
AND FAMILY.
Morrill, March 21, 1916.

*

Bankrup
ORDER uF NOTICE

THEREON.

District of Maine, ss.
On this 18th day *of March
|A. D. 1916
reading the foregoing petition, it is
Ordered by the Court, 1 hat a
hearing be
upon the same on the 28th day of
Ai
A. D. 1916, before said Court at Portland
said District, at ten o’clock in the foren
and that notice thereof be
published in
Republican Journal, a newsf aper printer,
said District., and that all known
creditors,
—

other persons in interest,
may appear at
said time and place, and show
cause, ii
they have, why the prayer of said petit
should not be granted.
And it is further ordered
by the Court, 1
the Clerk shall send by mail to all known *:
itors copies of said
petition and this
addressed to them at their places of residas stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Ha
Judge of the said Court, ami the seal th
at Portland, in said
District, on the 18th
March, A. D. 1916.

|

Ls-

A

[

?■

JAMES K. HEW EY.Cler

true copy of petition and order therAtteat:
JAMES E. HEW EY, Cler

Assessors’ Notice.
I rPHE inhabitants of the city of Belfast
A others
having taxable property within
city, are hereby notified and requested to L
in to the
and

undersigned,

assessors

of said

perfect lists of their polls anu
estate, real and personal, including nm
hand, bonds, deeds, notes, due bills

true

their

I

on

memorandums,

or in any manner so inve:that interest or other considerations shal
paid or become due thereon, xcept mortgac
debts due more than owing, and all propeheld in trust as guardian, executor or oth
wise, which they are possessed of on the I
day of April, 1916, and be prepared to subst:
tiate the same bv oath.
All persons owning real estate, whose pr
erty was assessed in the wrong name or b
wrong description in the inventory of 191'
who have purchased or sold real estate wi
the last year, will call at the Assessors’ <
during the time specified below and have pi
er corrections and transfers made for 1916.
And for the purpose of receiving said
and making transfers of real estate, the unt
signed will be in session at the Assessors’ Ot:
at City Building, the first day of April fron
to il 30 a. m, and from 2 to 4 p rn., and
Saturday during the month ot April, 1916, f
2 to 4 p. m
and any personal examination
convetsation about the valuation thereof
the Assessors will not be considered as a wa.
for neglect of any person in bringing in t.
and perfect lists as required by law
Those persons who neglect to comply w
this notice will be barred by law from apping from the decision of the Assessors on t:
application for abatement for any error
property taxed to them.
Blanks for returns may be had on appl
tion.
WILLIAM H. BRAY,
CAKLETON DOAK,
Assessor
JAMES F. SHELDON, )
3wl2

■

.,

|

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

!

I

HERBERT I, MITCHELL,

t/HEREAS, Jooie F. Hall of Belfast, in
VV
County of Waldo and State of Maine
her mortgage deed, dated the eighth da.v
November. A. D. 1907, and recorded in
Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Book
Page 356, conveyed to one George A. Mattie
of Thomaston, in the County of Knox and M
of Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land v.
the buildings thereon, sitUHted in said Bel:
bounded and described os follow*, to wit:
ginning at the corner of Northport avenue
the Perkins road, so-called; thence nortt
\

PRICE uURRNET.

PRODUCE MARKET.

1

1

bankruptcy

kins. atred 6 months.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

Apples,per bbl,1.00c2,00j Hay,

I

he prays. That he
may be
creed by the Court to have a
full discht.
from all debts provable
against his est.
under said
Acts, except such
as are excepted
by law from such discharg
Dated this 29;h day of
January A D 191'

1

BELfAST

1

bankruptcy.
Wherefore

Brown

this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling
it
sound or imperfect hearing, and when
is entirely closed Deafness is the result.
Unless the inflammation can be reduced and
this tube restored to its normal condition,
hearing will be destroyed forever. Many cases
of deafness are caused by catarrh, which is an
inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure acts through the blood on
the mucous surfaces of the system.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot be
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. Circulars free
All Druggists, 75c.
F.J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.

I

property and rights of prop,
complied with all the teqi
Acts and of the orders of

and has fully
menu of said
touching his

days

from MassaPerkins. In Castine, March 8, Mrs. Ahbie
week, called here J. Perkins, aged 48 years, 6 months and 13 days.
Pierce In Chicago, March IE, Capt. Eibtidge
by the death of their father, Mr. Charles E.
C. Pierce, formerly of Belfast, aged 73 years.
Brown, Mr. Brown died very suddenly, March
Randall. In Belfast, March 16, Wilson
14th.
He had been failing in health for nearly j Randall, aged 86 years. 1 month and 10 days.
Slater. In Waltham, Mass.. March 10, Capt.
two years, the result of a slight ‘'shock." The !
James Slater, a native of Washington
funeral was held at the church March 17th, I
Trundi. In Sunset, Deer Isle, March 10,
Rev. Nathan Hunt officiating. The four sons, j Mrs. Eliza
Trundy, aged 89 years.
acted
as
Wilbur
and
Vose. In Hawks Park, Florida, March 2, Z.
Marion, Frank,
Stanley,
ot Minneapolis, formerly of RockVose
The
Pope
bearers. Dr. T, N. Pearson manager.
land, aged 80 years, 5 months and 6 days.
great wealth of flowers was magnificent.
In Freedom, March 17, Arthur
Watts.
Watts,
White
In Montville, March 17, Mrs, Mary
Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured W. White, aged 80 years, 6 months and 17 days.
later.
by local applications, as they cannot reach the Obituary
diseased portion of the ear. There is only one
way to cure catarrhal deafness, and that is by
Catarrhal Deafness
a constitutional remedy.
is caused by an inflamed condition of the muWhen
cous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
Frank

chusetts

0f Hnity, in the Cou
of Maine, in said !
LeepectfuMy represents, that on
27th day of March,
1915, he was duly
judged bankrupt under the Acts of
Cong
relating to bankruptcy; that he has duly suri
deredallhls

In Freedom, March 15. William
Murray, aged 95 years and 8 dayB.
Payson. In Hope, March 11, iouise Payson.
aged 68 years and 3 months.
Perkins
In Castine, March 9, Julia M. Per-

was

funeral

1
„fHW.Mrt
??iiChel1
Waldo and
State

years.
Murray.

brought here for burial last week.
held at the church Sunday
afternoon. Rev. O. Rankin of Waterville officiating.
Augusta,

Tne

Bankrupt

Hon. Clarence
Hale, Judge of
^nite<^ states fur

of

In Rockport, March 12, Lila,
Auspland.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George Auspland,
aged 1 year and 7 months,
Bodge.
In Belfast, March 18, Arthur Melbourne Bodge, aged 21 years, 7 months and 3
Bohlin In Camden, March 12, Ida M. Bohlin,
aged 14 years and 4 months.
Boyle. In New York City, March 13, Mrs.
Lucretia M. Boyle, formerly of Searsport, aged
28 years.
Brainard. In Portland, Conn., March 6,
Frank Brainard, summer resident of Orland
In Morrill, March 14, Charles E.
BROWN.
Brown, aged 68 years.
Canning. In Belfast, March 21, Frtd, son
of John, H. and Mary Ward Canning, aged 7
months and 17 days.
Carter In Montville, March 16, Mrs. Susan
E. Carter, aged 74 years, 6 months and 2 days.
In Belfast, March 17. Nettie A
CROSS.
wife of Isaiah Cross, aged 61 years, 4 months
and 1 day.
In Winterport, March 20. James
Gorivan
Gorivan, aged 97 years and 3 months
Cunningham. In Castine. March 10, Mrs.
Clementine R. Cunningham, aged 79 years, 8
months and 18 day^.
In Dark Harbor, March 8. John
Duncan
Duncan, a native of Lincolnville, aged 94 years
and 2 months
Burial in Rockland.
Daggett. In Washington March 14, Washington Daggett, aged 68 years.
McKusick In Mt. Desert, March 9, Holman
McKusick, formerly of Lincolnville, aged 70

)

DUtri'ct of°Maine.the

DIED

o'clock, when a very
dainty collation was ser\ed. Dancing was in
order for the remaining hours and the evening

enjoyed

were

Ton.^e

Anderson Knowlton. In Rockland, March
15, by Rev. L. S. Ufford, Charles F. Anderson
of Criebaven and Geneva M. Knowlton of
Rockland.
McLeod-Milliken. In Camden, February
12, by Rev. C. F. Smith, Roy L. McLeod and
Ethel B. Milliken.
Piper-McFarland. .In Newport. March 15,
by Rev. H. W. Norton, Harold L. Piper and
Miss Mabel L. McFarland, both of Troy.
Shuman-Long. In Camden, March 15, by
Rev. C. F. Stevens, George A Shuman of
Rocklai d and Edith Madeline Long of Camden,
Shibals Luce. In Pittsfield, March 15, by
Rev. N. F. Pearson, Clarence A. Shibals and
Mrs. Esther B. Luce, both of Pittsfield.

week and every

In

Bankrupt,

_MARRIED.

enjoyed
opportunity through the comdoubtless be improved by the

Snow-shoeing

has been

Petition for Discharge.

Herebrt I. Mitchell,

HarrylG. Hutchinson, a son.
Lord. In Southwest Harbor, February 25,
Mr. J. Treat, Jr. and Walter Cowan, Esq., to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin G. Lord, a daughter.
Patterson. In Belfast, March 4, to Mr. and
are attending the Republican convention in
Mrs. Fred H. Patterson, a eon, Neal Clarke.
Portland this week.
Perry. In Geneva, Switzerland,
February
14, to Mr. and Mrs. James Perry, a daughter,
Mrs. J. H. Thayer left on Monday’s steamer
Marjorie Lois. Mr. Perry is the son of Mr.
for Salem, Mass., where she will be the guest and Mrs. W. W. Perry of Camden.
of her daughter, Miss Belle F. H. Thayer.

Wednesday night, March 15th,

unable to get over here, and a telephone
call to Brooks summoned the A. A. team from

it W ilson's

wisdom

be?

Penobscot

was

policy of that town. Belfast won by the big score of 56
waiting” and vacillating foreign di- to 17, entirely outclassing Brooks at every
might bring an equally terrible point. The summary:

Lincoln and it looks

f

i

From the

“In

my own opinion, with the exception of the administration of Buchanan there has been no

abroad,

Have Your House Wired NOW.

table

BELFAST H. S.

complete,
horizon

cents

■

Some

present.

times the

recuperation

that his

:

Committee

Belfast High defeated lslesboro High in the
family called j Coliseum Rink March
14th, 12 to 8. The score
latter part of last j
was incorrectly given last week at 10 to 8
week. Sympathy is extended the patient and
The summary:
family members in their anxiety, with the

hope

hour, electricity...10

Besides all the other advantages electricity is actually
cheaper
than kerosene. What makes you think you can’t afford etectrie lights? You can—electricity is cheap.

) Resolutions.

She and other members of the
several

cents

j

distance were unable to be present
the snow. Supper was served
in the banquet hall to the children

at a

m.

plates

writing, Monday, he is able to see his (
friends, his wife being with him for the day, j
him

kerosene..12

;

the table
festoons of white, decorated with shamrocks, and at each place were little green covered baskets filled with candies. Even the

at this

on

*

One kilowatt

account of

relief the tatal termination would
unavoidable. His improvement has
been steady since the surgical treatment, and

Mr.

favorable

dren of members of the order

have been

and

society, postponed last week because of the
inclemency of the weather—a swirling northeast snow storm—is invited by Mrs. Harry R.
Hichborn to meet with her this, Thursday,
afternoon. Yvfe hope the weather may prove

Addie E. Shaw,
Maude E. Young,
Carroll L, Young,

speedy

for

j

ta

realized.

snow

appendicitis, March
14th, and growing rapidly worse was immediately taken to Dr. Tapley’s hospital, Belfast,
accompanied by Dr. H. E. Small, where an
operation was at once performed. Pus was

fast
an-

whirlirg the newly fallen

the

demand

ing.

the

whirling

denly

pupil.

Costigan arrived

the wind

Archie McLaughlin, second son of Mr. and
Mrs. John McLaughlin, School street, was sud-

his sister and

her

a

miniature mountains, hither and yon. Saturday was clear, but very cold, the wind still

Charles

at

dull mid-day and

a

driving from the northfalling snow in every
whirling
direction, few pedestrians venturing to brave
its fury unless compelled by necessity. Friday morning dawned clear, a piping northwest
wind, sending shivers to the marrow of the

Cole, School street, recently
chartered his vessel, schooner Edith McIntyre,

of

One gallon

were

storm

snow

and

east

Bennett, second daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Albert R. Bennett, Middle street, is
quite seriously ill at this writing, Monday afternoon.
Appendicitis is feared.

Mrs. Henry Moulton, Cross street,
Thursday by Boston boat to visit their
children, Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Moultcn of
Roslindale, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph T.
Moulton of Gloucester, Mass., expecting to be
absent two weeks. Their daughter, Mrs
Harry Verrill, and two little children, camG
Mrs. Boyle was the daughter of Mr. and up from Northport earlier in the week to keep
their house open during their absence.
Mrs. Daniel M. Nichols of this town and they

have the

Thursday,

is the guest of her

Miss Lela

lumber

and her

beginning toward
genuine blizzard Wednesday and

northeast

night, with

parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Flanders, East
Main street, lor several days.

a

11th:

a

in health.

load

Tuesday morning,

sunshine

Mrs. Elden H. Shute of South Sebec arrived

to

Comparison

publication.

housekeeping there with and their mothers, who were seated
Henry Clifford, formerly of arranged in tne form of a cross.
A pleasant arrangement for center chandelier to the corners of

Last week gave us sharp boisterous March
weather. A snow storm Monday, a bit of

Cole, School street, returned
the middle of last
week, leaving her daughter and child both im-

('apt.

Mrs.

she

gallon of kerosene

I

charter be draped in mourning for
of thirty days, and that a copy of
these resolutions be placed upon our records,
and copies sent to The Republican Journal,
Belfast, and to the W interport Advertiser for

been

these young Maine counles.

Chas.

in town last

and

Sandy point.

Bridgewater, Mass.,

friends in

He went with sword, and spear, and gun,
She with Apollo’s arts.
He went to break the Russians heads,
She went to cheer their hearts.

Mr.

for Houlton.

proving

having

husband

Mrs.

year:
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Brier, who have been
In Jackson.Me ,the day of June 6 was a terror.
There was “a most violent and heavy storm occupying the chambers of Mrs. John Ames’
from west northwest, blowing very hard and house, School street, for several months,
accompanied by a heavy cold rain and snow,” | moved Monday to Searsport, where he has emwhich, had it been entirely snow, “might have
made 6 inches or more.” On the 7th there ; ploymeut.
1
inch of ice and a severe frost,
was half an
Mr. Otis Cole, School street, has shipped in
which destroyed young corn and nipped the
Nev. York on steamer Arizona for a voyage to
budding leaves of the beech trees. “In the
evening the atmosphere was so intensely cold,” Rio, Brazil. Such shipments, once a common
wrote a correspondent of the Sentinel, “that thing among Stockton residents, is now a
the small birds, our annual visitors from the
great rarity.
southward.sought for shelter in people’s houses
Mrs. E. H. Doyle and children, Master Regiand barns and many of them.with the swallows,
were !ound starved and frozen to death on the
nald and Miss Ada, accompanied by her mothmorning of the 8th.”
jj
er, Mrs. Willard M. Berry, Gilmore street,
Your correspondent has received from Fred- left
Monday for her home in L-aribou, Arooserick R. Sweetser of New London, Conn., a
took County.
“l am sending you a
note in which he says:
Mrs. J. L. Lancaster, the guest of her parcopy of a bright little poem written on Annie
ents, Capt. and Mrs. Horace M. Griffin, Middle
Louise Carey after her return from St. Petersstreet, for two days, took Saturday’s morning
burg (now Petrcgrad) and just at the lime
to rejoin her husband at their
present
she sang for Miss Clara Nickels in Belfast. 1 train,
home in Providence, R. I.
vender if you cou d have it reprinted in The
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Burse and son Newman
Journal, for I am sure it would interest many
have

Rendell, remains in Brooklyn,

Edgar M. Colcord, Mill street.

from

Portland, Maine, to load horses for
Mrs, Sprague, formerly Miss Gladys

a

candlepower lamp tor 4o hours—a 2o candlepower Mazda
lamp (electric) burned 40 will take just one kilowatt hour.

our

to 1st officer ol steamer

Nevadan, which has

Bell,

period

a

feeling it to have been an unwise proceeding.
Primrose Chapter, Order of the Eastern
Percy Sprague, formerly of this town, now Star, observed children’s night Friday evenliving in Brooklyn, N Y., has been promoted ing, March 17th, with 23 of a possible 41 chilgone to
France.

Universalist parish
Tuesday afternoon ny Mrs.

Aid of the

entertained

Mrs.

Greenwood, Mass,, who
came here to visit his aged mother, Mrs. Margaret Fletcher, now in her 97th year, died at
the home of Capt. Wilson N. West, Warren
street, Monday afternoon after a short illness
Ansel Fletcher of

»

E. Prescott, Sylvan street, returned early
last week from a business trip to Purnham.

That

to Dr. Louis

20

i

Let ua here resolve that we extend our deep
sympathy to his wife and family in their great

J.

teacher in the

Mies Iona

|

the

man or

sorrow.

Alfred Stinson and George S. Sargent have
been drawn

with all

it is

time,

compare them
use.
In other words, what combe obtained for the same money.
so we must

highest grade burned in the most approved type of lamp
will give 800 candle hours which means that it will supply a

memory.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

Water street.

Theoretically, according

of the Infinite, that there are periods
clouds will gather and shut out the
beauty of a perfect horizon.
Thus it was with Mizpah Rebekah Lodge,
when our beloved brother, Amos F. Carleton,
was taken from its ranks.
He was a member
held in high esteem, not only because he bad
a great interest for the order, and because he
was hailed with respect by those with whom
he associated, but especially because we, his
brothers and sisters of the order who knew
him so well, realize that he was worthy of all
the respect that was shown him and all the
honors that were bestowed upon him from
time to time by his fellow citizens; and also
worthy of any tribute we could pay to his

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.
New York

returned home Saturday.

as

the hand of

can

down,

and less all the

of

hand
when

price.

iness

Belfast,

It is with the fraternal order

things instituted by

electricity fiasjbeen costing less

parative illumination

Mizpah Rebekah Lodge of Winterport has
adopted the following resolutions of respect:

W. Co.
Barge Spring arrived Monday from Philadelphia with 3,000 tons of coal to the P. C. &

a

the

Powder is made from

KEROSENE

ns-

the cost of oil has also gone
now to see which is best to

;

Probably all records in Masonry were broken
in Augusta, Ga., when Charles Estes, aged 97,
and

adds to the food

While

|

including several visitors.

cream of tartar, derived from grapes, and

Barge Marion arrived Monday from Philadelphia with 1600 tons of coal to the P. C, &

ELECTRICITY

the regular meeting of Phoenix Lodge
F. & A. M., last Tuesday evening supper was
served at 6 30, followed by work in tbe Master
Mason degree. There was a large attendance,

,

Royal Baking

H, E. Bangs, Esq., returned Friday from
Dover, where he had been attending court.

'

At

Do you read the label to know whether
your baking powder is made from cream
of tartar or, on the other hand, from alum

vention in Bangor last week.

—Mrs.

=^===i

Worth Careful Thought

phia.

L. H. Rogers attended the blacksmiths’
vention in Bangor last week.

.;

...

on said avenue sixteen rods to a stake
stones; thence westerly twenty rods to a
and stones; thence southerly sixteen rod
said Perkins’ road; thence easterly on line
said Perkins’ road twenty rods to place of f
ginning, containing two acres, more or
and being the same premises conveyed to
George A. Matthews by Hattie E. Murphy,
deed dated March 9, 1899, and recorded
Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Book
Page 368, and conveyed to said Josie F. Hall
said George A Mathews by deed dated Noven
her 6, 1907; and whereas, the said George
Matthews, by his written assignment, date
the eighteenth day of May, A. D. 1909, and
corded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book
Page 4, assigned and transferred said mortgadeed. and the debt thereby secured, to the
dersigned, Julia 1 Frye and Mary F. Frye, b«
of Montville, in said County of Waldo, a:
whereas, the condition of said mortgagebeen broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach
the condition thereof, we claim a foreclose

ofjsaid mortgage.
Dated this second day of February, A.
MAkY F. t RYE,
1916.
JULIA 1. FRYE.
D.
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